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Abstract
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This is an empirical study of the economic structure and the impact of
macroeconomic policy during the period 1959-1993 in the case of a particular
developing economy-Iran.

The Iranian experience is of considerable importance not least because of the
role this country plays in the Middle East and also its position as a founder
member of the Economic Co-operation Organisation (ECO) which consists of
Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, Afghanistan and six newly independent states of the
former Soviet Union.

In this thesis an attempt is made to incorporate the major characteristics of
the Iranian economy into a macroeconomic model. We have maintained a
specification of the model as general as possible and used widely accepted
developing country specifications. A unified data set provided by the IMF's IFS
is used and we have relied on an appropriate econometric technique for the
estimation of the model's parameters. For the purpose of dynamic simulation of
the model we have utilised a computer program of ordinary substitution method.

The main aims of this study have been:
(i) To generate a set of macroeconomic parameters for Iran that are recognised
to be important for policy analysis and policy recommendation.
(ii) To establish whether the economy has been structurally stable throughout
the sample period of 1959-93.
(iii) To use the estimated model for partial equilibrium and impact multiplier
analysis of the economy in the short-run.
(iv) To examine the effects of alternative policies on the performance of the
economic system in the medium term by dynamic simulation of the estimated
model.

Chapters III to VI of this thesis focus on these aims. As a result, this study
provides considerable knowledge about the structure of the Iranian economy in
the period 1959-93 and about the impact of macroeconomic policy both in the
short-run and in the medium-term within the economy. Some of this knowledge
might usefully be generalised to other developing countries, particularly to the
oil exporting countries in which oil revenues constitute a substantial part of total
government revenue.
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Chapter I
Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This is an empirical study of the economic structure and the impact of

macroeconomic policy during the period 1950s-1993 in the case of a particular

developing country-Iran. Chapter II provides historical and institutional

perspective. Based on the economy's characteristics, as an oil exporting

developing economy, and theoretical relationships a macroeconometric model is

constructed in chapter III to accommodate a formal analysis of the economy. In

chapter IV the behavioural equations of the model are estimated using an

appropriate method and partial equilibrium implications of the estimated model

are discussed. Structural stability of the model and impact multiplier analysis

are examined in chapter V. Then the complete model is translated into a system

dynamic model with which policy alternatives are simulated in chapter VI. An

overview and summary of the thesis is provided in chapter VII, where

suggestions are also made for further research.

1.2 Motivation for and Aims of the Study

As an Iranian student of economics, my incentive for such an investigation on

Iran's economy could only seem natural. However, the Iranian experience is of

considerable importance for many other observers-not least those who are



interested in the economic development of the oil exporting countries of the

Middle East. There is little doubt that socio-economic development in Iran could

have significant effects not only on the Middle-East but also on the central and

south-west Asian countries many of which are now Iran's partners in the

Economic Co-operation Organisation (ECO) which consists of Iran, Turkey,

Pakistan, Afghanistan and 6 newly independent countries of the former Soviet

Union. Also, Iran in the period under observation has experienced a wide range

of changes in macroeconomic policy objectives and implementation of policy

tools under governments with substantially varying political philosophies, most

notably pre and post the 1979 revolution (see chapter II). A better understanding

of that experience is valuable in itself.

The main framework for macroeconomic policy analysis and policy

recommendation for developing countries in post-war era until 1970s has been

derived from the Harrod-Domar aggregate growth model, Lewis-Fei-Rains

labour-surplus models, Leontief fixed-coefficient model, static and dynamic

linear programming models and Chenery two-gap models (see footnote 1 below).

In general, assumptions that are made in these models include: (i) that the rate of

inflation and the extent of aggregate demand are not important consideration;

(ii) that the financial constraints on government and central bank behaviour can

(1) Alternative approaches towards economic policy analysis and
recommendation also have developed since the 1940s. These approaches have
been dominated mainly by structuralist economists' theories of development
issues. Since our analysis in this thesis lies on the main stream economic thought
of the Keynesian-Neoclassical synthesis we do not pay attention to these
alternative approaches here. For a brief discussion of these theories see Tarp
(1993, Ch. 6).
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be safely ignored; and (iii) that short-run flexibility is extremely limited because

short-run price responses are very low (see Behrman 1977, p.5). The resulting

models usually included only real phenomena and were characterised by supply

bottlenecks due to either limited foreign exchange or capital constraints.

However, short-run stabilisation issues have long been of substantial policy

concern in a number of developing countries especially those with a history of

inflation. Because of this growing interest in stabilisation and other short-run

problems, a large number of Keynesian based national income determination

models has been constructed since the 1970s. All too often, however, the

structure of these models has been adopted from aggregate-demand models of

developed economies with little or no adjustment for the special conditions in the

developing countries. On the other, hand there has been no consensus on an

analytical framework for the study of developing country macroeconomic issues.

As Hague et al (1990, p. 538) argue "individual models suitable for different

tasks have proliferated with different and often conflicting assumptions about a

wide range of crucial aspects of these economies such as the nature of financial

markets, the degree of capital mobility, the form and functioning of the exchange

rate regime and so on".

At the empirical level, the disagreement over the general specification of such

models is even more pronounced. Also there is no general agreement over the

order of magnitude of certain key parameters. These key parameters are for

example; the interest responsiveness of saving and investment, the "offset

coefficient" for monetary policy, the relative price elasticity of exports and

imports and the importance of the "accelerator" mechanism in the determination

3



of investment (see Hague et al (1990 and 1993), Montiel (1990), Chhibber et al

(1992), Khan and Knight(1982) Muscatelli et al (1994) Behrman (1977))

Although in this thesis an attempt is made to incorporate the major

characteristics of the Iranian economy into a macroeconomic model, we have

maintained a specification of the model as general as possible and used widely

accepted developing country specifications wherever feasible. For this reason,

the structure and the behavioural equations in our model are conventional in the

sense that their specifications lie in the main stream economic thought. We have

used a unified data set provided by the IMF's IFS and have relied on an

appropriate econometric technique for the estimation of the model's parameters.

For the purpose of dynamic simulation of the model we have utilised a computer

program of ordinary substitution method.

However, our work differs in several important ways from most existing

developing countries empirical work. (i) We assume that expectations are formed

rationally by forward looking economic agents. (ii) allowance is made for the

presence of capital controls. Capital controls are a common feature of most

developing countries, but in most studies they have been neglected in empirical

analysis. (iii) We have adopted a version of the buffer stock money concept to

accommodate effects of short-run disequilibrium in the money market on the

price level and on the real part of the economy. (iv) The degree of endogeneity of

economic policy options is made explicit in our study. And (v) we have used the

space-state approach and a version of the substitution method to simulate the

complete model.

4



The main aims of this study have been:

(i) To generate a set of macroeconomic parameters for Iran that are recognised

to be important for policy analysis and policy recommendation.

(ii) To establish whether the economy has been structurally stable throughout

the sample time period of 1959-1993.

(iii) To use the estimated model for partial equilibrium and impact multiplier

analysis of the economy in the short-run.

(iv) To examine the effects of alternative policies on the performance of the

economic system in the medium term by dynamic simulation of the estimated

model.

In the following chapters we first provide a survey of Iran's economic

development in 1950s-1993 (chapter. II), and the specification of the

macroeconomic model (chapter. III), then we move to the estimation of the model

(chapter. IV) The short-run and medium term policy analyses are presented in

chapters V and VI. Finally, chapter VII is devoted to the summary of the thesis

where some suggestions are also made for further research.
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Chapter II
Economic Development in Iran 1953-1993

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter a brief review of the economic development in Iran over the

period 1953-1993 is presented. The main purpose of the survey is to provide

some insight into the macroeconomic relationships in this economy to facilitate

the specification of the structural model which is developed and estimated in the

following chapters of this thesis. The chapter is organised around two sections.

First, an attempt is made to capture the main characteristics of economic

development since the early 1950s through an analysis of the macroeconomic

variables. Second, the national economic polices, consisting of monetary, fiscal

and foreign sector polices, are discussed. 	 ,.

2.2 Macroeconomic Trends 1953-1993

Iranian economic development in period 1953-93 is best understood if the time

period is divided into two sub-periods- before and after 1979. The reason for this

is that the 1979 revolution in this year changed the entire socio-political

environment and had lasting impacts on the country's policy. However, in our

survey of the economic development we have tried to maintain the continuity of

the review.



2.2.1 Economic Growth and Aggregate Consumption

Following the overthrow of the government of Dr. Mosaddegh in 1953 (who had

led nationalisation of the country's oil industry in his premiership) a new phase

of economic development in Iran began in which state-owned oil revenue

became the predominant source of financing the capital accumulation.

Mobilisation of resources for investment from a mainly agrarian economy lent

itself to distribution and allocation of the already centralised economic surplus in

the form of oil revenue. This changed the nature of the state -economy

interrelationship and inaugurated a period of rapid institutional transformation

to a market economy (Karshenas ,1990, p.88).

The growing predominance of the public sector was mainly the result of

rising public expenditure financed by oil revenues. In this period effective

measures were taken to encourage private capital and its entry into industry and

agriculture in a major way.

In the period 1955-62 the economy witnessed a massive injection of external

funds i.e. oil revenue and foreign capital. Government investment was largely

confined to infrastructure while private sector investment was concentrated in

construction, transportation and light industries. The uncoordinated growth of

investment and the consequent economic boom increased the demand for foreign

capital and intermediate goods and gave rise to a balance of payments crisis in

the early 1960s.

During this boom period, the government showed little concern about the

disequilibrating effects of its financial and monetary policies nor did it have the

institutional framework for undertaking the necessary regulatory task at the
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macro-economic level. For example, there was little appreciation of the role of

fiscal policy in the level and composition of aggregate demand. During the period

1955-62 between 50 and 60 per cent of government expenditure was financed by

oil revenues or borrowing from the domestic and foreign sectors. The budget

deficit was about 40 per cent of the total government expenditure and close to 7

per cent of GDP(Karshenas,1990, p. 136).

A distinctive feature of the structural shift in government development

expenditure in the post 1963 era was the increasing concentration of government

investment in the industrial sector and related activities. Government investment

was confined to heavy industries such as basic metals, petrochemical and

mechanical engineering. In this period it was the availability of external finance,

namely oil revenues and foreign credits, which determined the magnitude of

government investment: and the availability of ample supplies of external funds

over this period meant that capital formation could take place without the need

to curtail the growth of consumption in the short run. The rapid acceleration of

the rate of investment in the economy from 20 per cent of GDP in 1963 to about

47 per cent in 1977 went hand in hand with the very fast rate of growth of

consumption both in the public and private sectors. Private sector consumption

in real terms grew by about 11 per cent per annum over the 1963-1978 period

while government consumption maintained a very high rate of growth close to 20

per cent a year in the same period(Bank Markazi Iran, various annual reports).

This high rate of growth of consumption in the period gave rise to a rapid

expansion of the domestic market which in turn provided the demand for

8



private industries. This reminds us of a Keynesian multiplier process which in

the case of Iran was accelerated by the impact of oil revenue in this period.

By international standards, the growth performance of the Iranian economy

during this period was very impressive. The rate of growth of GDP and

investment in real terms ranked amongst the highest in the world economies for

this period. It is argued that the real annual average rate of growth of investment

in Iran was fairly close to the absorptive capacity of the economy. Other data

published by the World Bank (1980) show that compared with other third world

countries, Iran's annual real growth rate in 1959-78 was nearly 9 per cent. This

was roughly double the average of countries in the middle-income category and

higher than the average for any other group of countries in the world.

Over this period, the financial institutions also developed rapidly. By the

early 1960s the banking system had acquired a much higher degree of

differentiation than had existed a decade earlier. With the formation of the

Central Bank (Bank Markazi Iran) in 1960 the government tightened its

surveillance over the formal credit market; through a policy of different interest,

rates and different forms of credit control, Bank Markazi could exert its control

over the total amount and distribution of funds within a regular credit market.

Thus, in summarising the economic development of Iran over the period

1953-78, it is fair to say that this period was a clear success for the Iranian

economy. The achievement was beyond the most optimistic expectations of

observers. During this period, Iran enjoyed a good measure of political stability

and national confidence. The relationship between the public and private sector

was mutually supportive and private investment was attractive to both domestic

9



and foreign investors. Rising demand for investment was spurred by Iran's

substantial natural resources, a rich supply of human capital, extensive new

physical infrastructure, a solid banking system and a large and expanding

domestic market. The government policy of generous tax incentives, easy bank

credit, bilateral trade agreements and liberal exchange facilities served as an

unparalleled promoter of private enterprise and initiative. The economy, despite

its imbalances and fragility, was a workable system capable of self correction

and survival in the face of many economic challenges(see Amuzegar,1993, ch.3).

However, the economy was not without its own difficulties. One of the key

weaknesses of the Iranian economy has been its heavy dependence upon

imported capital and semi-processed goods. This has led to serious balance of

payments problems on several occasions when the economy was growing fast and

its demand for imports increased beyond its foreign reserves capacity. It is

argued that, given the production structure of the economy, increasing reliance

on external resources created a genuine shortage of foreign exchange which

could not be removed without reducing the rate of growth of the economy muchc

below its absorptive capacity. When in 1979 the country's foreign trade was

disturbed, none of the large industrial firms was operating at more than 70 per

cent of its capacity and some were below 11 per cent. On average 57 percent of

the raw materials needed by industry were imported from abroad (see

Amuzegar, 1993, p. 206).

In the year of revolution, 1979, the economy was in total disarray. The

banking system was in imminent collapse due to massive withdrawals and

nonfunctioning loans because of uncertainty and confusion caused by social
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unrest. Unemployment, inflation and capital flight were on the rise while foreign

trade and public confidence in the future were on the decline.

During 1979-1993 the Iranian economy has experienced periods of sharp

declines in real output and by periods of respectable growth. There was a three

year recession between 1979-81, a four year recovery of 1982-85, another

economic slowdown between 1986 and 1989 and a new cycle of growth after

1989.

In the first period of struggle over economic restructuring the crisis caused

by the revolution was particularly aggravated by the sudden exodus of

experienced administrators, business managers, skilled workers, bankers and

professionals. The loss of this vital human capital was exacerbated by an acute

shortage of raw materials and semi-processed goods caused partly by the

embargo imposed on the country in this period. Industrial plants were run by

new and inexperienced managers. Construction activities that served as the

mainstay of Iran's 1974-78 economic boom had come to a virtual standstill due to

revolutionary turmoil. The difficulties were topped by a liquidity shortage

caused by private currency hoarding outside the banks given a loss of confidence

in the banking system. Under pressure from hard liners and socialist groups, the

provisional government which was in favour of resuming pre revolutionary

economic policy, nationalised the banking system. All banks and insurance

companies and some 50 per cent of industrial corporations were nationalised by

a decree of the Council of Revolution (see Amuzegar,1993, p.45).

Although the decision was essentially a political one, there were also

economic reasons for the take-over. Several banks were on the brink of

11



insolvency and others had difficulties with excessive domestic and foreign

exposure. Most major private insurance companies were in bad financial shape.

Also large industries were heavily indebted to the banking system. They were

unable to service their debts due to strikes and workers take-overs, and suffered

from absentee owners who had left the country.

The outbreak of war with Iraq in 1980 following the Iraqi invasion of the

country further affected economic activities. The oil industry and foreign trade

were particularly heavily affected which caused more confusion and uncertainty

about the future of the economy. However, by 1981, the government was in a

position to resume the economy's normal operation albeit under war time

conditions. The government increased its intervention in the economy by

rationing the basic necessities, allocating foreign exchange and imposing

quantitative imports restrictions as well as wages and price control.

The necessity of pursuing a year to year economic management dependent

on oil revenues resulted in policy formulation based on what Amuzegar

(1993,p.46) called expedient discrimination. This strategy manifested itself in

establishing a dozen different exchange rates for different categories of imports,

granting different types and amounts of subsidies to domestic producers, setting

different foreign exchange quotas for various industries and so on. There were

also frequent policy changes accompanied by arbitrary decisions on the part of

government officials in economic policy implementation.

In 1981 real GDP fell to the same level as that of the early 1970s. An

additional cause of this decline was growing uncertainty regarding private

ownership and enterprise. In this period, investment fell drastically. The oil

12



sector experienced a 19.4 per cent decline because of damage to the industry

caused by the war and its dependence on imports of raw materials and spare

parts. Since the main source of the foreign exchange of the country was the oil

sector the shortage of foreign exchange affected output negatively. As could be

expected the most negatively affected sector after oil was manufacturing. Nearly

1.4 million workers -12 per cent of the work force - were officially out of work.

With partial restoration of political stability and a gradual return of

confidence in the government's commitment to economic recovery, real output

resumed its pre-revolution growth trend in 1982. The ensuing four year period

was largely underwritten by the resumption of oil exports and its firm price in

the international markets. Rising oil revenues enabled the country to finance the

imports needed for further industrial production. For the four year period the

average annual real growth rate was a respectable 6.9 per cent, although GDP in

1982 was still below its level of 1978.

The favourable growth rate was reversed in 1986 when the oil price dropped

to its lowest level since 1974. The volume of exports was also affected because of

military attacks on oil installations and tankers in the Persian Gulf by enemy

forces. Soaring war expenditure, the fall in oil revenues and exhausted foreign

exchange resources brought almost all foreign dependent activities to a stand

still. Real GDP dropped by 8.8 per cent in 1986 when capacity utilisation in

industry fell to a low of 30 per cent. Only the agricultural sector showed a small

rate of growth.

After the cease-fire in war in 1988, a more pragmatic economic policy was

adopted by the new administration. Substantial resources released from the war

13



effort and an improvement in oil production and export helped the industrial

sector to recover; the budget deficit to decline; and inflation to recede. With the

launching of a new five year plan in 1989 and a distinct shift in government

priorities and policies, a broad-based expansion in the oil productive sector

helped the 1989 GDP realise a 4.2 per cent rise in real terms. The momentum

picked up speed in 1990 with the oil and industrial sectors taking the lead and

pushing GDP up by 11.5 per cent. Enhanced public confidence in the new

economic liberalisation measures and expectations of a better private investment

climate helped the growth trend to continue through 1991 when GDP grew by

8.6 per cent in real terms. The unprecedented sharp increase in the import of

machinery, spare parts and raw materials helped the industrial sector grow by

over 18 per cent but this high growth rate slowed down when oil revenue

projections did not materialise. As government revenues also fell by 17 per cent

and the budget deficit doubled, the GDP growth rate for the year ending March

1993 was put at about 6-7 per cent(Amuzegar,1993,p.52).

Overall, the economic performance for the period 1978-1993 has been

disappointing. At the end of the period real GDP was only about 2 per cent

above that of 1978. Due to a very rapid population rise over the period real per

capita income in 1993 was about 60 per cent of the level of per capita income in

1978. The economy needed a persistent increase in investment to restore its

growth. But non-oil exports are still negligible relative to import requirements

and there is no sign of a substantial and steady rise in the oil price. Foreign

investment also faces institutional and structural difficulties in the country.

Therefore there remains no easy way of obtaining sustained economic growth for

14



a country that in the last three decades has relied heavily on external resources-

mainly oil revenues- adopting an import substitution strategy, but to mobilise its

domestic resource for capital accumulation. On the other hand, due to the

decline in per capita income the economy's saving capacity also has declined

making investment and capital formation even more difficult. The next section is

devoted to investment and capital formation in Iran since the early 1950s.

2.2.2 Investment and Capital formation

Given the steady increase in oil revenues in the second half of the 1950s,

government was able to expand its development expenditure without crowding-

out private sector investment. The concentration of government investment on

activities not favoured by the private sector created a highly complementary

relationship between public and private capital. The data on public and private

investment in this period reveals that public investment and credit advanced by

the banking system to the private sector have enhanced private investment (see

Karshenas, 1990, ch.5). The state policy on industrial finance played a decisive

role in encouraging the private sector to participate in economic development.

The ratio of "government investment plus credit advanced by the banking

system" to "total gross fixed capital" in both manufacturing and mining was 44.1

percent on average between 1963 and 1967. This ratio increased to 64.9 percent

over the period 1973-77 and in agriculture it grew from over 160 per cent to

more than 178 per cent over the same period. The inflow of total government

managed funds, into the manufacturing sector, grew from 10.3 per cent of quasi

rents in 1963-67 period to 33.1 percent in 1973-77 and in agriculture they grew
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from 61.3 per cent to 87.2 per cent of net agricultural surplus over the same

period.

Between 1955 and 1960 the share of the private sector's fixed investment in

GDP more than doubled and by 1956 it had already overtaken public

investment. Such an acceleration in the rate of growth of investment was not

possible without the availability of abundant bank credit in this

period(Karshenas,1990, p. 108). There were various factors underlying the

growth of the supply of bank credit in this period. Apart from the expansion of

the banking system itself (which was evident from the declining share of

currency in total money supply from 60.7 per cent in 1953 to 51.1 per cent in

1959 and 38.6 per cent in 1961) a lack of tight monetary control and the

revaluation of the rial in 1957 led to a rapid expansion of bank credit between

1954-60.

The period 1955-59 was one of rapid growth of real investment following the

massive injection of external funds into the economy. Government investment in

this period was largely confined to infrastructure and manufacturing whilst

private investment concentrated on construction, transportation and light

manufacturing. Public sector investment in this period, witnessed an annual rate

of growth of 25 per cent in real terms. According to development expenditure

data, more than 68 per cent of government investment in this period went into

economic infrastructure. The only field in which government investment directly

contributed to expanding productive capacities in a significant way was the

manufacturing sector.
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The recession that developed in 1959 continued until 1963. Political

uncertainty in the early 1960s was also responsible for the slow down in

economic activity. The economy emerged from the early 1960s' recession to

witness the longest period of sustained capital accumulation in the recorded

economic history of Iran. Real gross fixed investment by the public sector grew

by an average annual rate of 22 per cent over the 1963-77 period and by 1967 it

had surpassed the level of private investment. The fact that government

investment was mainly financed by external resources substantially increased its

multiplier impact. The average annual rate of growth for gross fixed investment

in the period 1963-78 was the impressive rate of 18.9 per cent. The share of gross

fixed investment in non-oil GDP rose from 16.9 per cent in 1962 to 30.9 per cent

in 1971 and reached its phenomenal rate of 50.7 per cent in the post 1973 oil

boom years(see Karshenas ,1990, ch.7). Such rates of growth of course could only

be sustained with increasing oil revenues accrued by government.

It is important to note that even when public sector expenditure is financed

by external funds as in the case of Iran, the crowding out effect would still be

present. This is because the private sector has to accommodate greater public

absorption of domestic resources by curtailing its own expenditure. On the other

hand, in the case of Iran (with an undeveloped capital market) deficit spending,

financed by domestic borrowing, could produce direct crowding out under the

assumption of a non-accommodating monetary policy. Also, a shortage of foreign

exchange has been one of the key factors curbing investment and economic

growth. Therefore, government development expenditure and the government

deficit may have caused a crowding-out effect on private sector investment.
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To summarise the main features of investment in the Iranian economy in the

period 1955-1978, one may refer to: the remarkable high rate of capital

accumulation; the dominant role of the State in the process and the absence of a

serious crowding-out effect of public sector investment within the economy. Also

important were oil resources, external funds to capital formation and the

banking systems credit expansion impact on private investment. Although some

of these features were still in place after 1979 there have been some substantial

changes in this regard.

The general picture portrayed for investment and capital formation in the

Iranian economy in the period 1953-78 was no longer the same post 1979.

Aggregate demand during the entire 1979-93 period reflected an overall decline

in economic activities. The ratio of total investment in GDP fell from 24 per cent

in 1978 to 12 per cent in 1992. Total gross capital formation in 1992 was about 50

per cent of the real outlay in 1978. During 1979-89 there was a slight increase in

the share of agricultural investment in the total gross fixed capital formation.

The casualty of the socio-political events of 1978-1993 in the country was clearly

the level of investment. A large share of private and public sector expenditure

shifted in favour of consumption. Private investment was negatively affected by

the erosion of public confidence in the future of the economy and the financial

crowding out effect of the government budget deficit (see Amuzegar, 1993,

p.116).

The public share of total capital formation fell below that of the private

sector for most of the 1978-93 period. Regarding the decline of total investment

(in real terms) it is evident that the dominant role the government exercised in
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Iranian economic growth pre 1979 was reduced post 1979. However it is worth

noting that the government still exerted considerable influence upon investment

and capital formation within the economy. Not only because of its considerable

share in total investment but also through fiscal and monetary instruments by

which it could affect private investment. It is argued that due to the undeveloped

capital and securities markets, credits advanced to the private sector by the

banking system (which in post 1979 were controlled by the state) played a

significant role in private investment. For this reason it is a strong possibility

that the public sector's budget deficit and the policy of financing it through the

domestic banking system had a crowding out effect on private sector investment

between 1979 and 1993.

For most of the 1980s the principal investment policy instruments employed

by the monetary authorities to control the overall expansion of credit were

quantitative quotas assigned to each bank and the administrative guidelines

regarding the composition of credit to the various sectors. Within the aggregate

credit limits for the year commercial banks were given a credit ceiling based on

their source and use of funds (see Amuzegar, 1993, ch. 8). In 1979-93 because of

the current account deficit and the decline of the country's net foreign exchange

reserves and later (in 1990-93) the accumulation of foreign debts, and the

dependency of the economy on imported capital and semi-processed imported

goods, any effort to promote economic growth has led to balance of payments

problems. Although the economy had faced balance of payments crises in the

early 1960s and early 1970s before the oil boom era, the size and magnitude of
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the balance of payments problem in the 1990s was in excess of the earlier Iranian

experiences.

2.2.3 Foreign Trade and the Balance of Payments

The 1955-59 boom was followed by an economic recession which continued up to

1963. The recession was triggered by the 1960-61 balance of payments crisis, but

the deflationary measures taken by the government to stabilise the foreign

exchange reserves had recessionary consequences. The crisis was caused by over

expansion of commodity imports during the late 1950s' economic boom. The

period witnessed a continuous decline in the significance of non-oil exports in

financing commodity imports. The stagnation of non-oil exports was partly due

to the rapid expansion of the domestic market and also to the removal of export

subsidies which the abolition of the dual exchange system implied.

Despite the rapid growth of foreign exchange proceeds from the oil sector, the

economy faced chronic balance of payments crises again in the late 1960s. This

phase of the balance of payments crisis began with the acceleration of economic

growth after 1963, which led to a widening current account deficit. By the late

1960s , the central bank, had to take action in order to control imports and credit

expansion. This created a minor recession in (1967-69), (Karshenas,1990, p.216).

According to the Bank Markazi's report in 1969, the pressures on foreign

exchange became quite clear by mid 1968. Towards the end of this year, the first

set of restrictive measures were introduced to prevent the depletion of foreign

exchange reserves.
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The burden of restrictions imposed on credit and foreign trade was borne

by private sector investment. A decline in the rate of growth of investment did

not curtail absorption of the economy as a whole in a noticeable manner. This

was due to the fact that government fiscal policy was highly expansionary

throughout these years.

The oil price hikes of 1973-74 temporarily pushed aside the preoccupation

with balance of payments problems, yet it only postponed the problem. From the

principal components of the balance of payments records, one can see that the

non-oil trade formed the main component of the current account deficit though

the services account also showed a perpetual deficit of increasing magnitude, it

constituted a relatively small item in the overall non-oil current account deficit.

A major part of the services deficit was composed of interest payments on long-

run foreign debts which arose out of the need to finance the cmmnodity trade

deficit in the first place. The primary cause of balance of payments problems

during this period therefore should be sought in the underlying factors of the

trade balance deficit. ,_

While the performance of commodity exports and in particular

manufacturing exports is very important in an economy like Iran from a long-

run perspective, the medium-term balance of payment problems were mainly

related to the rise in commodity imports. This is due to the fact that the value of

imports was far higher than non-oil exports and they could not exert an

important influence on the overall trade balance of payments in the medium-

term.
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Despite a 10 per cent average annual rate of growth of private consumption

the rate of growth of imports of consumer goods was no more than 1.7 per cent

per annum. At the same time, there was rapid growth in the imports of

intermediate and capital goods. The cyclical fluctuation in the overall trade

balance during the crisis of the early 1960s was a perfect mirror image of the

fluctuation in the manufacturing deficit. While the minor recession of the late

1960s began to bring down the manufacturing deficit, the sudden rise in the oil

price prevented the repetition of the pattern of the earlier period.

For most of the years since 1978 the country has experienced a deficit in its

external accounts. These deficits were mainly caused by: reduced volumes of

crude oil exports; the fall in the oil price; additional import requirements

because of the war; a flight of capital; and the government policy of paying back

external debts. In 1978-79, oil export earnings were down to $18.1 bn from $21

bn in the previous year, but due to a slow down in economic activity and reduced

total imports the balance of payments produced only a small deficit. In 1979,

there was a decline in foreign payments, while foreign receipts remained, high

because of high oil prices therefore there was a surplus of $ 5.9 bn. In 1980

foreign receipts decreased as a result of the oil export reduction as well as the

break out of the war with Iraq, while foreign payments increased. The year

ended with a current account deficit of $ 2.4 bn and an overall balance of $ -9.7

bn. From 1979 up to 1993, the overall balance of payments registered a total

deficit of about $ 5.7 bn. A not insignificant portion of the negative overall

balance of payments was due to a relentless flight of capital from the country.
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Despite heavy penalties for unauthorised foreign exchange transactions, the

government was unable to stop capital transfers through the decade.

The services account of the balance of payments was affected in a number of

different ways during the decade. On the receipts side, there was a decline in

investment return due to reduced net foreign assets and the freezing of some

foreign exchange holdings abroad. On the payments side, there was also a

substantial reduction in debt servicing up to 1991 when foreign debt began to

accumulate again. On the whole the services account remained in large deficit,

thus despite a surplus in the trade account the balance of the current account

was in deficit for the most of the period 1978-93.

Trade liberalisation, exchange reforms and the shifting source of GDP

growth (from services to the commodity producing sectors) greatly increased

foreign trade. Total imports of goods and services rose from just over $ 13 bn in

1988 to a record high of more than $30 bn (in current US dollars) in 1991. As a

result, the current account deteriorated to a record deficit of nearly $ 8 bn. The

deficit was financed mainly through borrowing and a draw down on official

reserves and foreign assets (see Amuzegar, 1993).

The break down of the balance of payments into its main components leads

to four broad observations. First, the trade balance was determined essentially

by the value of oil exports and the consequent value of merchandise imports.

Second, the services sector which was perennially in deficit, was largely in the

freight and insurance account and long-run investment income from Iran's pre-

revolution loans and investment. Third, principal activities in the capital account

related to the freezing and the release of Iranian assets as well as the use of short-
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term credit. And, finally, non-oil exports played a relatively insignificant role in

the overall balance of payments.

2.2.4 Price Level and Inflation

The balance of payments problem of the early 1960s was caused by a monetary-

induced boom. Loans extended to the private sector increased by 46.1 per cent in

1957, 60.5 per cent in 1958 and 32.4 per cent in 1959. Rising government

expenditure together with the unprecedented expansion in private sector credit

produced Iran's first major boom during this period. In addition to the

government 's fiscal actions the expansion was aided by a major liberalisation of

restrictions on importation of capital equipment. Prices rose by only 1 per cent in

1959, partially because imports increased by about one-third during that year. A

year later the price level had risen by 10 per cent while imports had expanded

by only 10 per cent. By the end of the 1950s the monetary -induced boom had

come to its inevitable end with the country facing both excessively rising prices

and a large and growing current account deficit. The government was forced to

embark on an economic stabilisation programme initiated by the IMF, with its

standard measures such as exerting direct control over private sector credit,

raising interest rates, restriction of imports and reduction of government

expenditure.

As a result the economy turned into recession until 1963. In the early years

of the 1960s and indeed until 1970, the rise in the price index was relatively low

and caused little concern and the economy enjoyed a prolonged period of price
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stability through the 1960s. Beginning in 1972 however, growing inflation

pressures developed and were present throughout the 1970s.

A comparison of the rate of increase in the money supply and that of

inflation confirms that in the post oil boom of 1973, the Iranian economy had

advanced beyond its absorptive capacity in that the complementary factors of

production were put to work alongside the rapid increase in financial resources.

Apparently an injection of oil revenues beyond a certain level -the annual

absorptive capacity of the economy- only led to higher inflationary pressures

with little or no corresponding increase in output resulting from this

expenditure. The evidence for Iran during the post 1972 period suggests a

tendency of trying to do too much in too short a time(Looney,1982, ch. 8).

Most domestic sources of the inflationary pressures that built up in the mid

1970s can be traced to the decision to revise the fifth five-year Plan investments

and expenditure. The projection of total investment was doubled and significant

resources were allocated to social welfare and subsidies. From the total

government budget of 1974 (which was tripled from the previous year) only 28

per cent went into fixed capital formation whereas 58 per cent was spent on

current expenditures.

To sum up, the inflationary cause and effects in the period 1960-77, one can

observe that the impact of an increase in government current expenditure on the

one hand and the economy's absorptive capacity on the other hand were key

factors. In the fourth economic development plan(1968-73) government current

spending increased annually by an average rate of 22 per cent per year. In 1971

the current account increased by about 31 per cent. In the fifth economic
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development plan, 1973-1978, current budgetary spending accelerated greatly .

The increase was equal to 300 per cent. Part of the increased current expenditure

went into government subsidies of basic necessities but the major part

contributed to rises in salary and wages in the public sector, further feeding a

soaring demand.

The economic crisis of 1978 had its monetary origins in the economic boom of

the years following the sharp increase in oil prices. In 1978 it was hard to call the

Central Bank's action part of a rational stabilisation policy. However, a Bank

Markazi's survey (Bank Markazi Iran 1991) of the early 1978-93 period shows

that a series of measures adopted in 1978 to combat inflation in the housing

sector resulted in a decline in the housing price index and affected the overall

consumer price rise due to the heavy weight given to the dwelling price index in

the overall consumer price index. Other factors, such as a reduction in public

expenditure, the outflow of a considerable volume of bank notes from the

banking system and a decline in the velocity of money also affected the price level

negatively.

In 1980 inflation once again became one of the authorities, major concerns.

With the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war, a devastating decline in oil production

and revenues together with significantly reduced imports of consumer goods and

industrial inputs affected aggregate supply considerably while aggregate demand

(mainly because of soaring government expenditure) rose sharply. The central

bank reported a 35 per cent rise in money supply as the chief cause of the 1980

inflation. Due to the war-time conditions the government established a price

control centre, rationed main foods and other basic necessities and adopted a
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plan to subsidise other important consumption goods. Despite these efforts the

CPI in 1981 still rose by 22.8 per cent. The central bank estimate of inflation for

the whole three year period, 1978-1981, was about 50 per cent.

In 1982 consumer prices rose by 19.2 per cent. Due to the recovery in the

industrial sector, greater availability of foreign exchange and increased imports

of basic goods and raw materials, the rise in the CPI was reduced from the

previous year's level. In 1983 some other goods were added to the rationing

system. The CPI in 1983 rose about 15 per cent. In 1984 consumer prices rose by

just 10.4 per cent due to an extension of subsidies as well as stabilisation policy.

A reduction in public sector expenditure accompanied by a slower rate of

increase in private liquidity resulted in a fall in aggregate demand. On the

supply side, increased output in agriculture and manufacturing helped the

balance. 1985 witnessed a recession and the rise in the CPI was reduced to 6.9

per cent.

In 1986 oil prices fell markedly. On the other hand, the government

expenditure soared due to the intensification of hostilities in war. The money

supply increased due to a huge budget deficit and fuelled the inflationary

pressures once again. The CPI rose by 23.7 per cent. The most direct cause was

the unprecedented budget deficit due to the fall in oil revenues. The inflation

continued in 1987 and the CPI rose by 27.7 percent. The main cause again was

the budget deficit, more or less for the same reason as the previous year. An 18.1

per cent rise in the nominal money supply was reported by the central bank

(Bank Markazi Iran).
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The fall in the global price of oil in 1987 negatively affected government

revenue and foreign exchange reserves. With a budget deficit of 50 per cent of

total government expenditure and a 25 per cent rise in private liquidity an

upsurge in inflation was inevitable and the CPI rose by nearly 29 per cent. Then

came the cease-fire. This eased the war and military related expenditure and

redirected some part of these resources toward production which lowered the

budget deficit. On the other hand private sector investment increased as a result

of stronger expectations of economic recovery in the post-war era. The rise in the

CPI for 1989 was however still high-17.4 per cent, but in 1990 it fell to a lower

level of 9 per cent. Growing demand for construction materials, basic

commodities, industrial parts, skilled labour and so on put new pressures on

prices in 1991. The CPI rose by 19.6 per cent in this year. The rise in the cost of

living was reported to be 23 per cent in 1992.

Apart from different internal and external factors such as: population

growth; supply bottlenecks; the devastating eight year war with Iraq; and a

decline in oil price and revenues, the root cause of Iran's high inflation can be

explained in two related phenomena, namely (i) the government budget deficit

and (ii) the debt financing policy of borrowing from the domestic banking

system, which created high powered money which in turn fed private liquidity

and increased the money supply in the 1978-93 period (see Amuzegar, 1993).

The correlation between the nominal money supply, private sector liquidity

and the price level was quite evident from the data. During 1981-83 when

liquidity increased by an annual average of nearly 20 per cent, the CPI rose by

21 per cent. When the expansion of private liquidity was reduced to an annual 12
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per cent in the 1984-86 period so annual inflation fell to about 10 per cent. After

1986, both indices rose in tandem until 1990.

The link between inflation and foreign exchange reserves has also been

plainly evident. The clearest linkage between the fall in foreign exchange

earnings inflation was apparent in the increase in liquidity resulting from the

budget deficit. Since oil revenues normally constituted a substantial part of total

government revenues, any drastic decline in oil income was bound to result in a

correspondingly larger budget deficit. Since the budget deficit was ordinarily

financed by borrowing from the central bank more outside money was created

and inflation was inevitably linked to the government oil revenue and foreign

exchange holdings. The other linkage between foreign exchange reserves and

inflation was through inputs of imported raw materials and semi-processed

goods to output. Due to the heavy dependence of the country's industries on

imported goods, the availability of foreign exchange was linked to import

increases and economic growth.

2.3 National Economic Policies

2.3.1 Monetary System and Monetary and Credit Policies

Modern banking in Iran started late but, protected and stimulated by the state

and expanding economic activities, it developed and became one of the fastest

growing parts of the economy particularly after the mid 1960s. In the 1950s, the

Iranian banking system was composed of six banks, four of which were owned

by the government, one was a Russian-owned bank which specialised in trade

between the two countries and the remaining one was the only private
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commercial bank (formed in 1950). By 1960 the number of banks had increased

to twenty-six including four specialised banks. Seven banks were private, nine

were operated with foreign participation. The share of the private banks rose to

39 per cent of the total assets of the banking system by the end of 1962. By 1976

the number of banks had increased to thirty-five which included ten specialised

banks. Despite the proliferation of private banks, in 1976 the government banks

still owned more than 50 per cent of the assets of commercial and specialised

banks. While during the 1950s the government exerted no effective control over

the activities of the private banks, the formation of the central bank (Bank

Markazi Iran) in 1960 changed this. The Currency and Credit Council of the

central bank gave the government tightened surveillance over the formal credit

market. Through a policy of differential interest rates and different forms of

credit controls, the Bank Markazi exerted its control over the total amount and

distribution of funds within the regulated credit market (see Karshenas, 1990).

The rapid development of the banking system in the 1950s led to a large

expansion of uncontrolled credit which was one of the causes of inflationary

pressures between 1957 and 1960. In an attempt to expand government control

over the country's financial system the state owned Bank Markazi took over the

central bank's functions in 1960. The principal instruments of monetary policy

available to the Bank Markazi were interest rates and selective credit controls,

reserve requirements, credit ceilings, refinancing facilities and exchange rate

policies.

Changes in the money supply came about in three ways, (i) external

transactions of the government sector, (ii) change in the supply of credit to the
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non government sectors by banks and (iii) changes in the government domestic

budget. The Bank Markazi had to manipulate those factors in the monetary base

or multiplier in the light of the expected effect on money of those factors it did

not control (Looney,1982, p.183).

Each of these sources of change in money supply and liquidity showed a

steady growth during the period 1960-1970. As a result, the growth in the money

supply and liquidity was also relatively steady in the 1960s. Thus, the money

supply (defined by the monetary authorities as notes and coins in circulation plus

private sector sight deposits) increased from about Rls 40 bn in 1961 to Rls 97 bn

in 1970. Monetary liquidity rose by an average rate of 15.5 per cent a year in the

period 1961-1970. The rate of growth for the period 1970-77 was 31.4 per cent.

The drastic upward movement was mainly due to the jump in oil revenue which

accrued to the government budget in the form of foreign reserves. In the wake of

the rise of oil revenues budgetary expenditure expanded sharply, the inflationary

effects of which caused concern to the monetary authorities and promptede a

stabilisation policy.

The lagged impact of the growth of money supply changes indicates that the

Bank Markazi's liberal financing of government deficits in the late 1960s and

early 1970s was a contributing factor to the accelerating inflation of the mid

1970s. In addition, several new sources of inflationary pressure began to develop.

First the mobilisation of quasi money in 1968 and 1969 by the commercial banks

to extend bank credit to private sector. Secondly, the private sector's demand for

credit was beginning to accelerate in the early 1970s (see Looney, 1982).
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The Bank's policy in the late 1960s and early 1970s was predicated on the

belief that the curtailment of credit to the public sector could jeopardise the

economy's development process. Hence, most of the central bank's actions at this

time involved attempts to regulate the volume of credit allocated by the

commercial banks to the private sector. In addition to the credit ceiling imposed

on the private sector during the 1970s, the Bank raised the legal reserves

requirement for demand deposits. Legal reserve requirements for non-sight

deposits remained unchanged at 15 per cent. Also in 1970 banks were required to

hold 16 per cent of their incremental deposits as government securities. The

maximum interest rate payable on savings deposits was lowered to 4.5 per cent.

The expressed purpose of regulations was to restrict the banks' overall lending

activities. Therefore the private sector was forced to bear the entire burden of

the Bank's credit policy.

In an official assessment of its performance for 1973 the Bank felt that its

raising of the rate of interest proved effective in mobilising savings. By 1974 the

Bank saw its major objective as largely one of restricting the increase of loans,

and credits which were for inflationary use while simultaneously encouraging

the expansion of loans and credits for productive purposes and imports.

The Bank's policy in setting a ceiling on bank credits was limited to

commercial banks only. No restrictions were placed upon the increase in loans

and credit of specialised (by regulation and practice) banks because of the

capacity increasing character of their lending operation. The net result of the

Bank's various credit policies, despite all its talk of restraint, was an expansion

of credit by 41 per cent during 1974. The volume of banking operations
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continued to expand in 1975 as the assets and liabilities of the banks increased by

34 per cent. Expansion took place despite a decline of 11 per cent in the banking

system's net foreign assets. Expansion therefore resulted largely from the rapid

growth in bank credit to both the private and public sector.

Alarmed by the rapid expansion of liquidity, the Bank raised reserve

requirements on savings and time deposits from 12 per cent to 15 per cent. In

addition, reserve requirements placed on commercial banks were increased from

15 per cent to 30 per cent. No limits were applied to credit extended by

specialised banks and, in fact, these banks were encouraged to lend through

financial assistance extended by the government and Bank Markazi.

Inflationary pressures had become a major problem by 1976. The Bank

now took the view that it was an excessively rapid increase in private sector

liquidity that was the chief cause of the price increases. The Bank set the

commercial bank credit ceiling of 1976 at 30 per cent. Also, the maximum

lending rates of the specialised banks for industrial, mining and construction

projects rose to 9 per cent. The Bank also increased its rediscount rate from 7

per cent to 9 percent for commercial activities. But these increases seemed

insignificant and more of a token effort given that the consumer price index

increased by a rate of 16.6 per cent (Looney, 1982, p189). The Bank's effort

seemed too little and too late as the result was that neither an allocation of

investment to the productive activities nor price stability were met. By 1977,

inflation was approaching 30 per cent (on annual basis) during the first quarter

of the year. Given the seriousness of the situation the monetary authorities would

seem to have had little choice but to attempt to curb the expansion in liquidity
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and restore some sort of stability to the economy. The maximum lending rate of

the commercial banks was raised and in general there was a sharp switch away

from the liberal credit policy of previous years.

Many of the Bank's problems were caused in fact by relatively immature

commercial banks. For example, the authorities would have liked to have had

around a 35 per cent increase in credit to the private sector in 1976. It turned out

to be near 40 per cent. In all fairness to the Bank, the scope for effective

monetary policy was severely constrained throughout the 1970s. The Bank was

caught between the government's highly over-expansive fiscal policy on the one

hand and a fairly unsophisticated commercial banking system on the other.

In 1978 because of political turmoil, an economic stagnation developed due

to uncertainty about the future of the economy. The hoarding of money

increased because of political unrest and lack of confidence in the banking

system. This caused the banks to face an acute shortage of cash for financing

their liabilities.

The traditional instruments of monetary policy available to the Bank used to

affect the supply of money were either the stock of reserve money or the money

multiplier. Insofar as the components of the reserve money are concerned,

change in foreign denominated assets which are a reflection of the oil sector

could not generally be considered to be a policy instrument for changing the

stock of money. Nor could variations in credit from the Bank to the government

be used by the Bank as an active instrument to adjust reserve money (because its

item was usually adjusted passively to the government budgetary position). Thus

the authorities were confined to concentrating on changing the net claims on the
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private sector (principally the coimnercial banks) through which they could

affect reserve money and affecting changes in the multiplier itself largely

through alternating the banks' reserves to deposit ratio. However it has been

argued that the Bank could have controlled the money supply at any rate of

expansion if it had targeted medium or long-term price stability (Looney, 1982,

p.197). Evidence based on the Bank's ability to sterilise foreign exchange flows

would seem to indicate that the authorities had the power to control the money

supply in the medium term.

After the 1979 revolution all banks and insurance companies were

nationalised. Since then the banking system has consisted of the Central Bank

(Bank Markazi) with usual functions of central monetary authorities, six

commercial banks, three specialised investment credit institutions and several

non-bank financial institutions.

The western style Iranian banking system was changed by a Banking law in

1983. Apart from declared objectives of the law, in practice the usury free banks

were expected to become partners rather than mere creditors in development

projects. Bank Markazi is by law in charge of improving the performance of the

country's monetary and credit system. Broad guidelines are set forth each year

by the annual meeting of the Bank's shareholders (key economic ministers) who

also prescribe credit policy and short-term facilities. Long-term credit policy

objectives must be submitted to the Majles (the parliament) for approval. The

council on money and credit, composed of public officials and private sector

representatives, acts as the central bank's policy board (see Amuzegar, 1993).
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Short-term policy instruments at the Bank's disposal consist mainly of credit

ceilings and minimum reserve requirements prescribed for commercial and

specialised banks. Several new tools introduced by the 1983 banking law give the

Bank additional and more specific regulatory powers. First, the Bank has been

granted the power to set the minimum rate of return (interest charged by banks).

These rates eliminate marginal and sub-par projects. Second, by determining the

profit sharing rate between the banks and their clients in each sector of the

economy the Bank can influence the amount of credit allocated by banks to

various sectors. Third, by regulating and changing the rate of service fees

charged by banks on forward transactions, the Bank can regulate the allocation

of credit financing for these trades. And fourth, the Bank has the power to

establish maximum limits for participation by banks in capitalisation of long

term investment (see Amuzegar, 1993).

Commercial banks accept two types of deposits , interest free demand

deposits in the form of chequeing and saving and investment deposits for a

minimum period of one year. But in order to attract investment, depositors are

not treated merely as a bank creditor but actually as its partner in investment

activities. Banks use these deposits as the agents of deposits in various forms of

partnership or joint venture. Bank profits made by such transactions are shared

with depositors according to the volume and duration of the deposits. No fixed

amount or rate of return can be guaranteed to the depositors in advance. In

addition to the commercial banks' requirement with Bank Markazi, commercial

banks have been required to buy government notes at periodic intervals at an

effective rate of return of 4-7 per cent. Minimum and maximum rates charged or
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paid out for each category of commercial bank activity are determined by the

Bank's Council on Money and Credit in advance with rules approved by the

Council of Ministers.

Specialised banks deal mainly in long term projects of five years or longer

duration in the form of debt financing or equity participation. The specialised

banks can and do accept long-term deposits from the private sector. They are

allowed to maintain government insured chequeing and saving accounts at no

fixed interest but with possibilities of participating in the banks' net profit. These

banks are in effect development finance agencies that are supported by

government to promote fixed investment in priority sectors. They offer more

attractive terms to their borrowers than commercial banks. In return they

provide lower-cost and longer-term funds to their customers than the

commercial banks. Specialised banks are assisted and appraised by the

government on the basis of the implicit return on their investment.

A large number of private financial institutions have also been active in the

domestic credit market alongside the nationalised banks, mainly engaged in

domestic and foreign trade, brokerage activities and services. In March 1989

Bank Markazi's Council on Money and Credit issued new regulations

concerning the establishment, operation and financial reporting of these

institutions. These funds were obliged to operate as non-trading units and were

restricted in their operations. Also financial organisations with a mutual funds

feature have been competing with commercial banks.

After 1978, government monetary policy has been virtually dictated by the

public sector's borrowing requirements. The monetary authorities' obligation to
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finance the government's budget deficit have overshadowed other

considerations. For most of the 1980s the principal instruments employed by

Bank Markazi to control the overall expansion of credit were quantitative quotas

assigned to each bank and administrative guidelines regarding the composition

of credit to the various sectors. Within the aggregate credit limit for these years,

commercial banks were given credit ceilings based on their sources and use of

funds. With the change in credit policy from administrative controls to market

determination, the effective use of indirect instruments such as minimum reserve

requirements came into effect again. For the first time since 1983, legal reserve

ratios were changed in 1992. The ratio for demand and short-term investment

deposits was raised from 27 per cent to 30 per cent. Long-term investment

deposits had their ratios reduced to 15 per cent from 25 per cent.

In addition, in order to reduce liquidity in the market and to prevent

commercial banks from lending beyond the guidelines, banks were required as

of the first day of 1991 to hold, in addition to their reserves with the Central

Bank, the equivalent of 30 per cent of their demand and sight deposits in the

form of government securities (see Amuzegar, 1993).

Due mainly to the rising government deficit caused by the depressed private

sector and later the war related expenditures, private liquidity increased by an

average rate of 22 per cent a year between 1979 and 82. In 1982 the Council on

Money and Credit raised the legal reserve requirement from 12 per cent to 17

per cent and placed ceilings on bank loans. In the summer of 1983 reserve

requirements were raised from 17 per cent to 27 per cent because of the threat of

inflation. The growth rate of private liquidity was brought down to 17.2 per cent.
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The slow growth of the banking sector further intensified in 1984-85. As part of

the new banking law the Council for Money and Credit established the minimum

expected profit in various economic sectors ranging between 6 per cent and 12

per cent for lending and 4 per cent to 8 per cent for investment.

Until 1989 the government borrowing requirement was a major reason for

the credit expansion as claims on the public sector had risen year by year. Due to

a reduction of the budget deficit post 1989, the rate of expansion of the banking

system's claims on the government was reduced to 11 per cent in 1990, and

turned negative in 1991. The overall net credit expansion largely the budget

shortfalls. Bank Markazi 's claim on the government rose from 28 per cent in

1979 to 77.8 per cent in 1991.

Because of credit restrictions imposed by the Bank, claims on the private

sector in 1980-88 grew modestly. However, during the following three years, the

annual growth of such claims rose considerably. Claims on public industrial

enterprises also grew sharply at the beginning of the 1990s due to a higher

effective cost of imports (see Amuzegar, 1993).

Net foreign assets remained largely stable for most of the 1980s. Although

undergoing annual changes due to the improvement or deterioration in the

external balance and the government's foreign exchange payment obligations.

Under the government's new adjustment programme since 1989 and domestic oil

price rationalisation, significant changes have taken place in the creation of

domestic assets and private sector liquidity. As the financing requirement of the

budget deficit was reduced through the sale of foreign exchange in the free

market, bank credit was diverted to the private sector during 1990-1992. A good
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portion of this credit went to public enterprises whose output price was still fixed

but their imported inputs had to be paid at an exchange rate much higher than

the official one.

There have been a number of shifts in monetary aggregates in the 1980s.

First, there was a notable shift in the composition of private sector liquidity from

currency holding and sight deposits to saving and time deposits. The ratio of

quasi money to broad money rose from 44.4 per cent in 1981 to 51.2 per cent in

1991. The ratio of broad money to nominal GDP that had fallen to 58.2 per cent

in 1981 went up to 63.2 per cent in 1991. Due to the existence of a free market in

foreign exchange denominated assets which gave a higher real return and also

provided a good hedge against inflation the portfolio shift in favour of foreign

assets contributed to further devaluation of the domestic currency in the free

market and thus to a further decline in rial denominated holdings.

2.3.2 The Fiscal Policy and Public Finance

During the period 1955-59, which was a period of economic boom, government

showed little consideration about the disequilibrating effects of its fiscal policy in

respect of its potential role in the mobilisation of domestic resources for

investment and controlling the level and composition of aggregate demand. Easy

access to oil revenues and external borrowing substituted for the need to reform

the tax system for the implementation of fiscal policy. During 1955-62, between

50 and 60 per cent of government expenditure was financed by oil revenues or by

domestic or foreign borrowing. The expansionary impact of the government

budget deficit could be measured by the size of the total injection of the public
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sector in the domestic economy minus withdrawals through different forms of

taxation. The domestic budget deficit formed about 40 per cent of the total

government expenditure and close to 7 per cent of GNP. Such a huge budget

deficit exerted a further expansionary impact on the economy through the money

supply. Indeed in the absence of a capital market and given that the domestic

borrowing of the government was mainly from Bank Markazi, there existed a

one to one relation between the budget deficit and the injection of high powered

money into the economy. Such annual injections of high powered money through

the government budget were on average equal to 50 per cent of the money supply

in all years over the period under study. It was not only the case that the

institutions for sterilising the monetary impact of the domestic budget deficit

were non existent but also the experience of the revaluation loan fund in 1959

showed that there was an absolute lack of concern over such matters on the part

of the government.

During the 1960s government domestic borrowing was totally financed by

loans from the Central Bank i.e. Bank Markazi Iran. The mode of financing the

budget deficit over the period had highly expansionary effects on the banking

system's liquidity. The large increase in the net foreign assets of the banking

system over this period is an indication of the extent to which oil revenues

financed government expenditure. In the 1960-78 period the government

consumption maintained a very high rate of growth of about 20 per cent per

annum in average.

An important aspect of public finance over this period was the growing share

of oil revenues in financing government expenditure and the low tax revenues by
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the government. The share of oil revenues in total government revenue increased

from about 50 per cent to about 75 per cent between 1963 and 1978. One

implication of this was the relatively large and rapidly widening gap between

government expenditure and its tax revenues. The domestic budget deficit

increased from 11 to 32 per cent of GNP between 1963 and 78 period. The

impact of the government budget on income distribution is therefore expected to

have been mainly through the distribution of income generated by the

government itself rather than a redistribution of the income generated in the

private sector. In other words, the expenditure policy of the government is

expected to have had a much more important bearing on income distribution

than its taxation policy (see Karshenas, 1990).

On the basis of existing studies one can point out that the salient features of

the tax system over the period 1955-78 were as follows: first; the overall tax yield

was low and tax revenues played an increasingly less significant part in financing

government expenditure over time. Secondly, the incidence of the tax system did

not play a major part in the redistribution of income in the economy. Thirdly,

there existed a great untapped potential for increasing national saving through

taxation, particularly if these could be made to fall on the consumption of high

income groups (Karshenas, 1990, p. 193).

In the absence of a deliberate policy of intervention by the government

aimed at redistribution of income through specific fiscal measures, there is no

reason to believe that the government budget would have automatically served to

achieve a more equal distribution of income. Though such an objective was
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mentioned in various government plans and budget documents, no specific policy

measures were formulated with income distribution as their primary aim.

In Iran, an oil exporting country where the major part of public expenditure

was largely financed by external resources, the need was not felt strongly enough

for a tax system with in-built progressive elements. Also the relatively large share

of public sector expenditure in such an economy is not likely to bring about a

drastic change in income distribution. The reason is that the higher income

groups which are in a more privileged position to take advantage of public

services are less likely to appropriate the major share of benefits from public

expenditure.

Overall, in the 1960-78 period, the taxation and expenditure policies of the

government did little to ameliorate the growing concentration of income gains

from productivity growth. The availability of oil income as easy access to foreign

borrowing did away with the need to tax the consumption of high income groups

in order to release resources for financing public expenditure and capital

formation. This had an important impact on the consumption pattern in , the

economy, creating a fragmented consumer market and a weak growth of demand

for items of mass consumption.

After 1979 the government's role in the economy was extended due to the

nationalisation of the banking system, large industries and firms in mechanised

farming. The outbreak of the war with Iraq in 1980 also enlarged the scale of

government involvement in the economy. Despite extensive involvement of

government in every aspect of the Iranian economy the ratio of government

expenditure to GDP has been smaller than it was in 1978. That is, the
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significance of the government sector in the economy has, relatively, declined

over years, while its regulatory functions have been increased.

The central government's total revenues are derived from three main

sources: oil and gas income sources from the export of oil and natural gas in

which the state has a monopoly. Non-oil revenues consisted of tax receipts and

non-tax earnings. Taxes are levied on income and wealth, production and

consumption and foreign trade. The annual government revenues gradually

declined from more than 34 per cent of GDP in 1978 to 10.5 in 1989 before rising

again to 31 per cent in 1992. Excluding petroleum revenues, the government tax

receipts fell from the already low level of 7.5 per cent of GDP in 1977 to 4.7 per

cent in 1991 probably one of the world's lowest ratios before heading to 6 per

cent in 1992 (see Amuzegar, 1993).

Overburdened by the cost of the war, handicapped by the difficulties of

collecting taxes under the circumstances, and committed to reducing the tax

burden on the poor, the government has been facing a sustained deficit in its

annual budgets since 1978. The budget deficit ratio to GDP in the 1978-92 period

has been ranging between the lowest 4.1 per cent in 1985 up to 14.6 per cent in

1980. The gap between government revenues and expenditure widened in 1988

once again with the budget deficit reaching more than 9.8 per cent of GDP. After

the cease-fire in 1988, the economic recovery in the early 1990s boosted

government revenues and reduced the ratio of budget deficit to GDP to 2.3 per

cent.

The government's resolve in the first five year economic plan, space 1990-94,

was to: (i) reduce its budget deficit to less than 2 per cent of GDP through a
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reduction of public expenditure to below 20 per cent of GDP; (ii) to emphasise

capital outlays at the expense of current programmes; and (iii) increase the share

of non-oil revenues in its budget. For the near future, the planned increase in

total revenues is based mainly on larger oil revenues. The reduction in the

budget deficit is to be realised from exchange rate depreciation rather than a

significant cut in non-essential current expenditure or a substantial increase in

tax revenues. An increasing reliance on oil income in turn would make

government finance more vulnerable to fluctuations in the world price of oil and

for this reason the plan is to take a series of measures for reducing or eliminating

a broad range of tax exemptions and subsidies and to diversify non-oil revenue

sources through the establishment of a broad-based consumption tax and more

efficient tax collection.

2.3.3 The Foreign Sector Regulations and the Exchange Rate Policy

Until a unified exchange rate system was adopted in March 1956, a dual

exchange rate system based on the use of export certificates was in effect iv the

country. Up to May 1957 foreign reserves were converted at the old principal

import rate that was 32.5 Rls per US dollar. In May 1957 foreign reserves were

revalued at the new unified rate of 75.5, the proceeds of which were allocated to

the Revaluation Loan Fund (RLF) at the National Bank (IMF, 1963, p.294). This

unification of exchange rates did not amount to a devaluation of the exchange

rate as far as the private sector was concerned. The rate applicable to them

before March 1956, including the export certificates rate was 76.5. The main

effect of this act was felt in the public sector- more than doubling the Rial value
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of government oil revenues and turning the disguised subsidies on the import of

essential goods into open subsidies.

During the 1950s the Iranian government maintained quantitative control

over certain categories of imports, through which it protected particular

industries on a selective basis. The same applies to tariffs which at 30 percent of

total dutiable imports represented relatively high rates of protection for

competitive imports. In the second half of the 1950s when Iran was regaining its

share of the world oil market, together with large net inflows of foreign capital,

there was a rapid accumulation of foreign exchange reserves in this period. This

was the background which prompted the government to liberalise foreign trade

and the massive domestic credit expansion through the revaluation loan fund in

1957. From 1958 the country had to increasingly draw down foreign exchange

reserves to finance imports. During the three years of 1958-60 there was a

cumulative drain on foreign exchange reserves of more than $ 210 million (see

Baldwin 1967, p. 57), so that by 1960 the country faced a reserve balance of

payments crisis with foreign exchange reserves almost depleted. In September

1960 the country was left with foreign exchange reserves barely sufficient to

finance a couple of weeks value of essential imports and the government was

forced to take action through an IMF prescribed stabilisation programme.

The stabilisation programme consisted of a series of contractionary fiscal and

credit policies and import controls put into effect over the 1960-1 period. Strict

exchange and quantitative import controls were also imposed. By December 1961

the foreign exchange situation was improved and by March 1962 the stabilisation

programme was officially terminated.
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In the early 1960s' balance of payments crisis, the black market for foreign

exchange sprang to life. In this period the premium in the black market -defined

as the percentage excess of the black market rate for the US dollar over the

official rate rose from 5.8 percent in 1960 to 21.0 percent in 1963 before falling

back to 4.1 percent in 1966 as financial and economic conditions began to

improve (see Pesaran, 1992, p. 115).

With increased economic and political stability and increasing revenue from

oil exports the black market premium practically disappeared. In most of the

1970s, before 1979, Iran had an official and a free market rate of exchange in its

commercial and non-commercial markets, and the two rates were very close.

Active intervention by Bank Markazi disallowed any lasting disparity. For

example during this period the central bank reportedly sold about $ 7 billion on

the free market to support the rial (see Amuzegar, 1993, p. 162).

After 1979, the maintenance of a free exchange market was abandoned and a

dual exchange rate system followed almost immediately. All foreign exchange

transactions were subjected to specific documentation. Gradually, a growing list

of goods and services that were considered non-essential were denied the benefit

of the official low rate and were shifted to other (higher) rates of exchange in a

multiple rate regime. In the 1980s, exchange regulations went hand in hand with

trade restrictions. All basic imports were rationed after 1982 following the

outbreak of the war with Iraq. In the following years trade restrictions were

tightened or relaxed according to the availability of foreign exchange.

Between 1979 and 1989 the premium of the exchange rate in the black

market has been rising at a staggering average rate of 42 percent (per annum)
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and in November 1989, the black market rate of the dollar reached its peak at

over 20 times the official rate. When the black market rate is allowed to depart

significantly from the official rate, the system becomes subject to serious

microeconomic as well as macroeconomic distortion. The severe overvaluation of

the official exchange rate encourages overinvoicing of imports and

underinvoicing of exports and deprives the government of exchange revenue,

encourages capital transfers abroad and generally erodes public confidence in

the government's management of the economy. The high levels of premiums also

create extensive opportunities for rent-seeking activities, promote corruption,

and result in a considerable misallocation of resources primarily from

manufacturing to trade and distribution.

Up to 1990 the country practised a complicated system of several different

exchange rates. The basic official rate applied to oil exports revenues. There

were two basic incentive rates applicable to the surrender proceeds from non-oil

exports. Two other specific preferential and competitive rates existed for the

importation of raw materials used in the production of 131 domestic products.

There was a service rate for certain invisibles. There was an intervention rate at

which the free market was fed by the banking system and finally there was a free

market rate for all other private transactions.

Regulations governing import payments and non-oil receipts were

significantly liberalised after the cease fire in 1989. Under the 1991 reforms,

regulations concerning non-oil exports and the surrender of export proceeds

were largely revamped (see Amuzegar, 1993, p. 165). As in the case of imports,

only a general trade registration was henceforth required. Export proceeds could
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be sold to the banking system at the floating rate or in the free market at the

exporter's discretion. The exchange rate structure was also drastically simplified,

but some restrictions on payments were maintained. In May 1992, the procedure

for foreign exchange allocation was as follows: First, there continued to be the

basic official rate at Rls 92.3=SDR 1. Receipts from oil and gas and official

capital inflows and invisibles fell into this rate category. Payments at this basic

rate were authorised for specific imports and for certain capital and invisible

transactions. A competitive rate of Rls 600=$ 1 applied to some of specific

imports needed by domestic industrial enterprise, including raw materials, spare

parts and consumer products and still needed approval and allocation. Third,

the floating exchange(supplied by the banking system) rate which applied to all

other transactions not covered by the other two rates. Finally a free market rate

determined solely by the market forces continued to exist alongside the other

rates.

The exchange regime was further modified as of March 21, 1993 in the

direction of additional rial devaluation. The official floating exchange rate at gls

1538 to $ 1 announced at the start of the Iranian new year indicating a

devaluation of about 100 per cent. This rate was re-evaluated slightly several

times during 1993 reaching 1600 to the dollar by the end of July.

However, even as early as 1993, when the unification programme was

adopted, under the recommendation of the IMF, some Iranian economists

argued that the timing and pace as well as its design and administration could

make the unification policy unsuccessful. This assessment was on the basis of

some observations: first, the country had accumulated foreign debts with a
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significant portion already due for repayment or due to mature in one year's

time. On the other hand the actual foreign exchange earnings in 1992 had fallen

considerably because of the fall in oil prices. The country's foreign reserves with

the Bank of International Settlement (BIS) had decreased while its liabilities had

risen, thereby limiting the amount of foreign exchange reserves that the central

bank could count on to support the rial. Finally in spite of the central bank's

plan to restrict the growth of liquidity (M2) to about 5.8 per cent in 1992, the

actual growth rate was dramatically higher, 24.6 percent (Bank Markazi Annual

Reports), building up inflationary pressures and adding to demand for foreign

exchange. Therefore the relevant indicators were all pointing to an acute

shortage of foreign exchange at the time of the unification programme in 1993.

Not surprisingly the expectations of foreign exchange scarcity were already being

reflected in the market through a widening of the gap between the floating and

free market exchange rate(see Farzin, 1995, p.995) which ultimately forced the

government to abandon its unification programme (at least for the time being)

and devalue the rial to Rls 3000 for $ 1 by the end of the 1994.

2.4 Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have briefly reviewed the economic development of Iran in the

period 1953-93. This review shows that, broadly speaking, the country

experienced a relatively high rate of economic expansion between 1953 and 1979,

during which Iran was transferred from a basically agrarian economy to a semi-

industrial developing country. Aggregate consumption and investment grew

persistently while the home market and foreign trade expanded considerably.
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The economy was monetised and the banking system developed to a large extent.

In this period rapid economic growth led to balance of payments crises on two

occasions (i.e. late 1950s and late 1960s). The stabilisation programmes adopted

by the government had the inevitable recessionary consequences but the

economy recovered fairly quickly thanks to the increasing oil revenues. In spite

of the rapid economic growth over the period, inflation did not appear as a

major economic issue until the post oil boom of 1974.

Between 1979 and 1981 the economy suffered a deep recession largely due to

the consequence of the revolutionary turmoil. In the early years of the wartime

austerity period ,1981-88, although the government's restrictions and control

over the economy intensified, oil revenue increased and the economy resumed its

growth. This favourable cycle was reversed later in this period following the

drastic fall in the price of oil in 1986. The economy began to recover again, from

the recession, only after the cease fire and under a new and more pragmatic

administration which took over in 1989. Despite years of recession in the period

1979-93 high inflation has been a major concern in the economy. The officially

estimated rate of inflation for this period was more than 20 percent per annum

on average. Although many factors, such as the war, the rapid increase in

population and so on, have contributed to inflation, there has been an essentially

uncomplicated link between the rise in liquidity, fed by the government budget

deficits, and an increase in the price level in the country in this period.

For most of the years since 1979, the country experienced a deficit on the

external account but with tight control over foreign trade the government

managed to prevent a major balance of payments crisis in the 1980s. However,
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trade liberalisation, exchange rate reforms and economic growth in the early

1990s (which caused a surge in import demand) led to a serious balance of

payments deficit in 1993 that forced the government to negotiate with

international creditors for rescheduling the country's foreign payments. Because

of the rapid expansion of liquidity, particularly through the extension of bank

credit to the public sector, several devaluations of the rat, have failed to restore

the convertibility of the currency. While the economy is expanding in real terms,

high inflation and an external accounts deficit remain two main issues for the

economy in the mid 1990s.

Some broad observations can be drawn from this survey:

(i) Oil revenue, which accrues to the government budget as an external fund,

increases the multiplier effect of its expenditure and probably stimulates the

private sector's investment.

(ii) Because of the oil revenue, government expenditures have not been

constrained by the tax effort and taxation has played a relatively minor role in

the government fiscal stance in this period. 	 ,

(iii) Government budget deficits have largely been financed through borrowing

from the domestic banking system with a highly expansionary effect on money

stock.

(iv) Government fiscal expansions have not shown a considerable crowding out

effect on private sector investment.

(v) Official interest rates have not been an effective measure regarding demand

for credit from the banking system. The monetary authorities have controlled
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the allocation of bank credit through legal reserve requirements and credit

ceilings on commercial banks.

(vi) Open market operations were not used as a major source of finance for the

public sector borrowing requirement. One can assume that, in effect, a zero

sterilisation policy was adopted in this period.

(vii) Given the economy's structure, there has been a genuine shortage of foreign

exchange in the economy except for the short period of the oil boom era 1974-77.

High rates of economic growth could not have been maintained due to the

balance of payments difficulties and international exchange reserves constraints.

These observations are considered in the following chapters of this thesis

where we develop and estimate a macroeconometric model for Iran and then

utilise the model for policy analysis in short-run and long-run equilibrium. In

the next chapter we develop a structural model suitable for a formal analysis of

the Iranian economy. Considering a standard macroeconomic model for a small

open economy, we modify the model taking into account the Iranian economy's

characteristics in the context of more general features of developing countries

discussed in the literature. Estimation of the model in the following chapter,

using time series of the macroeconomic data, reveals the extent to which the

model approximates the economy.
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Chapter III
Specification of the Model

3.1 Introduction

In chapter II we highlighted some of the main features of the development of the

Iranian economy since the 1950s. In this chapter we specify a macroeconomic

model which provides a theoretical framework for the subsequent analysis of the

transmission mechanism of economic policies in the Iranian economy. In setting-

up the model we take the standard macroeconomic relationships from

mainstream economic theory and modify them for the purpose in hand, taking

full account of the relevant literature on developing economies. Thus, an attempt

is made to establish a macroeconomic framework that take account of the main

characteristics of the Iranian economy which includes its developing country
,

state.

3.2 The Model

The model is essentially a flexible-price dynamic variation of the traditional

Mundell-Fleming (see Hague et al, 1990) model with certain developing country

characteristics. A single good is produced domestically which can be sold at

home or abroad. The home country has some monopoly power over the price of

its output in the world market but it is a price-taker for its imports. Private

agents may not be able to satisfy their demand for imports because the



authorities impose quantitative import restrictions that depend on the

availability of foreign currency. On the financial side of the economy the degree

of integration of the economy with the rest of the world depends on the degree of

severity with which capital controls are enforced. In principle this can range

from financial autarky to perfect capital mobility. The dynamics of the model

arise from forward looking expectations, partial adjustment in the behavioural

relationships and capital and foreign exchange stock accumulation. Since the

rate of change of the current account and of total investment (public plus private

investment) are endogenous, the model can explain medium-term growth and

external debt accumulation. Because expectations are forward looking, variable

values will depend not just on present but also on future values of the policy and

exogenous variables.

3.2.1 Aggregate Demand

Real aggregate demand for domestic output is defined as the sum of

consumption, private investment, government expenditure and the trade,

balance:

(3.1)...Adt = Ct + Pit + Gt + Xt - (et.. Pt * /Pt). Zt

where Adt is aggregate demand, Ct is real private consumption expenditure, Pi

is real private domestic investment expenditure, G is real government

expenditures on domestic goods and services which, in turn, consist of public

sector development expenditure (i.e. government investment Git ) and public
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sector consumption (Get). Xt denotes real exports; et the nominal exchange rate

(i.e. price of foreign currency in domestic currency terms); I is real imports

measured in units of foreign currency; Pt* is the international price index and

Pt is the domestic currency price of domestic output. As government total

expenditure consists of development expenditure and consumption; and total

investment in the economy consists of private investment plus public investment,

we have two identities:

(3.2)...Gt = Get + Git

and

(3.3)...Tit = Git + Pit

where Tit is total investment.

3.2.1.1 Consumption Function

Starting with the private consumption function, we turn to explain the

components of aggregate demand. Generally speaking there are two principal

lines of thought about the consumption function. One holds that consumers are

not able to smooth their consumption over transitory fluctuations in income

because of, for example, liquidity constraints. As a result consumption is too

sensitive to current income to be consistent with the life cycle permanent income

hypothesis. The second holds that a reasonable measure of permanent income is

a distributed lag of past actual income and therefore the consumption function

should relate consumption to such a distributed lag (see Hall 1978). A more

general consumption function, embodying both ideas, might let consumption
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respond to contemporaneous income and a distributed lag over past income.

Here we consider the consumption function as follows.

(3.4)...logCt = ao + al rt + a 2logCt -1 + a3 logY dt + a4 logYdt -1

in equation (3.4), rt is the domestic real rate of interest, Ct - 1, Ydt and Ydt - I are

the lagged real consumption, real disposable income and the lagged real

disposable income respectively. a, i = 0,..,4 are coefficients to be estimated.

The short-term interest semi-elasticity of consumption is measured by an. A

priori, it is difficult to assign a magnitude to an. The effects of the real interest

rate on consumption in developing countries have been extensively studied. For

example Rossi (1988) investigated the determinants of private saving in 49

developing countries over the period 1973-83. He found a significant relationship

between the real rate of interest and current real consumption. His model takes

account of the observation that a significant fraction of the population in

developing countries are affected by liquidity constraints that substantially

diminish consumers' ability to substitute consumption intertemporaly. Adopting

a utility maximisation approach, he obtains a consumption function which can

be interpreted as an approximation to the Euler equation for consumption

incorporating credit constraints. His conclusion explicitly extendes to regions

such as the Middle East. Set against this, Giovannini (1985) provides empirical

evidence on the question of whether saving (and therefore consumption)

responds to the real rate of interest. In contrast to Rossi, Giovannini's resulte

tend to reject the existence of a significant relationship between real interest
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rates and consumption in LDC's. Giovannini's paper argues two points: "first,

empirical estimates of the response of aggregate savings to the real interest rate,

based on modification of 'Keynesian' consumption functions of the seventies, do

not provide any support to the hypothesis that aggregate saving responds

positively to the real interest rate. Second, estimates of the response to the

expected real interest rate indicate that intertemporal substitutability in

consumption is likely to be very small in the majority of countries studied, which

other things equal, implies small interest elasticity of savings" (Giovannini,

1985,p. 198). Using annual data he found that in only five out of the 18 countries

studied does the expected path of consumption change at all with changes in the

real rate of interest. In the majority of cases the response of consumption growth

to the real rate of interest is insignificantly different from zero" (Giovannini

1985).

The general specification of the consumption function suggested here (3.4)

has a number of alternative hypothesies nested within it. If for example

=0; i = 0,1,3,4 and a2 = 1 we have the simplest version of the permanent-..

income hypothesis adopted by Ha11(1978)- with no liquidity constraints and in

which current consumption is systematically related to its own past value. Hall

concludes that if every deviation of consumption from its trend is expected and

permanent then the best forecast of future consumption is just today's level

adjusted for trend. Forecasts of future consumption are irrelevant since the

information used in preparing them is already incorporated in today's

consumption, (see Hall, 1978). If a3 and eta = 0 the specification would be

consistent with more general Euler-equation type consumption function models
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in which in the absence of new information, consumption grows at a rate that

depends on the interest rate (see Rossi (1988), and Giovannini (1985)). However,

a number of studies have shown that current disposable income would be

important (i.e. a3 � 0) if liquidity constraints are binding for a significant

portion of households. In this case, aggregate consumption would include a

portion that is attributed to liquidity constrained households whose consumption

is constrained by current income. With regard to the relationship between

consumption, lagged consumption and the revision in permanent income,

conditional on lagged information sets, Flavin (1981) explains conflicting

empirical results found in Hall (1978) and Sargent (1978) by reference to their

different formulation of permanent income. Using an alternative approach to test

the permanent income-rational expectation hypothesis, he tests whether the

marginal propensity to consume out of current income is significantly different

from zero. His conclusion, based on empirical results, is that "the observed

sensitivity of consumption to current income is greater than is warranted by the

permanent income-life cycle hypothesis, even when the role of current income in
,

signalling changes in permanent income is taken into account" (Flavin ,1981, p.

976).

The coefficient on the lagged disposable income term can also provide a test

of the Blanchard hypothesis of a finite planning horizon for private agents.

Haque(1988) shows that if the planning horizon of households that do not face

liquidity constraints are of finite length then cc4=0; otherwise a4 will be negative.

The empirical evidence in Hague and Montiel (1989) which is based on a sample

of 16 developing countries indicates that a much larger proportion of a
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developing country's population behave as if they were liquidity constrained

than is typically found in studies for the United States. They therefore emphasise

the importance of liquidity constraints in developing countries rather than finite

horizon effects on private consumption.

3.2.1.2. Disposable Income

Real Consumer disposable income, a variable used in the consumption function

above is defined to be GDP plus the earnings on net assets held abroad minus

interest paid on domestic debt and direct taxes:

it*. et. Fpt - I	 ibt. Dept -1	 „
taxt(3 .5)... Ydt = Yt - 	 	 u

Pt	 Pt

in this equation it * is the international nominal interest rate, Fpt is the stock of

foreign assets held by the private sector (measured in foreign currency terms), ibt

is the interest rate charged by the domestic banking system, Dept is the stock of

domestic bank credit held by the private sector and Dtaxt is real net direct taxes.

3.2.1.3 Private Investment

The total investment in the economy consists of public and private investment.

Government investment (termed as development expenditure in the Iranian

government budget bills) is a policy variable and therefore is not determined

within the model. Private investment is a function of the real rate of interest,

aggregate income, the capital stock of the economy, public sector investment
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(government development expenditure), and banking credit extended to the

private sector.

(3.6)...logPit = KO ± Kin + nlogYt + K. 3 log K + KalogGit + 7c-5log Pt

In equation (3.6) K is the capital stock of the economy.

Apart from government investment and domestic bank lending to the private

sector, the terms in equation (3.6) are quite standard for an investment equation

(see Hague et al, 1990). The significant effects of public sector investment and

domestic bank credit on private sector investment in developing countries, have,

however, been emphasised in a number of studies. (see for example Chhibber

and Van Wijnbergen, 1992, Dailami, 1988, Shafik, 1992, and Karshenas, 1990).

Here, therefore, we only discuss the decision to include these two variables in the

private investment function of the model.

A clear consensus has emerged in recent years that, in contrast to developed

countries, one of the principal constraints on investment in developing countries

is the quantity rather than the cost of financial resources. Whilst the rate of

return on investment in those countries typically tends to be quite high, real

interest rates on loanable funds can be kept low (and indeed have been negative

when the inflation rate is high) by government for a variety of reasons. Because

the total amount of financing is limited and the price mechanism, in the capital

market, is not allowed to operate smoothly, it would seem legitimate to

hypothesise that the private investor in a developing country is restricted by the

level of available bank financing. See for example Blejer and Khan (1984).
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The importance of bank credit to private sector investment becomes evident

once one considers the channels through which credit policies affect production

and investment in the economy. In general there are three channels for these

effects: (1) the indirect link between credit and overall aggregate demand when

there is unused capacity and unemployment, (2) the direct link between working

capital availability and current production and (3) the link between credit,

investment and future production (see Keller, 1980). In developing countries the

availability of investable funds and working capital is not only crucial for

industrial production but also for small scale firms and agricultural farming-

which produce a substantial portion of national output- that cannot borrow in

the curb market because of relatively high interest rates charged in this market.

The liquidity situation of firms and their access to funds from various sources

determines not only the size of the current volume of production but also the

extent of fixed capital formation undertaken by the firm (Keller, (1980)).

In economies characterised by underdeveloped financial markets the

availability and cost of credit become important determinants of private sector,

investment. Following the classic work of McKinnon(1973) and Shaw(1973) a

large body of literature has evolved highlighting the nature and extent of

government intervention in the financial system of developing countries,

particularly in the form of direct credit allocation and controlled official interest

rate and their implications for economic growth, efficiency and investment (see

for example Bruno, (1979), Buffie, (1984), and Van Wijnbergen (1983,a)). In

most studies of private investment in developing countries credit rationing

appears to have a decisive role in capital formation. For example in Turkey,
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banks were able to circumvent low administered rates of interest by requiring

customers to hold non-interest bearing compensating balances. Similarly, in

Colombia, small and medium sized firms were often found to be credit

constrained because of the inaccessibility of capital markets and inter-firm

markets which cater exclusively for larger reputable firms. Again in Morocco, it

was found that the degree of rationing diminished when financial liberalisation

measures were adopted in the 1980s (see Chhibber et al 1992).

In the empirical literature the relationship between public and private

investment is often posed as competitive or adversarial. For example Balassa

(1989) is quoted as finding evidence of a negative relationship between public

and private investment (see Chhibber et at 1992). However, Khan and Reinhart

(1989) show that public investment has no significant effect on growth when

private investment is included in the regression equation although their

empirical results do not take into account the possibility of correlation between

private and public investment. In part this shows the complexity of the

interaction between public capital formation and profitability of the private

sector. More importantly, it seems necessary to distinguish between public

investment which can be broadly classified as infrastructure and that which can

be classified as non-infrastructure activities. The former is likely to be more

complementary than competitive with private sector profitability.

This is important not least because the financing of public investment

requires a tax on the private sector. However Ogura and Yohe (1977) have

argued that public investment not only provides direct consumption benefits to

the private sector but also it reduces the costs of private sector investment, via
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the externalities created by public investment. While too much investment in

public infrastructure will not help because its financing might impose other costs

on the private sector, too little public investment on the other hand may impose

significant costs on the private sector. In a detailed study of the Nigerian

manufacturing industry, referred to in Chhibber et al (1992), it has been shown

that the breakdown of social infrastructure such as electricity supply has forced

private companies in this country to acquire costly generators. The study shows

that there are clear economies of scale in the provision of utilities,

communications and social services from which private producers derive benefits

(Chhibber et al 1992).

In the case of non-infrastructure public capital formation, particularly in

manufacturing and mining, there is often competition between public and

private sector investment. In many cases the same enterprise could have been in

the private sector had the government not pre-empted their entry by establishing

public enterprise to produce those goods or services. Private investors are

reluctant to enter into activities where they must compete with public enterprise

even when overall demand for the product is greater than the production

capacity of public sector firms. The public firms typically get preference in credit

and raw material allocation as well as in the location of distribution outlets. A

study by Bleger and Khan (1984) is one of the earliest attempts to assess the

impact of different types of public investment on private capital formation. The

study found support for the hypothesis that investment in infrastructure has a

positive effect on private investment whereas non-infrastructural investment has

a negative impact. A more direct examination of this issue is provided in a paper
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on the Turkish economy by Chhibber and Van Wijnbergen (1992) and a study

on Egypt by Shafik (1992). The Turkish study finds evidence that non-

infrastructural public investment has had a crowding-out effect on private

investment. The study by Shank on Egypt finds strong support for the

proposition that the public infrastructural investment positively affected private

investment in Egypt by reducing production costs and stimulating demand for

private goods and services. The rebuilding of Egyptian infrastructure in the late

1970s and early 1980s provided support for the recovery in private investment

although this was achieved at the cost of some crowding out at the margin in

financial markets (see Chhibber et al, 1992).

Studies of the effect of government investment and domestic bank credit

policy on private sector investment in Iran reveals similar features to those found

in other developing countries mentioned above. For example, Karshenas (1990)

comes to the conclusion that the rapid growth of government investment over the

period 1960-1978 produced a strong impetus for private investment both from

the demand and the supply side. On the demand side it contributed to the rapid,

expansion of the home market. On the supply side, government development

expenditure is thought to have contributed to the profitability of private

investment through direct cost reduction and other indirect positive externalities.

Government investment in infrastructure such as transport, communications,

energy and irrigation and on social developments such as education and health

would have had obvious positive effects in this respect. Such complementary and

dynamic interactions between public and private investment are expected to be

particularly strong in economies with an ample supply of labour and substantial
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possibilities for increasing the productivity of labour through the introduction of

advanced technology (Karshenas, 1990, pp.172-73). Also in the Iranian economy,

between 1960 and 1978, the financing of government investment by external

funds (i.e. oil revenues) ruled out the possibility of financial crowding out of

private investment. Overall, Karshenas's analysis leads us to conclude that

government investment in the Iranian economy was likely to have exerted a

strong positive influence on private investment and that the availability of bank

credit to the private sector had had a significant bearing on private investment

(Karshenas 1990). However Amuzegar (1993) shows that in the mid 1980s the

government budget deficit rose to a very high level of its total expenditure and

that there had been clear crowding out. This was mainly due to the government's

anti inflationary policy designed to reduce the monetary expansionary effects of

financing the budget deficit by borrowing from the domestic banking system.

Monetary authorities had to restrain domestic credit to the private sector in

order to modify the inflationary impact of financing the public sector borrowing

requirement.
S

3.2.1.4 Export (Foreign) Demand

Exports in the model are a function of the real exchange rate and real output

abroad (Y*). This is regarded as the conventional approach to the modelling of

exports as applied to LDCs (see Goldstein and Khan 1985). Thus in the

conventional approach, exports volume are modelled as a demand equation

depending on relative prices and on world income. Khan (1980) provides

estimates of such an export demand function for 15 developing countries. He
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finds significant price elasticities (at 5 per cent level) with the correct sign for

most of the countries studied. He also found positive and significant income

elasticities. However, Riedel (1984, 1988) has criticised this approach to

modelling the demand for LDCs' exports on the grounds that export growth in

LDCs is supply determined and that world income is largely irrelevant for LDC

exports. On the basis of his empirical work on a group of newly indusrial

economies (NIE) he found high price elasticities of demand for these countries

exports. He interpreted these results as existence of a close substitution for goods

traded in the world markets. Muscatelli et at (1994) discuss the modelling of

LDC exports taking into account Riedel's arguments and the recent works of

Krugman (1980 and 1989). They suggest that dynamic mis-specification might

have affected the results obtained by Riedel. They estimate an error correction

model of a system of demand and supply for exports for a group of three ME

and find a high income and low price elasticities of export demand (which are

usually found in empirical studies), and provide general support for the

conventional modelling approach presented here.

In equation (3.7) below, we therefore expect a positive coefficient for both

real external output and the real exchange rate (i.e. Zi and T2 � 0). To

incorporate partial adjustment, a lagged dependent variable is included in the

estimated equation. This allow us to test for incorrect specification- due to

estimation of an equilibrium relationship when the true relationship is a

disequilibrium. Thus it is expected that 1> 1-3 > 0 .
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et. p*'
(3.7).. .log Xt = To + Ti log( pt ) + "C2 logYt * + Z3 logXt -1

In equation (3.7) Yt * is the rest of the world real income. It might appear that

(3.7) implies that exports are determined entirely by foreign demand (and that

domestic supply considerations exert no influence on their level). This is not the

case. At any given output the rate at which domestic producers can increase

exports depends on the adjustment process through relative prices, the current

account and domestic production capacity. Consider an increase in exports, in

the short-run, due to a rising demand in international markets, (i.e an increase in

Yt * ) this would improve the balance of payments position. Since the nominal

exchange rate is fixed, an increase in foreign reserves would extend the monetary

base and push up domestic prices, making home-produced goods less attractive

for foreigners. In the long-run an improved foreign trade balance would raise

demand for imports leading to new investment and capacity expansion (see

equations for imports and aggregate production below).

3.2.1.5 Import Demand

The simplest formulation of an aggregate import demand function relates the

quantity of imports demanded to the ratio of import price to domestic price

(assuming a degree of substitutability between imports and domestic goods) and

to domestic real income. Therefore a typical imports equation would be

Zt=flet.PNA,Y). However in the context of developing countries a potential

source of misspecification in the import equation may arise when no account is
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taken of quantitative restrictions that are imposed on import flows. Import

compression occurs when a government imposes direct controls on imports

through tariffs, quotas and licensing schemes or devaluation of the currency for

the purpose of servicing external debt. Assuming that the government takes

measures to compress the aggregate volume of imports whenever it faces the

need to accumulate foreign exchange reserves or reduce net official foreign

liabilities, then the demand for imports function should include an explanatory

variable to measure "reserves stringency", for example the stock of real foreign

reserves. Indeed, there is considerable evidence available that for many

developing countries, the capacity to import is constrained by the stock of real

international reserves (see Hemphill 1974, and Khan and Knight 1988).

Considering the possibility that economic agents might not be able to increase

their imports to the desired level because of, for example, government

restrictions, a partial adjustment mechanism is incorporated by including a

lagged import term in the equation. A rationale for this can be made on the basis

that there are costs involved in the adjustment of imports to a desired flow and,

that only part of the adjustment is achieved within the period. Also, many

imports are linked to contracts extending over a period of time and thus cannot

respond promptly to changes in demand (see Khan, 1980a, p. 681). Also, since

restricted foreign exchange availability frequently leads to the imposition of

import controls in developing countries, the reserve-import ratio (Frt/Pt*Zt)

lagged one period is included in the estimating equation. The import equation

therefore is specified as:
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-

...log etpt* Zt = So + Si log et"	 	
Frt

Pt* + &log Yt + S3 log 	
1 

(3.8)	 +
PtL Pt)Pt*. Zt -1

84 log
[  et - iPt -1 * 1,

LA - 1
Pt

where Frt is the foreign exchange value of international reserves held in central

bank	 of	 the	 economy.	 In	 equation	 (3.8)	 we	 expect

Si � 0 and 82 and 63 � 0 and 1 � 84 � 0. Since the equation is specified in

logarithms Si and& are relative price and income elasticities respectively.

3.2.2 Aggregate Supply

Estimation of an aggregate production function involves a variety of theoretical

and econometric difficulties (see, for example, Aigner and Chu 1968, Walters

1963, and Forsund et al 1980). In developing countries the difficulties are

compounded not least because information on the capital stock is costly and

troublesome to obtain. Indeed it is services of the capital stock rather than the

capital stock itself which is the appropriate explanatory variable in a production

function. However, since capital services are unobservable and therefore usually

assumed to be proportional to the capital stock, data on the capital stock is

typically employed in the estimating of production functions.

One important modification of the relationship between the capital stock and

aggregate supply allows for a short run deviation of actual output from the

economy's long term capacity output. For example, Khan and Knight (1981) and

Agenor (1990) treat the growth of real output as a function of: the lagged
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deviation of actual output from normal capacity level of output; and factors such

as short run monetary disequilibrium. In this context changes in aggregate

supply is written as:

1 yc
, 1

(3.9)...AlogYt = 00 + Ot log TT + 92 log(II9mt

where AlogYt = logYt - logYt - 1 and Yc t is the capacity level of aggregate output

(see for example Behrman, 1977, where he calculates Y c t using the "through the

( 

mtpeaks" method). 1o_J captures short-run disequilibrium in the money
nit

market in which mt'd is the long-run demand for money and mt denotes actual

real money balances. This formulation assumes that the rate of growth of output

is positively related to the so called output gap and actual output adjusts to its

capacity level in the long run.

This approach is similar to that outlined by Laidler and O'Shea (1980) in

which an excess money supply will result in a temporary expansion of real

income. However, this is an empirical issue and one would wish to remain

agnostic about the extent to which monetary disequilibrium affects income

without some empirical results (see Khan and Knight, 1981).

In our model we have derived two alternative aggregate production

functions. First, in line with the above discussion (where a distinction is made

between actual and long-run trend output), an aggregate production is specified

on the assumption that actual output could deviate from its long-run trend as a

result of transitory shocks. For this function we assume a Leontief production

Id
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function. The alternative aggregate supply equation is derived from a Cobb-

Douglas production function which presumes that actual and trend output are

always the same and that recessions or booms are not temporary but are caused

by fundamental negative and positive shocks respectively (see Karakitsos 1992).

Which of these two models best explains the data is considered in the next

chapter of this thesis.

Starting from the Leontief production function, suppose that as a developing

country the capital stock is the binding factor in Iran. Assuming

Yc t = min[aKt , b1.41 where Y c t is the capacity output and K and L are capital

stock and labour factors in the production function respectively and a and b are

parameters; we have the following aggregate production function:

(3.10)...Yt` = aKt

In (3.10), a can be interpreted as the inverse of the capital output ratio which is

expected to remain constant. In the short run the economy could deviate from its

long run level mainly as a result of two factors: first, a short term excess money

supply and second a fall in the level of imported intermediate goods (essential for

the production of industrial goods), below the minimum level required for the

economy to operate on its long-run trend level.

Regarding the short run monetary disequilibrium effect, an excess supply of

money induces a short-run output effect as agents attempt, in accordance to the

Pigovian effect, to change their spending and their holding of financial assets.

This captures the spillover effects of monetary changes on output,(see
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Agenor,1990). With respect to the effect of the shortage of imported intermediate

goods, it is well known that in many developing countries aggregate output is

heavily depend on imported semi-manufactured and intermediate goods (see

Khan and Knight 1988). Iran is no exception: the importance of imported

intermediate goods in the Iranian economy has been mentioned in almost every

survey of this economy (see, for example, Amuzegar 1993, Pesaran, 1992,

Karshenas 1990, Behdad 1986, Looney 1982, and Motamen 1979 ). About 60 per

cent of imports, in every year of the period 1960-1993, consisted of raw materials

and semi -manufactured goods. In the periods that the economy enjoyed more or

less, a free trade regime (notably, the oil boom years of 1974-76), imports rose to

levels several times higher those of other periods (for example 1985-86 and 1992-

93- periods of limited foreign exchange reserves). In these periods actual output

fell well short of the economy's normal capacity. This suggests that the

availability of imported intermediate goods has been one of the main factors

causing a short-run deviation of actual from capacity output.

Here we assume that a deviation of economic growth logY, -logYt.i from its

long run trend logY c t - logYt - I can occur under influences of the short-run

monetary disequilibrium log re t - logmt and a fall in the minimum level of

imports to actual volume of imports log Zrt - logZt . Substituting for capacity

output from equation (3.10) we can express actual aggregate output as a function

of aggregate supply lagged one period, the capital stock of the economy, the

short-run monetary disequilibrium and the ratio of minimum required imports

to actual imports as follows:
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(3.11)...logYt = 0 ologa + (1- 00) logYt -1 + 00log K + 01 (log mt d – logmt )

+02 (logZrt - logZt)

where Zrt is the minimum required level of imports and a, i = 0,..,2 are

coefficients to be estimated.

In order to obtain an estimating form of equation (3.11) some assumptions

have to be made about short-term monetary disequilibrium and the required

level of imports. Regarding the short-run monetary disequilibrium term we

consider the adjustment mechanism, initially introduced by Chow (1960) and

described as a standard adjustment mechanism for money market

disequilibrium by Khan and Knight (1982). This adjustment process can be

written as (see demand for money below):

(3.12)...Alogmt = A (logmt m - logmt -1)	 1	 A 0

where Alogmt = logmt - logmt -1 and k is the adjustment parameter. Rearranging

equation (3.12) for logmt m we obtain:

(3.12').. .log Mt id = (-1 logmt - (-1 llogmt -

We further assume that the proportion of the minimum import requirement to

the capital stock of the economy is a constant, which may be shown by
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relationship Zrr = c. K1, substituting for log Mt id and logrt = logc + logIC into

equation (3.11) and rearranging the equation we arrive at :

(3.13)...logYt = (00 log a + 02 logc) + (1 - 00)logYt -1 + 01 [L--
- A.

] log (—
Mt

) +
A,	 mt - 1

(00 + 02) logIC -02 logZt

This equation expresses aggregate output as a function of aggregate output

lagged one period, a deviation in the actual demand for real money, the capital

stock of the economy and imports. We expect that (1-00) and (00+02) > 0 and 02<0.

For the alternative aggregate supply function we consider a neo-classical

Cobb-Douglas production function.

(3.14)...Yt = AKt e° . IA el

where K and L are capital and labour inputs respectively and A, 00 and 01 are

production function parameters. Lack of data on the capital stock could prevent

the estimation of the above aggregate production function. To address this

problem we modify the equation using the capital stock identity:

K = (1- p)Kr -1 + Tit , where p is the depreciation rate of the capital stock and Tit

is total investment in the current period. Substituting for the capital stock from

the above identity in equation (3.14), the aggregate supply function, in log form,

becomes:
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(3.15)...logYt = logA + eo log{(1 - p)Kt -1 + Tit] + 91 logIA

Next, we approximate(see footnote 1 below) the capital stock identity term in

order to transfer equation (3.15) to a loglinear estimating equation for the

production function.

1
(3.16)...1og[E (1 - Tit - + (1 - p) t Kol = log 2 + — log 2, (1- p) . Tit- + —

t
log(1 - p) +

i=o	 2	 1=1	 2

—
1

logKo
2

It will be noted that the net capital stock can be expressed as a summation of the

net investment stream and the initial capital stock of the sample period.

(3.17)...K =	 — p) i .Tit - + 0 —	 Koj

i=0

where Ko is the initial capital stock of the economy at the beginning of the

sample period i.e. 1959. Therefore, approximating the lagged capital stock in

equation (3.15) the aggregate supply function can be written as:

(1). We used the approximation
1	 1

log(x + y) = log2 + — (logx + logy) + — (log x — log y) 2 ±...
2	 8

where x = (1- p ). K -land y = Tit, the first-order term is considered to be
adequate (see Hague et at (1990)).
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(3.18)...logYt = A' ifiologKi t -1 + 01 log Li + 0'2 logTit
where

A'= logA + log2

00
00 =

2
n 0 002
112 ' =

2
1 t-O-1)

i-1	 .logK' t - 1 = log2 + —
2 

E (1- p) Tit - - +1
- 1

(1 — p) + —
1

log Ko
i=1	 2	 2

Parameter 02, assigned to variable (Ti)- current period total investment,

captures the effects of technological advance in the aggregate supply function.

The current investment variable in the aggregate production function can,

therefore, test the significance of the technological changes embedded in new

investment in the economy. Estimation of equation(3.18) can also provide

evidence on economies of scale in Iran. Finding a value close to unity for

6r 0 + el is supportive evidence for the existence of constant returns to scale in

Iran in the period 1959-93. Equation (3.18) can be estimated for different values

of p over the interval (0,1) and (statistically) optimal values of

o' , 01, and 02' will correspond to that value of p which maximises the 17t2 in

equation (3.18).

3.2.3 Current Account of the Balance of Payments

According to macroeconomic theory, national income and domestic absorption

relate to the external sector of the economy through the current account of the

balance of payments. By definition, the current account must equal the

difference between national income and domestic absorption. National income,
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in turn equals, the sum of the value of domestic output and the net balance of

factor earnings. Now, consider a developing country with sustained current

account difficulties. In this economy if credit from either foreign or domestic

sources was increased (with no change in domestic financial savings), to finance

additional fixed capital formation, the immediate impact of this increase would

be an addition to domestic absorption. If for example aggregate income did not

increase along with domestic absorption and the increased level of investment

was financed through domestic credit expansion there would be an overall

balance of payments deficit and with it a loss of interest bearing foreign

exchange reserves. If, on the other hand, the finance was achieved through an

inflow of foreign funds there would be an overall balance of payments

equilibrium but also there would be a need to pay interest on the increased level

of foreign debt in the future. The immediate significant difference between the

use of domestic and foreign credit is the effect on the level of the country's

international liquidity.

Now, allowing time for output adjustment after the expansion, the new,

investment would add to domestic output. Assuming the profitability of the

investment, the net addition to domestic output will be larger in value terms than

the interest cost implied by the reduction in foreign exchange reserves or debt

services paid for foreign debt and the current account will improve as domestic

output exceeds domestic absorption. If however the proceeds from the credit

expansion are not profitable, the initial current account deficit, that reflects the

cost of investment, would be followed by a smaller but persistent deficit resulting

from the excess of the interest cost over the rate of return of investment (see
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Keller, 1980). According to the above discussion, the current account of the

balance of payment (Cat) can be written:

(3.19)... Cat = Nit - Pt. Dat

where Nit is nominal national income and Dat denotes real domestic absorption.

National income in is defined as:

(3.20)... Nit = Nftt + Pt. Yt

where Nft is the net factor income transferred from abroad. Domestic absorption

by definition is the sum of private consumption and investment plus the public

sector expenditure.

(3.21)... Dat = Pit + Ct + Gt

Substituting for Nit from (3.20) in equation (2-19) and rearranging for Nftt we

obtain:

(3.22)... Nftt = (Cat + Pt.. Dat) - Pt. Yt

Also using the balance of payments (Bopt) identity we have:
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(3.23)... Bopt = AFrt = (Yet)Cat - (AFpt + AFgt)

where Fr is the stock of foreign exchanges of the central bank, Fpt is foreign

assets held by the private sector and Fg represents foreign assets held by the

public sector. By definition, the current account of the balance of payments

equals foreign trade plus net interest earned on foreign assets held by the central

bank, private sector and public sector.

*
(3.24)... Cat = Pt. Xt - et. Pt Zt + et Faet

where Faet is defined as:

(3.25)... Faet = it * (Frt -1 + Fpt - i + Fgt -1)

Although each of these variables are determined by different relationships, both

Faet and Nftt relate to the same concept of the national accounts and measure an

equivalent quantity which is the difference between the internal and external

sector of the economy. Obviously Faet and Nftt are equal (see footnote 1 below).

(1)-This can easily be shown as follows:
Cat=Pt.Yt-Pt.Dat+Nft,
Pt.Xt-et.Pt*.Zt+Faet=Pt.Ye-Pt.Dat=Nftt
Faet=Pt.(Yttnat+Xt-(et.Pt*/Pt).Ztll+Nftt
in order to aggregate income,Y, equals to aggregate demand, [(Dat+Xt-
(et.Pt*/Pt).Zt] we must have:
Fae=Nft
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3.2.4 Private Sector Foreign Assets

Fpt in the model represents the amount of foreign assets held by the private

sector. We determine Fpt using the private sector budget constraint. Disposable

income and consumer expenditure are linked to the net change in consumer

wealth by the private sector's budget constraint (see Hague et al 1990).

(3.26)... Ydt = Ct + Pit + [(Mt — Mt - i) + et(Fpt — Fpt - 1) — (Dept — Dept - 1)] / Pt

where n is the nominal money balance and Dept denotes domestic credit

extended to the private sector by the domestic banking system. Let AMt=(Mt-Mt-1)

represent change in money supply, AFpt=(Fpt-Fpt-t) denote the change in private

sector holdings of foreign assets and ADcpt=(Dcpt-Dept.i) show the change of

domestic credit allocated to the private sector. The disposable income

relationship (equation 2-26 ) can therefore be written as :

(3.26' )... Ydt = Ct + Pit + (AMt — ADcpt + et. AFpt) / Pt

Accordingly, disposable income of the private sector is allocated to consumption,

private investment, and the net change in financial assets. We can solve equation

(3-26') for Fprt to obtain a relation which is derived from the private sector

budget constraint.
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3.2.5 Public Sector

The model's specification includes a description of the behaviour of the non-

financial public sector. The public sector acquires assets in external markets

(Fgt), (a negative value of Fgt denotes accumulated debt), as well as from the

domestic banking sector (Dcgt). For its revenue it relies on tax receipts (Ti, which

include oil revenues) and interest on its foreign asset holdings. Public sector

expenditure (GO consists of the purchase of domestic goods for consumption

purposes as well as public sector investment (or development expenditure) and

interest payments on domestic debts. Combining these elements, the public

sector's budget constraint can be written as :

(3.27)... et. AFgt — ADcgt = Pt. (Tt — Gt) + it*. et. Fgt -' — ibt. Dcgt -1

where AFgt is the change in government holdings of foreign assets, and ADcgt

denotes the change in domestic banking credit claims on the public sector. It

should be noted that in Iran, as in most developing countries, the absence of

organised securities markets and/or their immaturity means that open market

operations have not been a major source of funding the public sector borrowing

requirement. Therefore, in equation (3.27) direct borrowing from the private

sector is not considered as an option for the government's finance of its budget

deficit.
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3.2.6 Money Market
3.2.6.1 Supply of Money

The change in the money supply (AMt) in period t consists of the change in

foreign exchange reserves (Bopt=AFrt) and the change in domestic credit (6tDc1).

We have therefore considered the broad definition of money (M2 ) in our model.

(3.28)....Mt = Dct + et.Fn

and

(3.28')...AMt = ADct + et.Bopt

Foreign exchange reserves (Fri) are determined endogenously through the

balance of payments(equation 3.23):

(3.29)....Frt = Fn -1+ Bopt

where Bopt=AFrt . Domestic credit on the other hand consists of domestic credit

extended to the private sector and domestic banking claims on the public sector.'

Generally speaking, in an open economy, the domestic component of the money

stock -namely the net level of domestic credit extended by the banking system- is

taken to be the basic monetary policy tool. However any model of a developing

country must recognise the linkage between government fiscal operations and

the supply of money. For this reason, domestic credit extended to the public

sector can be allowed to be determined endogenously in the following manner.

Changes in domestic credit (ADc) can take place either through a change in the

banking system's claim on the government (ADcgt) or on the private sector
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(ADcpt), that is ADQ=ADcgt+ADcpt. As was noted earlier, in our model we assume

that the Government fiscal deficit is financed by domestic borrowing using cash

balances held with banks or by borrowing abroad and converting the proceeds

to domestic currency. Hence, government fiscal deficit results in an equivalent

increase in the stock of domestic credit. Thus we have:

(3.30)...ADct = Pt.(Gt — Tt) + ADcpt

Only if the government were able to borrow domestically from the non-bank

sector by selling bonds or bills would this identity extend to incorporate the

direct borrowing of the private sector as another option of financing government

budget deficit. Given the lack of a sufficiently developed domestic market for

securities, the possibility of such a borrowing policy is denied.

Changes in domestic credit to the private sector is assumed to be exogenous

to the model because it is determined by government monetary policy. Given the

importance of the availability of bank credit for private sector investment and

capital formation, and its impact on the money supply (and thence inflation), this

formulation of the money supply equation recognises the impact of credit policy

on the real part of the economy.

3.2.6.2 Demand for Money

There is wide agreement in the economic literature that the demand for money

function should contain a scale variable (income and/or wealth) and opportunity

cost variables representing yields on alternative real or financial assets relative to
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yields on holding money (see Laidler, 1993). One important debate relates to the

definition of the monetary aggregate and the choice of proxies for the income

and opportunity cost variables. In addition, it remains to be seen whether other

explanatory variables are important; and how to allow for adjustment to

disequilibrium in the money market.

Neither theoretical nor empirical evidence is conclusive on which definition of

money is most likely to be stably related to the macroeconomic variables which

are expected to influence the demand for money. However, in many developing

countries the available monetary policy instruments are directed to the volume of

credit extended by the banking system. As a result, the total liabilities of the

banking system, M2, may seem more relevant than a narrow definition like Mi.

There are also a number of other issues related to the definition of the money

stock that warrant prior discussion. In a number of countries the pub& sector is

large and extends to the manufacturing sector and other industries. Questions

also surround the treatment of balances held in foreign currency. In Iran,

residents' foreign currency held in domestic banks are treated as part of the

money supply. Given fixed exchange rates and convertibility of domestic

residents' foreign currency holdings, foreign exchange is as liquid as domestic

currency. However, in countries where the formal exchange rate substantially

differs from the curb market exchange rate, foreign currency balances may be

held for different reasons from those relevant to holding than local currency

balances; for example foreign currency holding may represent savings by

residents spending prolonged periods outside the country or by firms exercising

foreign exchange retention privilege (see Crockett and Evans 1978).
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With respect to the scale variable, the empirical measurement of wealth is not

straightforward. A variety of techniques have been suggested to enable the

demand for money to be regressed against a wealth variable. However the

available data do not permit us to employ such techniques in the context of the

demand for money function for developing countries. Only for countries such as

the UK and US, do sufficient time series data exist with which to construct some

measure of the aggregate level of non-human wealth; (see Laidler 1993).

An opportunity cost variable in a demand function is intended to measure the

yield on holding money against other assets. Since substitution can be made both

between money and goods as well as between money and financial assets

candidate opportunity cost variables would be the expected rate of inflation and

expected rate of interest on alternative financial assets, respectively. However it

is quite widely accepted that the relatively thin markets for financial securities in

many developing countries make the substitution between money and goods or

real assets quantitatively more important. This makes inclusion of the expected

interest rate on financial assets somewhat irrelevant in developing countries; (see

Khan, 1980). Also, it should be mentioned that observed interest rates in most

developing countries are often determined by central banks and remain

unchanged for long periods. Since changes are made fairly infrequently, the

interest rate series display very little variation over time and thus make it

exceedingly difficult, empirically, to detect any systematic relationship between

money demand and an interest rate. In section 3.2.7 below, we discuss the

determination of an equilibrium nominal rate of interest in the model in order to

circumvent this problem.
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A range of proxies for the expected inflation rate for the demand for money

function can be found in the literature. Relevant here is Laidler's (1993)

arguments that there are many instances, particularly when less developed

countries are studied, in which the problem of measuring expected inflation can

not be circumvented by resorting to the use of indirect measures (Laidler,1993,

p.109). However many studies stress the importance of the expected inflation

rate in the demand for money function for developing countries. Take Honohan

(1994) for example who states that whether or not to include inflation in the

demand for money function of industrial countries has become something of a

side issue partly because of the many other opportunity cost variables which are

relevant. It is however the central question for most developing countries

especially where this is the only opportunity cost variable (Honohan, 1994, p.

220).

It is worth referring to some theoretical considerations regarding the

expected signs and magnitudes of estimated coefficients of the demand for money

function variables. Concerning the income elasticity of the demand for money

there are two competing theoretical propositions. The first is that the use of

money balances is subject to economies of scale and therefore that as real

income increases the observed velocity of circulation will increase. On these

grounds an income elasticity of demand for money somewhat less than unity may

be expected. The second proposition is that the estimated income elasticity of the

demand for money may be greater than unity because of upward bias induced by

monetisation; (see Crockett and Evans 1978).
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Goodhart (1989) provides a theoretical basis for the economies of scale in

money demand function "Changes in real income are not so likely to have an

equi-proportionate effect on the demand for money. As real income per-capita

rises, transfer costs should not rise at the same rate, unless the technical progress

responsible for the rise in real income has completely by-passed the payment-

transmission mechanism. Moreover as income rises more companies will pass the

point that makes it worthwhile for them to pay closer attention to cash

management. So one would expect that the income elasticity of the demand for

money for transaction purposes would be less than unity, though this effect may

be offset to some extent by greater affluence reducing the frequency with which

people will find it convenient to make transactions whether between assets and

money or goods and money"(Goodhart, 1989, p.90).

The available evidence from studies related to developing countries permits

two tentative generalisations to be made. First transaction balances defined as M1

appear to be more subject to economies of scale than broadly defined money M2.

That is, income elasticities tend to be lower for a narrow than for a broad

definition of money. Second, broad money appears to be more of a luxury good

in developing economies than advanced economies. While observed income

elasticities in developed economies are sometimes below unity, developing

countries tend to exhibit an income elasticity closer to 1.5. In a study of six Asian

economies Aghevli et al (1979) found elasticities ranging from 1.33 to 1.85 for

broad definitions of money. Mackenzie (1979) in a study of money demand in

Egypt found an income elasticity for a broad money of about 1.5. Results of

Morgan's (1979) estimation for five oil exporting countries including two from
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the Middle East, were close to that of the Aghevli et al study mentioned above-

long run income elasticities in this study ranged from 1.41 to 1.82. However, in a

study of nineteen Latin American countries Galbis (1979) found elasticities

generally below unity though dispersed over quite a wide range, which was

perhaps not surprising in view of the more disturbed monetary experience of a

number of Latin American countries in 1960s and 1970s.

Crockett and Evans (1978) in their estimation of the demand for money

function in Middle Eastern countries report the following results "the coefficient

on income turned out to be highly significant in nearly all cases. Although the

coefficient estimates vary quite widely they are generally between 1 and 2 with

the largest number in the range of 1 to 1.5" (Crockett and Evans, 1978, p. 553).

In this study the income elasticity of demand for money in Iran was found to be

about 1.4 for both broad and narrow definitions of money. Arize's (1994) study

of the demand for money for three developing countries (Korea, Pakistan and

Singapore) comes up with a similar result in the case of Mi but somewhat

different for M2. For example, his findings are not consistant with the long run

real income estimates reported by Wong (1977) for Korea and by Aghevli et al

(1979) for Singapore. Ahmad and Khan (1990) make use of annual data (1959-

87) and report elasticities of .926 and 1.12 for M1 and M2 respectively (for

Pakistan). Arize's (1994) estimates are 1.03 and 0.77 for MI and M2 respectively

(Arize, 1994, p. 225). This evidence in general suggests that one should expect a

long run income elasticity of the demand for money for a typical developing

country to fall in the range of just below unity to about 1.5. Our estimates of the
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demand for money function presented in the next chapter will show whether or

not this has been the case in the Iranian economy.

As far as the impact of the opportunity cost variable is concerned, theory

suggests that the attractiveness of money balances would fall as the expected rate

of inflation rises. However, empirical results are mixed in providing support for

the proposition. Earlier studies; (see for example Morgan, 1979, and Galbis,

1979) failed to establish a significant relationship between the inflation rate and

the demand for money in developing countries. For example Crockett and Evans

(1978) sum up their research results in this respect (in Middle Eastern countries)

as follows "Concerning the influence of inflation on the demand for money the

results are much less clear-cut than for income elasticities. In some cases the

coefficient was negative and significant but implausibly large (in absolute

value)" (Crockett and Evans, 1978, p. 566). For example, the opportunity cost (of

holding money) elasticities for the Iranian economy in Crockett and Evans study

was estimated to be about -.70 while money demand studies in developed

countries suggest an opportunity cost elasticity of between -.2 and -.08 in general.

However, Arize (1994) using an error correction dynamic specification to

estimate demand for money functions for three developing countries (Pakistan,

Korea and Singapore), finds a weak effect of the expected inflation rate on the

long run demand for money and a more significant impact on the short run

money demand. This result is similar to that found by Parikh (1990) for the

Indonesian demand for money.

Most studies concerning the interest rate effect on the demand for money in

developing countries have found weak evidence of a clear influence of an interest
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rate in a demand for money function. For example Hague et at (1990) estimating

a macroeconomic model for 31 developing countries finds that money demand is

quite interest -inelastic, with the short run elasticity estimated to be about -.04

(statistically signifinant at the 10 percent level) and the long run elasticity

estimated at about -.26. In Hague et at (1993), a slightly different version of the

Hague et al (1990) model was estimated for the same group of developing

countries and again the interest elasticity of demand for money was found to be

insignificant at the 5 per cent level. Crockett and Evans (1978) also find similar

results regarding the impact of the interest rate on the demand for money

function for Middle Eastern countries which are both small in magnitude and

statistically insignificant. These results are similar to other studies of money

demand in non-industrial countries. It is perhaps because of the absence of

liquid asset alternatives to holding money for much of the population in many of

these countries that the opportunity cost effect is indeed so apparently slight.

The other important aspect of the demand for money function that begs an

explanation is the appearance of a lagged dependent variable in money demand

equations. Laidler (1984) argues that the monetary transmission mechanism is

more usefully described in terms of short-run disequilibrium: after a monetary

shock, individuals finds that their actual and desired money balance will diverge

due to lags in the adjustment of money demand determinants. He provides an

interesting description of why the monetary transmission mechanism may be

subject to long and variable lags (see Stevenson et al, 1988, p. 181). This in turn

led to the development of the buffer stock approach to the demand for money.

This approach essentially argues that money fulfils a special role in the economic
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system (see Goodhart 1984). Due to the liquid nature of money, the cost of

adjusting money holdings is typically less than the cost involved in changing

one's holdings of real or liquid financial assets. In an uncertain environment

economic agents are likely to adjust their portfolios only when they perceive

changes in the economic environment to be permanent rather than transitory. In

the case of a money supply shock, only if this change is seen as permanent, will

agents consider adjustment of their portfolios. However if the money supply

increase was expected to be reversed in the next period it would be costly for

them to adjust their expenditure portfolio of real and financial assets only to

readjust them again in the next period. This results in a lag in the transmission

mechanism, as an unexpected monetary shock leads to gradual portfolio

adjustment.

Whilst the lagged dependent variable usually provides much of the statistical

explanation in conventional demand for money functions Laidler (1993) however

suggests that this variable cannot be rationalised in terms of partial adjustment

when the money supply moves independently of demand and there is continuous

market clearing. Importantly, this is an ad hoc adjustment mechanism and other

approaches to modelling disequilibrium in the money market have been

developed. Three broad approaches have been used in the literature. The first

assumes that the chosen argument of the demand function adjusts slowly toward

its long-run equilibrium value. Agents are therefore forced off their long-run

function because of slow adjustment in either interest rates ,output or the price

level (Artis and Lewis, 1976, Goodhart, 1989, Laidler,1993). The lagged

dependent variable which appears in the equation then represents a slow real
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balance effect. The second type of disequilibrium money models allow

disequilibrium money holdings to influence a wide range of real and nominal

variables. This approach needs a complete model of the economy where an excess

supply of money in the short run may affect a vector of real or nominal variables

such as output, prices, the exchange rate, the rate of interest and so on. If the

monetary disequilibrium term appears in more than one equation, then the

model yields cross-equation restrictions on the parameters of the long run

demand function (see Cuthbertson and Taylor, 1986). This type of model has

performed reasonably well for the US (Laidler and Bently, 1983 ), the UK

(Davidson, 1987) and Australia (Jonson et al 1977). Some economists have

mentioned advantages of the simultaneous estimation of the demand for and the

supply of money in order to detect effects of short run money disequilibrium on

the real part of the economy (see Laidler, 1993). Goodhart (1989) describes the

approach as follows :"the approach has been to use the credit counterparts

approach to the supply of money, which employs the identities that bank assets

equal bank liabilities and that bank lending to the public sector is equal to its

borrowing requirement less its borrowing from all other non-bank sectors, to

model (the change in) the money stock in any period as the sum of the public

sector borrowing requirement, debt sales to the non-bank public, bank lending

to the private sector and external flows. The gap between the money stock thus

estimated from the supply side and an estimated 'underlying' demand for

money, then represents buffer or `disequilibrium' money holdings (which can, of

course be negative as well as positive), which in turn can enter as an explanatory
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variable in all the other behavioural equations in the system"(Goodhart,1989,

p.80).

In the third type of disequilibrium money model, it is assumed that shocks to

the money supply are initially held in transactions balances whilst unanticipated

balances are held in money balances, anticipated changes in the money supply

lead to price changes (see Mackinnon and Milbourn, 1988, Carr and Darby,

1981, Cuthbertson and Taylor, 1985, 1986). The buffer stock money approach is

not limited to exogenous changes of the money supply; even in the case of an

endogenous increase in the money supply, unless this change is perceived as

permanent, the economic agents are unlikely to adjust their portfolio to augment

their transactions balances. The interesting aspect of this approach is that it

introduces the concept of forward looking expectations in the demand for money

functions; as agents attempt to find their optimal holding of money given that

there are adjustment costs involved in the reallocation of their portfolio

(Stevenson et at 1988).

The approach that we have adopted here is similar to the second type of

approach to disequilibrium money discussed above. The demand for money

function is specified within a macroeconomic model of the economy. The supply

of money is determined in relation to the credit counterparts of the monetary

system of the economy and is partially independent of money demand. On the

other hand, the underlying demand for money is a function of interest rates and

real income (as the scale variable). Short run differences between supply and the

long-run demand for money affect the price level as well as the interest rate and
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thereby the real part of the economy. The long run demand for money function

can be specified as:

(3.31)...log(M Id = flo+ fli.i+ /32.10gYr
Pt

Mt idwhere log[ --] is demand for real money in log form, h is the nominal rate of
Pt

interest. This function is widely used in empirical work on the demand for

money in developing countries (see Khan and Knight, 1982). If we define the

excess money balance as:

mt	 ( mt id
(3.32)... Embt = log(—R) - log --1),

(mt Id

where log(MaPt ) is the actual stock of real money in log form and lo—
)

g 
Pt

represents the long-run or underlying demand for real money balances. In the

traditional specification of the demand for money, dynamic behaviour is

introduced through a partial adjustment or error-learning mechanism. Such a

formulation, due to Chow (1960) amongst others argues that real money

balances adjust in the following manner:

Id

(3.33)... Alog(-1M j = A, [log[-M-1 - log[ Mt-il]Pt	 Pt	 Pt - 1
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where A is a first difference operator [Alog(IVIIR)=log(Mt/B)-log(Nki/Pvi)] and X,

is the coefficient of adjustment and 051.51. Equation (3.33) which is used

extensively in the literature is referred to as the "standard" dynamic model in

Khan and Knight (1982). The solution of equations (3.30) and (3.32) in terms of

real money balances is:

(3.34)...log[—
mt

] = A. 13o + A. /31. h +2432logYt + (1- .1,) log[141-]
Pt	 Pt - 1

This demand for money function with a lagged dependent variable appearing on

right hand side is quite common in the money demand literature; (see for

example Laidler(1993), Khan (1982, 1985) and Khan and Knight (1982)). The

equation assumes that there is an underlying demand for money determined by

the scale and opportunity cost variables (represented by equation 3.31). Any

short run disequilibrium between money supply and the underlying demand for

money could be restored by changes in: (i) money balances, (ii)the price level,

(iii) any determinant of money demand or a combination of these factors. In our

model, the right hand side of equation (3.34) adjusts to real money balance [i.e.

log(Mi/Pt)] according to the mechanism assumed by equation (3.33). If for

example in equation (3.34) X=1 the real money stock is in equilibrium to the

underlying money demand. This could be the case for example if money supply

movements are demand-determined. In the case of an unexpected and

independent change in money supply, (0<X4), for instance because of a

government monetary policy change, economic agents would move in order to
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adjust their portfolio to augment their transactions balances holding of money

and then the aggregate demand for money will tend towards its underlying value

according to the assumed adjustment mechanism in equation (3.33).

3.2.7 Interest Rate

One of the main characteristics of developing countries regarding the

determination of a nominal interest rate in the economy is the degree of controls

exerted upon capital movements. Iran is no exception in this regard. The process

of interest rate determination differs under alternative degrees of openness of the

capital account of the balance of payments. In the case of a fully open capital

account, some form of interest arbitrage will prevail with domestic interest rates

depending on world interest rates. In contrast, when the economy restricts

capital movements, the nominal interest rate will be determined mainly by

domestic monetary conditions and expectations of inflation. Most developing

countries however do not fall in either of these extreme cases so that interest

rates, in general depend, on domestic money market conditions as well as on the

expected rate of devaluation in the exchange rate and thereby world interest

rates. From a policy perspective, it is important to detect the way in which these

factors affect interest rates. For example, having a clear understanding of how

an expected devaluation or a change in the supply of money influences interest

rates is crucial for assessing the significance of one of the possible mechanisms

through which stabilisation polices will affect aggregate demand. "Stabilisation

programmes typically involve both exchange rate adjustments and tighter credit

and monetary policies. If these policies generate an increase in the domestic real
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interest rate there will be an additional channel through which aggregate

demand will be affected" (Edwards and Khan , 1985, p.379).

Consider the extreme cases of (i) when the model economy is totally open to

the rest of the world; and (ii) when its capital account is completely closed to the

movement of capital. In the latter case, it is assumed that the nominal interest

rate that would prevail in the economy is that interest rate which would clear the

domestic money market in the absence of capital mobility. This shadow interest

-:,
rate shown by, 1 , can be determined by equating the money supply that would

be observed in this case to the demand for money. This shadow money supply

(denoted by l) differs from the supply of money given by equation (3.28), (i.e.

M =Dct +et.Frt ), in that the effect of current private capital flows on the central

bank's stock of foreign exchange reserves are removed (see Hague et al (1990)).

(3.35)... Mt = Mt + et. AFpt

where Fpt is foreign assets held by the private sector. Thus, recalling the money

market equilibrium condition ,i.e. equation (3.34), the 'shadow' domestic interest

-:.	 -:,rate, it , can be obtained by solving the following equation for 1 t :

Clt
(3.36)...1og(—) = A, po + A, Pt It + A thlogYt + (1- A, ) log(--L-H-IC4 )

Pt	 Pt - i

or

(3.36')...T . - -1.) - —132 logYt - (1- A') log  ICI -1 + 1 lo ICI
fi l fil	 A./31	 Pt - i AA g Pt
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In equation (3.36') It is the nominal interest rate that would prevail in a closed

economy if there were no private capital movements to and from abroad.

Now, consider the case of a fully open economy where there are no

impediments to capital flows. Domestic and foreign interest rates will, in this

case, be closely related. If we assume risk-neutral agents and no transaction

costs, the following uncovered interest rate parity condition will prevail.

(3.37)...it = it +
. * (Eet +1 -et)

(Eet + I — et).
wh ere 	  is the expected exchange rate of international currency for the

et

period (t+1) at the period (t). h* is the international rate of interest. Here we

abstract from problems associated with information lags or transaction costs or

other factors which might cause domestic interest rates, in a fully open economy,

to respond with delay to a change in the foreign rate of interest or exchange rate

expectations. The economy under observation (i.e. the Iranian economy) however

like most developing economies is subject to capital controls. A straightforward

way of constructing a model for such an economy is to combine the closed and

open economy extremes. (Edwards and Khan,1985), (Hague et al 1990, 1993).

We therefore specify the nominal interest rate as a linear combination of the

nominal interest rate that would prevail in the closed and open economy as

derived above.

et
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(3.38)...it = 0(it
* 

+ 
Eet + 1 -et

) + (1- 0) It
et

where i* is the international interest rate and It is the nominal rate of interest

that would prevail in an economy completely closed to capital transactions. 4) can

be interpreted as an index measuring the degree of openness of the economy. If

4)=1 the model economy is fully open and equation (3.38) collapses into the

interest arbitrage condition (i.e. equation (3.37). In the case of 4)=0 the capital

account is closed and equation (3.38) becomes equal to the 'shadow' interest rate

of the closed economy equation (3.36'). In the intermediate case of a semi-open

economy the parameter 4) will lie between zero and unity. The closer to unity is so

the more open the economy will be. Estimating 4) from the data makes it possible

to determine the degree of openness of the financial sector of the economy.

The relevance of Tt and Mt to our discussion of the demand for money and

estimation of 4) becomes apparent once we recall that in equation (3.34),.(money

market equilibrium), it represented the market determined interest rate which is

unobserved in the economy under consideration. To circumvent this issue the

shadow interest rate and the shadow money balance notion given by equations

(3.36) and (3.36') can be used to provide the model with an estimable demand for

money equation. This issue is addressed in the next chapter where the

behavioural equations are estimated.
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3.3 Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have set out the structure of a macroeconmic model. The

resultant model that emerged is basically a variant of the traditional Mundell-

Fleming model with specification modifications designed to take account of the

particular characteristics of the Iranian economy. A single good is produced

domestically that can be sold at home and abroad and there is an imported good.

The specification of private consumption is conventional and takes account of the

effects of the real rate of interest, disposable income and the lagged dependent

variable on current aggregate consumption. Total investment consists of private

investment and government investment. Government investment, which has

quite a significant effect on the Iranian economy because of the importance of oil

revenue is assumed to be a policy variable in the model. Private investment is a

function of aggregate income, the capital stock of the economy, the real rate of

interest as well as government investment and domestic bank credit to the

private sector. The latter two variables are included in the private investment

function to test the empirical significance of them on private investment-a fador

which is highlighted in several studies of private investment in developing

countries.

All agents in the economy are assumed to be price-takers for imports while

exerting some monopoly power over the price of exports in the world market.

This assumption could be justified for Iran as a major oil exporting country in

the sample period. However, to take account of an important characteristic of

developing countries availability of foreign exchange- the lagged reserves to

imports ratio is included in the import demand function as an explanatory
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variable designed to measure the effects of exchange controls on import demand.

Two alternative aggregate supply functions have been derived: one, in the

Keynesian macroeconomic tradition, allows actual output to deviate from its

long-run trend and the other, a neo-classical full employment production

function. The two were derived with the intention of using the time series data of

the Iranian economy to distinguish between them.

On the financial side some of the main features of the typical developing

country are integrated in the model by relevant assumptions. The most widely

accepted of these characteristics include the absence of markets for domestic

securities, the presence of capital controls and officially determined interest rates

on bank assets and liabilities. The market determined interest rate is formulated

as a weighted average of the international (uncovered parity) interest rate and a

domestic shadow interest rate. This shadow interest rate is that which would

clear the domestic money market in the absence of capital mobility. Formulation

of the market determined interest rates allows us to estimate an index of the

effective degree of capital control through the revised demand for money

function. The approach adopted here also permits the estimation of the interest

rate sensitivity of consumption and private investment and demand for money

where a market determined rate of interest is unobservable (as in Iran).

In the next chapter, the behavioural equations of the model, outlined here,

are estimated using an appropriate method. Estimation methodology, data

sources and definitions, the treatment of expectations and unobserved variables

are discussed at the beginning of the chapter and are followed by a report of the

empirical results with their implications for the Iranian economy.
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Chapter IV
Estimation of the Macroeconometric Model

4.1 Introduction

In chapter III a macroeconomic model was developed to explore, within a

developing country context, the channels through which economic policy

instruments affect domestic aggregate demand and supply and to identify the

parameters that govern their effectiveness. The model was based on standard

theoretical considerations and the main features of the Iranian economy. The

resultant model is a flexible-price dynamic version of the traditional Mundell-

Fleming model, modified to take account of the characteristics of developing

countries. A single good is produced domestically that can be sold at home and

abroad and there is an imported good. The specification of private consumption

is conventional, assuming as it does that its determinants are: the real rate of

interest, disposable income and lagged aggregate consumption. Total investment

is sub-divided to the private investment and government development

expenditure, the latter treated as an exogenous variable. Private investment is a

function of aggregate income, the real aggregate capital stock and real the rate of

interest. In order to test the effects of government development expenditure and



domestic bank credit on private capital formation, these two variables are also

included in the private investment function. All agents in the economy are

assumed to be price-takers for imports in the international markets while

exerting some monopoly power over the price of exports in the world market.

However, because Iran is a developing country, the availability of foreign

exchange (measured by the lagged reserves to imports ratio) is included in the

import demand function as an explanatory variable to capture the effects of

exchange controls on imports. Two alternative aggregate production functions

are derived: one is a full employment neo-classical production function the other

is an aggregate production function which permits short-run deviations of actual

output from its long-run trend. The choice between the two functions is

determined by the best fit to the data.

On the financial side, some of the main features of developing countries are

integrated into the model. These include the absence of a market for domestic

securities. The presence of capital controls and the official determination of

interest rates on bank assets and liabilities. The market determined interest rate

is formulated as a weighted average of the international (uncovered parity)

interest rate and a domestic shadow interest rate. This shadow interest rate is

that which would clear the domestic money market in the absence of capital

mobility. Having constructed the market determined interest rate we can

estimate an index of the effective degree of capital mobility in the economic

system; and the interest rate sensitivity of consumption, investment and the

demand for money (typically not achievable where market determined interest

rates are unobservable as in the Iran).
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4.2. The Structure of the Model

From the specification of the simultaneous equations model a set of structural

equations consistent with the equations and identities can be found. Table (4.1)

summarises the structure of the model. Definition of the exogenous the

endogenous variables of the model is given in tables (4.2) and (4.3) respectively.

Table 4.1 Specification of the model

(4.1)... Adt= G+ Pit +Gil+ Xt–(et.Pt * I Pt)Zt
(4.2)... Dat = Pit + G + Gt
(4.3)...log = ao+ °tin+ az log CI -1+ a3log	 + oc4logYdt -1

(4.4)...Ydt = Yt +(it * .et.Fpt -I) / Pt – (it.Dcpt -1)1 Pt– Dtaxt

(4.5)... log Pit = Ko + lcirt + K2 log Y + K3 log K - + ica log Git +Kslog(Dcpt I Pt)

(4.6)...	 =Gil+ Pit

(4.7)... log Xt = To + ri log(et. Pt * I PO+ 1-2, log Yt * + T3log Xt -1

(4.8)... log(Pt*. et.1/3t)Zt = So+ Si log(et. Pt * I Pt)+ 82log Yt +83log(Frt -1/ Pt -1 * Zt -1)

+ 541og(Pt - i*. et -11 Pt -it)Zt -

(4.9)... log Y = A 1+0 1 . log IC :-i+ 01 log L + 0 12log Tit
(4.10)... G1 = Gct +Gh
(4.11.1)...	 (Dtaxt+ Indtaxt)+Oilrt
(4.11.2)... Dtaxt = Dtax0+dtaxr.(Yt)
(4.11.3)... Indtaxt= Indtax0+ indtaxr.(E)
(4.12)... Nftt= (Cat+ PI.Dat)– Pt.Yt

(4.13)... Cat = Pt. X, – et. Pi * .Zt + et. Faet

(4.14)...Faer =it * .(Fr: -1+ Fpt - + Fgt -1)

Bopt = (1 I et)Cat – (AFpt + AFgt)

(4.16)... Fr, = Frt -1+ Bopt
(4.171)...Fpt = Fpt -1+ AFpt
(4.17.2)... AFpt = (11 et)[Pt.(Ydt–Ct–	 (AM– ADcpt)]

(4.18.1)... Fgt = Fgt -1+ AFgt
(4.19)... Mt = Mt -1+ et.Bopt+ ADcgt+ ADcptt

(4.20)... Dc, = Dc: -1+ ADcgt+ ADcpt

(4.21)... Dcgt= Dcgt -1+ ADcgt
(4.22)...Dcpt = Dcpt -1+ ADcpt

Mt	 -
(4.23)... log(—) = Afio+ 2.131it+ 2/32 log Y + (1– A	

Mr 1)
log(	 1)

Pt	 Pt -1
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Table 4.1 continued

(4.24)...1o4 Alt	 = (30 + 13iit + /32 log
Pt

(4.25.1)... log1-1/11 = [log(-111 — log M`
Pt	 Pt 

(4.25.2)... Embt = log(--
mt

)— log
Pt

(4.26)... fat = mi+ et. AFpt

EPt +1— Pt
)(4.27)... rt =it (	

Pt

(428)... =	 Yt —	 X) log( A1-` 1 ) +	 log( 1-11-`)
pi pi	 xpi	 Pt -1	 A.131	 Pt

(4.29)... 
=	 Eet + + et )+ ,_ —

(1 (A)T,
et

(4.30)...EPt+i-= Pt +i+ut+i

Table 4.2 Exogenous variables of the model

Gc= Real government consumption expenditure
Gi= Real government investment expenditure
dtaxr= Direct taxation rate
indtaxr= Indirect taxation rate
Oilr= real oil revenues
AFg= Net change to foreign assets held by public sector (nominal)
ADcg= Net change in domestic credit to public sector (nominal)
ADcp= Net change in domestic credit to private sector (nominal)
e= Nominal, official exchange rate
Y*= Real world income (approximated by OECD income in 1985 price)
P*= World consumer price index (WCPI)
i*= International interest rate (3 months London market)
lb =Formal interest rate charged by the domestic banking system
L= Labour force

Id



Table 4.3 Definition of the endogenous variables of the model

Ad= Real aggregate demand
Da= Real domestic absorption
C= Real private consumption
Yd= Real disposable income
Pi= Real private investment
Ti= Real total investment
X= Real export
Z= Real import
Y= Real aggregate output
G= Real total government expenditure
T= Real total government revenues
Dtax= Real direct taxation
Indtax= Real indirect taxation
Nft= Nominal net factor income from abroad
Ca= Nominal current account of the balance of payments
Fae= Nominal foreign assets earnings (in foreign exchange terms)
Bop= Nominal balance of payments (in foreign exchange terms)
Fr= Nominal foreign exchange reserves (in foreign exchange terms, US dollars)
Fp= Nominal foreign assets held by private sector (in foreign currency terms)
Fg= Nominal foreign assets held by public sector (in foreign currency terms)
M= Nominal money supply (broad definition of money i.e. M2)
Dc= Nominal domestic credit
Dcg= Nominal domestic credit to public sector
Dcp= Nominal domestic credit to private sector
(M/P)Money market equilibrium

(IVY) Id 
Real, long-run demand for money(M/ ) Id

 Excess money balance
IC/I Nominal, shadow money balance
r= Real rate of interest
.7,
1 Nominal 'shadow' interest rate

i= Nominal (market determined) interest rate
EP va Expected price of the next period in the current period

From the structural equations given in table (4.1) we only have to estimate the

behavioural equations of the model which contain unknown parameters. The

behavioural equations to be estimated are the consumption function (eq. 4.3), the

private investment equation (eq. 4.5), export (foreign) demand (eq. 4.7), import

demand (eq. 4.8), the aggregate production function (eq. 4.9), the demand for
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Pt
*

 et
(4.8)... log

Pt

money (eq. 4.23) and the market determined interest rate (eq. 4.29). These

equations are repeated for convenience in table (4.4)

Table 4.4 The behavioural equations of the model

(4.3)...log Cs = °co+ air, + a2logCt - 1 + oc3 log Ydt + adog Ydt - 1

(4.5)...log Pit = Ko + Kirr + K.2 log Yt + k3log K - 1+ K4 log Gil + ics log( ---c-7-3D '
Pt

(	
*

et.  PP:  )
(4.7)... log Xt = To + Ti log	 ,	 + T2 log Yt

*
 + T3 log Xt - 1

Zr = 8o+ 81 log
(  et. Pt]

+ 82 log Yt + 83 log
( Frt -1  )

Pt	 [ P1- 1 * Z - 1

*
Pt - 1 et - I

Pr - I, 

(4.9).. .log Yt = A 1+00 1 log Kr -1+ Oi log 14 + 02' log Tit

(4.23)...logH .430+ A	 41,filit +	 2 log Y1 + (1— A,) log( Ali I)
Pt	 Pt - 1

M

(4.29)... it = g6(it
*

+	
Eet + 1 — et  ) 

+ (1— 0)T,
et

4.3 Estimation Methodology

In order to estimate the behavioural equations mentioned above we have to

address two issues: (i); unobserved variables and (ii); expectations. Also we note

that OLS would not yield unbiased estimators because of the stochastic

regressors.

4.3.1 Unobserved variables

The absence of data on the market determined interest rates (it) and certainly

the real rate of interest (7-1 ) is typical of most developing countries. The relevant

+ &log Z - 1
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market-determined interest rate is that for loans in informal or curb markets.

Time series data on such interest rates are not available. In Iran, as in most

developing countries, the official interest rates reported by the central bank

(Bank Markazi Iran) refer to the discount rate of the central bank (before 1979)

and to the bank rate of return on time deposits and investment accounts after

1979. These rates do not capture the marginal cost of funds and cannot be taken

as the market determined interest rate. Thus the consumption function (eq.

(4.3)), the private investment function (eq.(4.5)) and the money demand function

(eq. (4.23)), cannot be estimated as they stand. To address this issue we eliminate

(i1) and (r ) from these equations by appropriate substitutions. To eliminate (i,)

from the demand for money function we substitute for (i,) from equation (4.29),

in the money demand function.

Api 10 (it * + Eet +1– ) (1_ 0_031) ( f32 ) log yt

(4.3 1)...log(-111-)
Pt	 et	 fii

(-(
1 — A)

). log( 
_

I) + (-1-) log 
A

ll +432logY + (1 A) log 
i 1M - 

API	 Pt -1	 Asi	 Pt	 Pt -I

Rearranging the equation we have:

Mt	 * Eet+ 1 –et	 kt-1	 Mr- 1

(4.32)... log — = flo + Sli(h + 	  + Cl2 log Y + 03 log 	 + S-24 log
Pt	 et	 Pt -1	 Pt -1

.11711
+ C15 log

Pt

where

Clo = AOPo :	 = A0/31 ;	 S22 = A432

= (1- A.)(0 - 1)	 S24 = (1 — A)	 = (1- 0)
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..

-

a12 --,- ai(0 - 1)(131)
PI

an = awp;

a14 = ai(1 - 0( 431 i)

We also could substitute for r from the real rate of interest relationship (eq.

4.27) in the consumption function and private investment. The result is two

equations for log Ct and log Pit as functions of it . The relationship for i, can be

used again to eliminate i, from these two equations. Taking the consumption

function first we have:

(4.33)...log CI = ao + ai(ii 
EPt +1— Ptj

+ a2log CI -1+ oolog Ydt + oc4logYdt - 1

Pt

Substituting for it we have:

	

\ PO	 2	 - X)	 ( Al - I
(4.34)... log Ct =cxo + ai{0(it

* 
+

Eel +1– es)
+ (1 – 0)[–(--)	 – (

P
—) lo g 171	

1
( ( ) log -

el	 fli	 flu	 si	 P, -1)

A
}+	 a2 log Ci -1+ a3log Ydt+ a4 log Kb -1

t	 A

After rearranging the revised consumption function becomes:

M	 kit - I	 t
0.34)...log Ct = am + al i 	

et
iit 

* 
+  

Eet + 1 — et] 
+ ai2logYt + cxi3log—+aialog

Pt -1	 Pt

1EPt + 1 - Ptj	 -au	 + a2 log C, - 1 + a3 log Ydr + a4 loYdt 1g
Pt

+( 1

A ) 

log( 

P

Riji_ (EP,+ 1 — Pr)

where

,\ Po
aoi = ao + at( - 1)(--) •,

PI

a13 = ai(0- 1)(-
1
AA
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For the private investment equation, substituting for r and it, respectively

yields:

EP +1– Pt]	 Dcp
(4.35).. .log Pit = Ko+ nib –  1	 + K2 log h + n log Kt -1+ K4log Git nlog(---L)

Pt	 Pt

and:

* Eet +1– et)
+ 0. – (0)[–(—

flo
) – (—

)32
) log l't(4.36)... log Pit = Ko + Ki { 0(ir +

	

et	 Pi	 Pi

(1– A.)	 A/1 t -1	 1	 IVI	 Pt	E t +1 — /31
(	 ) log( 	 ) + (	 ) log(	 ) ]	 } + K2 log Yt

AS	 Pt -1	 A,f31	 Pt	 Pt

	

+K3log Kt - 1+ lc alog Giti+ Kslog ( DcP`)
Pt )

Finally we arrive at:

+ 1 –	 k* 
+	

t -1Eet	 et)
+ kulogYt + kolog 	 + k 14 log 

fli
(4.36)...log Pit = kw +1c1(it 

et	 Pt -1	 Pt

ici[EPt+ 1 – 
P1 ]+ K-31og Kt -1+ ica log Git + Icslog(- PtD )

Pt	 Pt

where

lio
koi = /Co + KO —1)—

Pi

K- 13 = K1(0 — 1)( 11 ;
PlA.

1(11= icicb;

1
iCia = KO— OGIA)

ix P2
K12 = K1(4) — 1) — ± 1C2

Pi

Eliminating rt and it from the above mentioned equations we therefore have the

following set of simultaneous equations to estimate:
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02a12 aiky –1\

where

aoi = ao + ai(cb – 1)—
01

a13 = ai(1–	
(cp –1) 

all = ai0;

ai(1– 0) 
apt =

13t2,

Table 4.5 Estimating form of the behavioural equations

(revised) consumption function

Eet+ + et	 kt -1
(4.34' )...log C = aol + Kit * + 	 )+ aulogYt + ai3log	 + am log

et	 Pt -1	 Pt

EPt -1– Pt
al(	 )+ a2 log Ct -1+ a3log Ydt + a4 log Ydt -

Pt

(revised) private investment

,. * Eet -I— e, „ .„	 , A - 1	 , Al
(4.36' )...log Pit = Kim +Kim/ + 	 )+ K12 lOgit ± Ki3log— + K14 lOg —

et	 Pt - 1	 Pt

Kik 
t - 1	

)+K3log Kt - I + 1c4 log Git+Kslog 
DcptEp,– Pt

Pt	 Pt
, — .

)
„ po

Ko1 = Ko+Ki(T 1 — ;
161

( 1 — A)( 1 — 0)
K	

ie.
13 — 1

PIA.	 )31A

Export (foreign) demand

et. P:
(4.7)...log Xt =To+ 1-1 log(	 ) + T2 log Yt * + T3log Xt - 1

Pt

Import demand

t.P	 t.P	 F tr -1
(4.8).. .log(	 )Z1= 30 + 81 log( e	 )+ 82log lit+ 33 log( *

Pt	 Pt	 P t -	 -

et -1.r t -1
+ (54 log( 	 )Z -

Pt-1

m

Kil = Ki0 ; K12 =
„ /32

K1(0 — 1)	 Kz1/7+

K14 = Tr. ( 1 — (P)
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Table 4.5 continued

(Modified) aggregate production function
(4.9)... LogYi = 44 1+0,3 1 log Kt - i'+01 log Lt + 192 ' log Tit

where

1	 tn---,(1-1)
log Kr - t i = log2 + —log L (1— p) 1-1 . Tit - (i-i) + -t---

- 1 
(1— p) + 

1
—log Ko

2	 i=1	 2	 2

(revised)) demand for money function

(4.321)...log(—
M1

) = S2o + CI(i,
*
 + 

Eet + 1— e
t	 ) + C22 log Yt +Chlog 

ii7lt -1

P,	 e	 Pt - 1

Mt - 
+ (1 — A) log	 + (1— 6b) log

Pt - 1	 Pt
where

S20 = /1,013o ;	 1=	 C22 = A0/32

L-23= (1- 2)(0 -1)

In this section we revised those behavioural equations of the model which

included unobserved variables (i.e. r and i) as their explanatory variables. rs y

proper substitution for r and i we managed to derive a set of estimable

equations which are presented in table (4.5). However, it should be noted that

estimating these equations using OLS method would not yield unbiased and

consistent estimates. It is evident that some of the explanatory variables of some

of the equations are themselves dependent variables and therefore are

correlated with the disturbances terms in the simultaneous equation system.

For this reason there is a contemporaneous feedback between the endogenous

variables of the system. OLS on any single equation therefore gives biased and
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inconsistent parameter estimates. We therefore will have to use a consistent

estimator provided by the method of instrumental variables (IV) or a specific

form of (IV) namely 2SLS method.

4.3.2 Expectations

The second issue to be addressed involves the assumed mechanism for

expectation formation to be employed in the model. The assumption of

rationality implies that forward looking agents form their expectations of prices

on the basis of all available information, including the structure of the model.

This implies that prediction errors should be non-systematic.

(4.37)...131+1=EPI+1+,a,+,

where pi+ are white noise random terms. To estimate the model some proxies

are needed for EP,, A candidate proxy is the actual value of There are

two possible methods of estimation. One procedure involves substitution orthe

realised (observed ) values for the expected values and using some appropriate

instrument variables. The instruments for the realised variables are taken from

the predicted values obtained from the regression of the realised variable on a

matrix of variables selected from the information set (a); (see MacCallum,

(1976)). This so called substitution method thus requires replacement of

rationally expected variables by forecasts. The other procedure is the Errors in

Variables Method (EVM) (see Wickens, 1982). This method is based on

drawing an explicit expression for the rationally expected variables from the
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model. These are substituted for the expected variables and the model is

estimated using any implied parameter constraints. Thus in this method, the

realised variables are treated as additional endogenous variables of the model

and all equations are estimated together.

Wickens (1982) shows that (EVM) is the more robust and has some

advantages over the alternative method. To adopt the Errors in variable method

a number of assumptions are to be made about the structural model: (i), it is

assumed that in no equation does a realised and expected values of the same

variable appear; (ii), it is assumed that the system is identified; (iii), it is assumed

that the structural disturbances are serially independent (see Wickense (1982)).

Assuming serial independency of random variables we notice that these

assumptions are met in our model. For the purpose of estimation of the model

specified here, we can derive an additional equations for EP , + 1, replace it with

its realised values and then estimate the model with the additional equation. The

reduced form equations for P, can be obtained by linearising the model, solving

it for P1, advancing it one period, taking expectations conditional on the

information set (SI ) and solving for EP , . i (see Hague et al, 1990). An

alternative way of looking at this is to estimate equations containing expected

variable (i.e Ept+i ) by replacing its realised value (Pt, ' ) and using lagged values of

the exogenous variables of the estimating equation (i.e variables in the

information set S) as instrument variables in our 2SLS method, (see Maddala,

1992, ch. 10).
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4.4 Estimation results

We now turn to the estimation results of the behavioural equations of the model

given in table (4.5). We discuss alternative specifications of the behavioural

equations to point out findings of the empirical work that merit emphasis in the

context of the Iranian economy. Our discussion of estimation results of the

behavioural equations approach to that specification of these equations which we

think explains the economic behaviour, reflected in the time series data, the best.

These finally chosen estimated equations are repeated in table (4.6) at the end of

this section (4.4) for convenience.

In was noticed that in order to obtain a set of consistent estimates we have

used the 2SLS method to estimate the structural parameters of the model. Most

of these parameters are obtained directly. However, values of parameters related

to the unobservable interest rate and the real rate of interest; and also value of

the parameters $1:1 and 2 n. (which measure the degree of capital mobility and excess

money adjustment respectively) had to be extracted from the estimated values

for parameters of the revised equations for consumption (eq. 4.34'), priiiate

investment (eq. 4.36') and the demand for money (eq. 4. 32'). Data used in this

study are taken from issues of the International Monetary Fund's International

Financial Statistics (ISF) and the World Economic Outlook, and also issues of the

Iranian central bank's (Bank Markazi Iran) Annual Reports (see appendix 4.A to

this chapter for the details of the data sources). Data are annual covering the

period 1959-1992. All stock data are measured at the end of the period and the

price data are period averages.
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4.4.1 Aggregate Consumption

The revised version of the consumption function as it appears in table (4.5)

determines aggregate consumption as a function of its lagged value, disposable

income (current and lagged value), the real shadow money balance, expected

rate of inflation and international interest rates (uncovered parity). Since the

relationship is log-linear the coefficients are elasticities. Estimating this equation

gives:

(4.38)...log a = 2.28—.013(h * +

(t - ratios) (2.6) (-1.9)

Eet +1— et)
.15log Yt—.41

( Ept + 1— Pt) 
.005log 1/711

et	 Pt	 Pt -1

(-1.68) (-1.98)	 (-.04)

lat
+.35log(--)-.15logG -1+.53log Ydt+.17 log Ydt -1

Pt

(2.5)	 (-.56)	 (3.9)	 (.17)

—2
R =.992;	 DW = 2.05; x 2 ...(1) =.1.3;	 X2ff(1)= 1.8;	 x 2 42)=.98	 x 2 h(1)= 1.2

Values in parentheses below the estimates are t-ratios (see footnote 1 below).

Some of the coefficients turn out to be statistically insignificant. Also aggregate

income and the lagged value of consumption both appear with negative signs

while economic theory suggests otherwise. Estimating the equation excluding

(1).Test statistics x 2 .(1), x 2 ff( 1), X 2 n(2) and x 2 h(1) are defined respectively as follows:

x 2 ...(1) = Seial correlation; lagrange multiplier test of residual serial corrilation.

x 2 ff (1 ) = Functional form; Ramsey's Reset test using square of the fitted values.

X 2n(2) = Normality, based on a test of skewness and kurtosis of residual.

X 2 h(1) = Heterocedasticity, based on a regression of squared residual on squared

fitted values.
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log
(  /11 - 1  j

and log Y improves the result in the sense that the sign of the lagged
Pt - 1

dependent variable turns positive and its significance increases. However, the

overall result does not change markedly. The coefficients on lagged disposable

income and the international interest rate (uncovered parity) remain

insignificant at the 5 percent level. Estimating the consumption function with

these variables omitted from the regression we obtain the following estimates:

(4.39)... log Ct =.96—.21(  EP` 4. 1 — Pl+.14 log ---kj+.28 log C1 - i+.45 log l'cli
Pt	 Pt

(t - ratios) (2.2) (-1.25) 	 (2.3)	 (2.7)	 (4.4)

TV =.992;	 DW = 2.21; x 2.(0 = 2.5; Z 2 ff (i) = 2.2; x 2 n(2) =98; x 2 on = 15

The goodness of fit of the estimated equation remains almost the same. An

interesting point to note is the positive and significant effect of the (shadow) real

money balance on consumer expenditure. The proportional change of

consumption with respect to the (shadow) money balance can be used to

calculate the value of marginal effect of the real (shadow) money balance on

act[
aggregate consumption, doil., , / po , which in turn can be interpreted as the

Pigovian effect (see Morishima (1972)). This estimate suggests that a 10 percent

increase in real (shadow) money balances increases the aggregate consumption

expenditure by as much as 1.4 percent. However, when we estimate the

consumption function excluding the expected inflation rate (which appears to

have no significant effect, at 5 percent level, on the dependent variable) the
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significance of the money balance variable is eroded- as the results of the

following regression indicates:

....
(4.40)... log Ct =.68+.08 lo(g —

mt 
+.32 log Ct - i+.49 log Ydt

Pt

(t - ratios) (1.56) (1.33) 	 (2.9)	 (4.5)

Ii 2 =.99,	 DW = 1.89,	 X2sc(1) =.025;	 X2ff(1) = 1.6;	 X2n(2) =.29; X 2 h(1) = 3.3

On the basis of these results we can suggest that in the economy under

observation, when inflation is expected, an increase in real money balances has a

positive and significant effect on aggregate consumption expenditure; yet when

the influence of the expectation of inflation is removed, the influence of money

balance on aggregate consumption becomes insignificant.

Estimating the aggregate consumption function omitting real (shadow)

money balances yields:

(4.41)... log G =.13+.39 log Ct -1+57 log Vdt

(t - ratios) (.90) (4.0)	 (6.0)

2 =.99;	 DW = 2.1,	 x 2 sc(1) =.41;	 X2ff(1) =.02;	 X2n(2) =.79; X 2 h(1) = 25

With regard the effect of the real rate of interest on consumption, we found a

negative (but significant only at 10 percent level) coefficient international

interest rate variable (it
*

+ 
Eet + 1– et 

) of magnitude -.013. We have the
et

following relationship for this semi-reduced form coefficient (see eq. (4.34') in

table (4.4)):
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(4.42)...cxi = aiq= —.013

(t - ratio)	 (-1.9)

• The estimated value for the parameter 4) (the degree of capital mobility) derived

from the estimated results of the demand for money function discussed below,

was found to be .62. From the above (4.42) relationship, we, therefore, have

oti —.02. The chosen estimated consumption function could thus be written as:

(4.43)... log C€ =.13—.02n+.39 log C1- i-F58 log Ydt

(t - ratios) (.90) (-1.9) (2.7)	 (4.4)

Ti 2 =.99; DW = 2.2; x 2 sco) =.41; x 2 ff(1) =.02;	 x 2 .(2) =.79 x 2 h(1 ) = 2.5

All the estimated parameters carry the expected a priori signs although the

intercept term appear to be insignificantly different from zero.

In most studies of the consumption function in developing countries the

effects of the real rate of interest on consumption have been found to be

insignificant and/or negligible. However, Rossi(1982) finds a significant but small

real interest elasticity in the consumption function. Also Hague et al (1990) and

(1993) find a negative (but significant only at the 10 percent level) relationship

between consumption and the real rate of interest. Our finding of a negative

interest semi-elasticity in the consumption function for the Iranian economy in

the sample period(1959-91) is consistent with the results of the above mentioned

studies of the aggregate consumption function in developing countries. However,

it should be noted that the estimated semi-elasticity in our consumption function

is almost negligible in magnitude indicating a mere 0.2 percent fall in
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Iranian economy is computed as

consumption for a 10 percent increase in the real rate of interest (i.e. an increase

of interest rate for example, from 10 percent to 11 percent).

The coefficient on the lagged consumption variable is about .39 and

significant while that on disposable income is about .58 indicating a highly

significant influence of disposable income on consumer expenditure. Since the

relationship is log-linear these coefficients are elasticities. The estimated income

elasticity of consumption can be used to derive the marginal propensity to

consume at the sample mean. The income elasticity of consumption

aC

	

r aYdr	 r(
(—

(9C
) I —j =.58	 can be wri	

a
tten as ((—) / (—)) =.5 	 denominator

'	
where th e denonator

Cr	 Ydr	 dYdr Ydr

term is the average propensity to consume and for our sample period in the

1991	 \

y
, c,

1=1959 	 187535.6
=	 =305 . This gives us the

Xn1991	 266032.2
L Ydr

t-1959	 I

useful information that the average propensity to consume, at the point of

sample mean, in the time period 1959-91 in Iran has been about 70 percent while

the marginal propensity to consume in this economy turns out to be about 0.41

(act	 .

LdYdi =.( °)(.7 05) =Al).

From our estimation results the long-run income elasticity of consumption

(  a3
=  

.58 ) 
=95; is found to be 95 percent. These are close to the results of

1 – az 1–.39

a study of the consumption function carried out for the Iranian economy for the

sample period, 1959-85 (see Kiani, 1992). In Kiani's study, which is a single
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equation model, estimating the short-run and long-run income elasticity of

consumption were respectively 72 percent and 96 percent.

In general our empirical results suggest that disposable income is the most

important explanatory variable in the consumption function. This is contrary to

the Ha11(1978) specification of the permanent income hypothesis (support for this

hypothesis would have required a significant parameter on the lagged

consumption variable with a magnitude close to unity). Hague et al (1993), in

their study of a group of developing countries find that the coefficient of the

current disposable income takes the value of 30 percent. They interpret this (on

the basis of their specification of the consumption function in per capita form) as

an estimate of the fraction of household in the population which are liquidity-

constrained, households in the population. In a similar specification of the

consumption function in our macroeconomic model (i.e. in per capita form) we

found the estimated value of the coefficient on current disposable income to be

about 0.60.

,

4.4.2 Private investment

The estimating version of the private investment function (eq. (4.36')) turned out

to be a function of aggregate income, the capital stock, public sector investment,

domestic credit to the private sector, real (shadow) money balances, the expected

rate of inflation and the international (uncovered parity) interest rate. We have

the following estimation results:
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(4.44)...log Ph = -15.7-.007(it +
et	

(EP` + 1 - 11 .013 logi a -11
Pt

* Eet + 1 - etj
+ 1.28 log Y1+.5

Pt - 1 j

(t - ratios)	 (-2.6) (-.39)	 (2.8)	 (.63)	 (-.04)

- 1.3log( 41-1 + 2.0 log Kt+.007 log Git+.4 llog(—
Dcpt

) .16 log Pit - 1

Pt	 Pt

(t - ratios)	 (-2.4)	 (2.16)	 (.04)	 (.93)	 (-.76)

IT 2 =.92;	 DW = 1.7;

The equation fits the data reasonably well. DW and other diagnostic statistics are

insignificant at the 5 percent level. However, some of the estimated parameters,

notably that of the lagged private investment variable, are not statistically

significant at 5 percent level indicating that there is no significant effect from

some variables on private investment expenditure. Nevertheless, the key

variables in the private investment function (aggregate income and the capital

stock) appear to have a significant and large elasticity impact compared to

estimates of some other empirical works, (see for example Hague et al (1990)).

Excluding the international interest rate from the regression does not change

the estimation results much. Parameters on the lagged (shadow) money and

government investment are not significant at the 5 percent level. Estimating the

equation omitting these variables, the overall goodness of fit improves yet the

sign on the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable remains negative and is

insignificant at the 5 percent level. This could be because of the collinearity

between private investment and the capital stock. Recall that

K = (1— p)K, -1+ (Pi +Gii) and inclusion of the capital stock variable could have

affected the significance of lagged private investment. We examined the issue by

estimating the equation excluding the capital stock from the private investment

x 2 sc() =.02; X 2 f1(1) =.13,	 x 2 n(2) =.12; x 2 h(1) =.017
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function. The coefficient on lagged private investment in this case appeared

positive and significant at 7 percent level.

However, current (real) banking credit to the private sector still does not

seem to exert any significant effect on private investment. In most studies of

private investment in developing countries (see Chhibber et al (1992)), domestic

credit to the private sector and public investment are both found to be highly

influential in private capital formation (see also Blejer and Khan, 1984). In the

case of Iran, particular reference may be made to a study carried out br

Karshenas(1990). He finds a significant effect of government investment and

domestic banking credit on private investment in Iran in the sample period

(1959-77). He considers a linear regression model of the form:

(4.45)...1131 = ai + azIGI + a3CRI + ail(' - 1+ ut

where IP is private sector investment, IG refers to public sector investment, CR

denotes availability of bank credit to the private sector and K is the actual

capital stock. Using time series for these variables published by Iran's central

bank (Bank Markazi Iran) and the IMF, International Financial Statistics (IFS)

and calculating the capital stock by cumulatively adding real gross private

investment as a measure to the private capital stock he applies the OLS method

to this equation which yields the following results:
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(4.46)... IP = 237+.99/Gt+.36CRt —.08K -1

(t - ratios)...(3.1) (3.8) (2.13) (-1.8)

i? 2 =.98;	 DW = 1.92

On the basis of this regression and similar results obtained from estimating an

equation that includes the long-run foreign capital flow as an additional

explanatory variable, Karshenas (1990) concludes that bank credit and

particularly government investment exert a positive and highly significant

influence on private investment.

Although we have chosen a log-linear form for our private investment

function in the model mainly because it allows private investment to react in

proportion to a rise and fall in the explanatory variable. Also on the assumption

of constant elasticities, it avoids the problem of a drastic fall in the elasticities as

investment rises. However, two points should be made about Karshenas's results

compared to our findings. First, the model estimated by Karshenas only covers

the period (1959-77) which refers to just the early part of the sample period

covered in our study. Secondly, in the regression model specified by Karshenas

aggregate income is not included amongst the explanatory variables. This is

important because (highly) significant effects of government investment and

bank credit on private investment in Karshenas's model may have been

magnified because of the absence of the aggregate income variable in the private

investment function.

In our estimated equation (4.44), the lagged dependent variable turned out to

be negative and insignificant at the 5 percent level. Estimation of the equation

excluding the lagged dependent variable yields a similar results with both the
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capital stock and aggregate income exerting positive and highly significant effect

on private investment while the expected rate of inflation still does not appear to

have any significant effect on private investment. Excluding the expected rate of

inflation term from the regression does not change the overall goodness of fit or

other statistics in any considerable manner. In another estimation experiment we

further excluded the domestic credit to the private sector. According to these

results aggregate income, the capital stock and the (shadow) real cash balance,

together explain about 93 percent of the changes in the private sector

investment:

M-- t
(4.47)... log Pit = -14.9+1.4 log Yt - 1.01log( —	 Kt+ 1.68 log

Pt

(t - ratios) (-5.8) (8.6)	 (-4.2)	 (3.7)

17 2 =.926;	 DW = 1.85;	 X 2 .0) =.007; x 2 ff() =.24;	 x 2 n (2) =.139; x 2 h( 1 ) =.33

Recall that in the previous section, when discussing the private consumption

function, it was noted that the real (shadow) money balance had a positive effect

(11-1,
on consumption. This may explain the negative effect of the term log - -J on

Pt

private investment in the estimated equation (4.47), as an increase in

consumption expenditure could eventually reduce saving and is likely to impact

upon investment negatively. To see the mechanism by which the real (shadow)

money balances transmit to private capital formation in this model, it is helpful

to note that the shadow money balance is defined as ii/It = Mt + et tAFpt , where

AFp is the change in foreign assets held by the private sector. From eq. (4.17.2) in

table 4.1, we know that:
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1 r
(4.17.2)... AFpt = —

et
iPt[Ydt – (Ct + Pit)] – (AMt – ADcpt)}

and substituting for AFp in the shadow money identity (eq. (4.26)) repeated

above, we obtain:

(4.48)...1171t = Mt + et{-1 [Ydt – (Ct + Pit)]– (z\Mt – Dept)}
et

Rearranging the above equation (4.48) for Pi with considering that:

Mt – AM: = Mt -1 we have:

(4.49)... Pit =	
cAD pt A Ail, _1

+ 	  + (Ydt – Ct)
Pt	 Pt	 Pt

If we consider private saving as the difference between the private sector's

disposable income and consumption i.e. Ps=Yd-C and substitute for Yd-C in the

above equation (4.49) we obtain:

(4.50)... Pit =[( ADcP – Aill+ Pst]
Pt

Thus for private sector investment to equal private saving (Pi=Ps), a change in

domestic credit to the private sector must equal the change in shadow money

balances. Now, if shadow money balances increase at a greater rate than
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domestic credit to the private sector, and assuming a stable private saving

behaviour, private investment has to fall to satisfy the above identity Thus:

(4.51)... Pie = pi(Pst,ADcpr,AR,...)

(+) (+) (-)

Returning to the estimated private investment function (equation (4.47)), we

are now in a position to interpret this specification of the private investment

function paying particular attention to the effects of government investment and

the domestic credit to private sector on private investment found more generally

in the literature. First, recalling that K=(1-p)Kt-1 +(Git +Pit.1 ) and

A = Mt+ ettAFpi the insignificant effect of public investment on private

investment found could be due to collinearity between the capital stock and

public investment on one hand and between 'shadow' real money balances and

banking credit to the private sector on the other. Comparing all the diagnostic

tests and the goodness of fit criteria, amongst many estimating experiments, file

best result was the regression in which: the current capital stock was replaced by

its lagged form, government investment was included and the 'shadow' real

money balances variable replaced (lagged) domestic credit to the private sector.

With respect to the real rate of interest, this variable did not appear to be

statistically significant in different specifications of the equation; and typically

the estimate magnitude was negligible. The estimated coefficient for this latter

variable is -.021 with a t-ratio of -1.24. Recall that from the revised private

investment eq. (4.36') we had ici 1 = Kul) where parameter 4) measures the degree
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of capital mobility in the economy, 4:1) is estimated to be .62. From the relationship

above we, therefore, have K1(.62) = —.021 and thus, in = —0.035 . Thus estimated

private investment can be shown as:

(4.52)... log Ph = —10.87—.035n+.79 log Y1 +1.45log Kt -1+.41log Git—.95 log
( Dcpt - I)

(t -ratios) (-3.7) (-1.24) (2.4)	 (2.4)	 (3.0)	 (-2.41)

i? 2 	 DW = 1.89;	 x 2 .(1) =.88; x 2 ff(1) =.03;	 x 2 n(2) =.66; x 2 h(I) =.002

This estimate equation seems to be reasonable approximation for private

investment behaviour in the Iranian economy in the sample period under

examination. The regression explains variations in actual private capital

formation and the explanatory variables have the expected signs. With the

exception of the real rate of interest, all the coefficients are significantly different

from zero at the 5 percent level.

Most studies of investment behaviour in developing countries do not include

an interest rate as an explanatory variable because of the absence of reliable data

on this variable in these countries (see Blejer and Khan (1984)). The approach

adopted here allowed us to identify the effect of the real rate of interest on

private investment (although it turned out to be statistically insignificant). While

we find no significant effect of the real rate of interest on private investment in

Iran in the sample period (1959-91) it should be noted that Hague et al (1990)

and (1993) find a small (and significant at the 10 percent level) effect of the real

rate of interest on investment in their sample of developing countries.

Pt -1
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The income elasticity of the demand for investment is found to be relatively

high, in accordance with the flexible-accelerator family of investment theories.

The lagged capital stock also appeared to have a strong influence on investment.

Two additional explanatory variables in our specification of the private

investment are the banking system's credit to the private sector and public sector

investment as two additional explanatory variables. The importance of public

investment in the Iranian economy, as a major oil exporting country, needs no

introduction. Almost 50 percent of the total capital formation in this economy

during the time period 1959-91 has been due to government action. Our

estimation results (eq. 4.52) support the significance of public sector investment

on private investment in Iran. However, our empirical results, are mixed with

respect to the effect of the bank credit on private sector investment. In some

versions of the regression, with the overall acceptable specification, we found no

significant effect for the domestic banking credit. Regarding the direct link

between public sector expenditure and expansion of domestic credit, the

authorities have frequently imposed quantitative restrictions on the extensiow of

bank credit to the private sector (notably when they felt that inflation was likely

to rise). This may go some way towards explaining the insignificance of current

domestic credit to the private sector in the regressions which also include public

investment. The negative sign on the coefficient on the lagged domestic credit to

private sector can be interpreted on the grounds that a previous period credit to

the private sector is regarded as its current period liability, (interest or principal

of which has to be repaid) hence indicating a negative effect on the current

period investment.
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..

+.90 log 1'/ * +.64 log Xt - 1—.64Dum

4.4.3 Foreign trade

The estimated export function fits the data reasonably well. All coefficients in the

estimated equation bear the expected sign. In our estimated version of the export

function we added a dummy variable to allow for the significance of the war

years (1981-87) on the economy's exports. This is justified because the country's

foreign trade, mainly dominated by the oil exports, could have been affected

substantially by the war. The Iranian ports at the Persian Gulf, where the major

oil exporting terminals are located, and the petroleum industry's installations are

mainly situated in the south and south-west of the country. These areas were in

and near to the war-torn zones and were severely damaged in the war.

The estimated form of the exports (foreign) demand function has therefore a

dummy variable in addition to eq. 4.8 as an additional explanatory variable. This

dummy variable takes the value one for the years 1981-87 and zero for the rest of

the sample period. The estimation results are as follows:

(4.53)... log Xt = —9.2+.94 log
Pt i

( t - ratios ) (-2.3) (2.22)	 (2.7)	 (5.9)	 (-4.5)

T? 2 =.86;	 DW = 1.84;	 x 2 sc(I) =.19;	 x 2 ff(1) =.62;	 x 2 n(2) = 5.4,	 2C2h(1) =43

We would call this equation an export (foreign) demand function because the

coefficients on domestic price P and foreign income Y* are negative and positive

respectively which are expected in a demand function. The fitted equation

indicates a significant exports response to relative price changes. The price

elasticity of the demand for exports is about .94 (not significantly different from

(	 *1
etPt
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unity) and significant at the 5 percent level. Regarding the estimated value of the

coefficient on the lagged dependent variable (i.e. log Xt-i ) the long-run price

elasticity of exports is still larger (2.4=.941(1-.64)) indicating a quite elastic

(foreign) demand for the country's exports in the long-term. It should be noted

that our estimated value for the price elasticity of exports for the Iranian

economy is larger than estimates reported by Hague et at (1990) and (1993), for a

sample group of developing countries; but is close to some estimates reported by

Khan(1974) and Goldstein and Khan(1985). The estimated price elasticity of

demand for Iran's exports may seem surprisingly large as the exports of the

country in the sample period consisted mainly of oil, which is a recognised

necessary commodity for industries everywhere in the world. However, it will be

noted that the country's share in the international oil markets has never been

large enough to secure monopolistic power. Because of this, a unilateral increase

in the price of the country's oil exports would have been met by a shift in

demand, especially in the longer-term, toward output from other oil exporting

countries. Iran has had no choice but to observe the market determined prices&

The (foreign) income elasticity of demand for exports is also high (.90 in

impact and 2.6 in the long-run). This suggests that the economy would benefit

from foreign trade in a period of steady economic growth in the world. A 10

percent increase in world income would raise demand for the country's exports

by as much as 25 percent in the long-term. Finally, as expected, our empirical

results support the hypothesis that exports were negatively and significantly

affected during the years that the country was at war with the neighbouring

country Iraq(1981-87).
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As for the exports demand equation, a dummy variable was added to the

import demand regression- to test the hypothesis that the country's imports were

negatively affected during the war years of 1981-87. Here we report two

specifications of the estimated imports demand function, for the reason discussed

below. First, we consider that version of imports demand equation (eq. 4.8)

which includes current period aggregate income. In the second experiments we

add lagged aggregate income to the regression's explanatory variables as well.

Taking these in order:

*	 *
[et Pt	 Pt 

(454)... log

	

et. P:
	 = 2.8 + 2.3log et.	 +.66 log Yi+.048 log 

F*rt -1

	

Pt	 Pt
)	 Pt Z1-

(t -ratios)	 (-1.5) (1.1)	 (2.9)	 (.048)

10 g
(  et - i. Pt -

+.4910
	

1 
Zt -1 -.47Dum

(t -ratio)	 (3.1)	 (-4.2)

T? 2 =.899; DW = 1.2;

Although the coefficients have the expected signs and the regression fits the data

reasonably well, the DW statistic turns out to be significant at 5 percent level,

(for n=31 and k=6 the critical value for DW at 5 percent level of significance is

1.61). Inspecting the lagrange multiplier test for residual serial correlation

reported by x 2 ,c(i) = 7.7 confirms that there could be some form of

misspecification or a serial correlation problem in the regression. DW could be

significant as a consequence of having omitted variables that are themselves

autocorrelated (see Maddala (1993)). We have included the lagged import

variable in this equation to allow for adjustment- it represents an assumed

z 2 sc(1) = 7.7;	 eff(1) = 3.8;	 2( 2 n(2) = 1.1;	 %2h(i) =.16
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partial adjustment process. The partial adjustment process is incorporated in the

behavioural equations of the model on the basis of the assumption that the

economic agents may not be able to adjust their demand to the desired level. This

is particularly justifiable in a developing country where as was mentioned

earlier, economic agents are frequently constrained by the availability of foreign

exchange. In this case, to see whether the serial correlation is caused by omitted

variables one can test for omitted variables using appropriate tests (see Maddala,

1992, p.254). Inspecting the Reset test (reported by X 2 ff(1) = 3.8 , we find this test

also to be significant at 5 percent level. The appropriate remedy in this case

would be to estimate the model including some variables that are autocorrelated

with other explanatory variable that should have been included in the equation

but omitted. We therefore reestimate the demand for imports function including

lagged aggregate income as an explanatory variable.

Among different specifications the best results, on the basis of the diagnostic

tests and goodness of fit criteria, were found to be as follows:

	

et tPt *	* 
(4.55)... log	 Zt = .58—.013 log et. Pr	 1.6 log Yt - i + 2.07 log E+.11log[

Pt	

Pt)Fr*t -1	 ±

Pt —1 .Zt —1

	

( t - ratios )	 (-.35) (-.119)	 (-4.1)	 (4.9)	 (2.7)

.581og[ 
et - itPt - t *  )

Zt -1-.35Dum
Pt - 1

( t - ratios )	 (5.6)	 (-4.0)

Tt 2 =.932;	 DW = 1.97;	 z 2 sc(1) =.007; X ff(1) = 1.19;	 z 2 n(2) = 1.6; 2 	 nrv-,
X h(1) =.VV /

The goodness of fit is slightly improved while DW and all other diagnostic test

statistics are satisfied at the 5 percent level. We therefore have a reasonably good
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characterisation of imports demand in the economy- all coefficients have the

expected sign and all the diagnostic statistics are satisfied at 5 the percent level.

The economic rationale behind the final specification of the demand for

imports equation including lagged aggregate income as an explanatory variable

and bearing a negative coefficient, can be explained as follows. The assumed

partial adjustment process suggests that economic agents adjust their imports

only partially to their desired level because of, for example, the scarcity of

foreign exchange at the formal rate. If in one period (say period t-1) aggregate

income increased improving the foreign exchange reserves, this would have

increased the actual level of imports in that period leaving a relatively smaller

fraction of the desired level of imports left to be fulfilled at the current period (t),

hence a negative effect of the lagged income variable on the current period

imports demand.

The estimated import demand equation reveals some features of The Iranjan

economy in the period under consideration. The price inelasticity and high

income elasticity of the demand for imports indicate that while in this peEiod

growing real income has been exerting a strong effect on the demand for

imports; because imports have mainly consisted of necessary goods and services

the demand for imports have been largely unresponsive to changes of prices.

This leads to one observation concerning economic development in Iran in

this period. A main characteristic of the economic development has been the

import substitution strategy adopted by successive governments- designed to

establish a non-oil industrial sector in the economy which is capable of providing

an alternative source of income when the oil reserves are depleted. But the
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estimation results reported above suggest that in the sample period the country's

dependency on imported goods and services has been growing- a feature which

undermines the objective of the development strategy.

Another finding referred to above, is the significant effect of foreign

exchange reserves on import demand. In earlier chapters of this thesis it was

noted that the restrictive effect of the availability of foreign exchange on import

is well recognised as a common characteristic of developing countries. Hague et

al (1990), (1993), in their estimation of the demand for imports in a group of

developing countries find similar results concerning the significant effect of

foreign exchange constraint on import demand. Khan and Knight(1988) also

report similar estimates for these coefficients. As in the case of the export

demand function, a dummy variable intended to capture the effects of the war

years, turns out to be significant at the 5 percent level thereby supporting the

hypothesis that import demand was negatively affected during the war.

Our estimation of foreign trade equations suggests that trade is more

responsive to income than to real exchange rates also the Marshall-Lerner

condition is satisfied in this model in the long-run but not on impact, (the sum of

the price elasticities for exports and imports is slightly less than one in the short-

run but more than one in the long-term (hex + him = 2.6—.074 = 258). This suggests

that a real devaluation of the currency would in the long-run improve the trade

balance of the economy.
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4.4.4 Aggregate supply

In the previous chapter we specified two production functions and it was decided

to let the empirical evidence reveal which production function best explained the

available data. First, consider the neo-classical production function that related

inputs to aggregate output. We assumed a Cobb-Douglas production function:

1(4.56)...Y1 = A. Kt (9° Lt6

where Yt, Kt and L are aggregate output, the capital stock of the economy and

labour inputs respectively. A, 00 and Ai are parameters of the production

function. Estimating this regression in log form we obtained:

(457)...1og Yt =.64+.82 log Kt+.23log /4

( t - ratios ) (2.3) (7.3) (.21)

17 2 =.85; DW =.22;	 x 2 .00 = 24; x 2 fRo = 23.2;	 x 2 n(2) = 2.05; x 2 h(1) =.003
RSS = 1.0318

Inspecting the diagnostic tests reveals that we have evidence of

misspecification in our regression. In an attempt to respecify the regression we

modify the specification of the equation using the capital stock identity (i.e.

Kt = (1— p)Kt - 1+ Tit where p is the rate of capital stock depreciation and Ti is

total current investment) and came up with the following expression for the

aggregate production function:
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(458).. Jog Y = A' +00' log K' r -1+ Oi log Lt + 02' log Tit

where

A' = logA + 0o log 2

Oo
Oo'=

-27

n	 0002
U2 I =

2
and

i1 x-,`-i
logK' t = log2 + — 2 j (1 — p) Tit - i + —

t
(1— p) + —

1
log Ko

2 f=0	 2	 2

Recall that Ko was the initial capital stock of the economy. Estimating this

production function we have:

(459)... log Y = 2.4+14 log K'1 - i+.70 log L1+.50 log Tit

( t - ratios ) (11.0) (2.7)	 (5.9)	 (15.2)

R2 =.98; DW = 1.6; x 2 .(1 ) =.46;	 x ff(1) = 1.9;	 x .(2) = 2.2;	 X h(1) =.3

The regression fits well, all four diagnostic tests are satisfied at 5 percent level

and all variables have the expected sign and highly significant. In this regression

the effect of the capital stock on output comes through the previous stream of

investments (IC't-i ) and the current period investment (Ti). The highly significant

coefficient on current total investment reflects the effects of embedded

technological change on aggregate supply working through the new investments.

It will be noted that in the time period under consideration, 1959-91 Iran's

economy has been transformed from a mainly agrarian economy to a semi-

industrial developing economy dominated by oil, petrochemical, mining and

manufacturing sectors. This structural change required a persistent process of
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installation of new capital goods and machinery that changed aggregate supply

capacity enormously.

The effects of both capital and labour in the estimated equation appear to be

highly significant and positive. Since we have modified the initial production

function we have the following set of relationships between the semi-reduced

form coefficients of the estimated equation and the structural coefficients of the

Cobb-Douglas production function:

(4.60)... log A + Oolog 2 = 2.4

6±`) =14
2	 •

0002
=.50

2

From these relationships we obtain values for the structural parameters of the

production function which are A=9.0, 00 =.28 and 02=3.57. Accordingly our

structural production function is estimated as :
.,

(4.61)... log Yt = 9. Kt 28 . Lt 3°

It will be noted that the production function exhibits roughly constant returns to

scale as we have 00+02=.98 (which is quite close to unity).

To test for constant returns to scale in our production function (eq. 4.56), we

can either use a t-test procedure (see Maddala, 1992, p. 159) or alternatively

derive restricted and unrestricted residual sum of squares of the regression and
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use the F-test. Unrestricted residual sum of squares (URRS) is obtained

estimating the regression logYt =A-1-00100C +01 logLt (eq. 4.57) which was found

to be URRS=1.0318. To obtain restricted residual sum of squared (RRSS) we

impose the restriction 80 + 01 =1 or 9i =i-90 then estimate the equation in per

labour form:

Y
(4.62)...1og(—) =.64+.83 logN

	

L	 L

	

(t - ratios)	 (.94) (9.4)

R2 =.74;	 RRSS = 1.0332

The F-test is defined as

(RRSS – URRS) I r 
(4.63)... F =

URSS / (n — k –1)

where r is number of restrictions and k and n are number of explanatory

variables and observations respectively (in our case r=1; k=2 and n=32).

Calculating F-test from the above formula we obtain F=.04 which is insignificant

at the 5 percent level (F with d.f. 1 and 20 is 4.17).

Given this empirical support for the constant returns to scale condition in

the economy, we impose this condition on the alternative production function

which in this case could be expressed in per labour form. We had the following

regression:
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Yt - 1	 1
(4.64)... log( 1 ) = A'±i9o 1 log(	 + 01' log 

mt-  
+02 log() + 0'21041i

Lt	 Lt — 1	 Ki

where

A'. 00 log a + 02 log b

00 1 = (1— 00)

01 1 = 01(1 _A)

02' = 00 + 02

On estimating this rather ad hoc production function in per labour form we

obtain the following:

Y
(4.65)... log(—)

Lt
=

Yt -1 Zt	 Kt
.08 log(—

Mt-1
)1-.13 1og(4.15 log(--)

mt	 Kt	 Lt
1.34+.64 log(

Lt -1
(t -ratios)	 (3.5) (4.7)	 (-.46)

	
(3.1)	 (1.2)

k2 =.93;	 DW = 1.14;	 x 2 sco ) = 6; x2 ff(i) = 4.8;	 x 22) = 7.6;	 x 2 boo = 4.0

Although the regression has a reasonably good fit, the DW statistic and other

diagnostic tests are all significant and reveal specification problem in the

(regression. The coefficient on the term 
logint- I

— , which measures the short-run
Mt 

monetary disequilibrium effect on aggregate supply is negligible indicating no

considerable influence from money disequilibrium on aggregate output.

Excluding this term from the regression and replacing the lagged import capital

ratio as an index for the required level of imports we have the following

estimation results:
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(4.66)... 1o) = 1.03+.68 log(—Y -1 +.20 log 1- +.148 log Z -1
Li	 LA - 1	 LA	 Kt -1

(t -ratios)	 (3.79)	 (6.13)	 (2.06)	 (4.73)

17 2 =.95;	 DW = 1.4;	 x 2 sc(1) = 3.4;	 x 2 ff(1) = 3.1;	 x 2 n(2) = 4.8;	 x 2 h(1) = 3.1

Notably the goodness of fit and DW statistics are improved and all the diagnostic

tests are now satisfied at the 5 percent level of significance. According to this

regression per labour output is affected positively and significantly by the per

labour capital stock. A 10 percent increase in the per labour capital stock causes

a 2 percent increase in per labour output. The lagged ratio of imports to the

capital stock, an index of the required level of imports in the economy, also

appears to have a significant effect on per labour output. We estimated a version

of the aggregate production function (eq. 4.58) including variable Z as an

additional explanatory variable in it. When the set of explanatory variables

contain both total current investment Ti and imports Z variable Z exerts no

significant effect on the aggregate output. Once we excluded either Ti or Z from

the regression the remaining variable appeared to have a significant effect on

aggregate output. It seems therefore, that there is a strong correlation between Ti

and Z in this economy which of course should be obvious from the fact that the

country's imports during the time period 1959-91 have been dominated by

capital and machinery goods as well as raw materials all imported for the

purpose of capital formation or expanding potential aggregate output.

In both versions of our aggregate supply function both capital and labour

inputs influence aggregate output. In the per labour form of the estimated

function the hypothesis that money market disequilibrium may affect aggregate

output was rejected but evidence could be found to support the hypothesis that
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changes in imports exert some influence on output. Finally we found the neo-

classical production function to be a better approximation for explaining

aggregate output in this economy; and that the production function exhibited

constant returns to scale condition.

4.4.5 Demand for money and capital movement

We revised the demand for money function in order to eliminate the

unobservable market determined interest rate, it, from the equation, and arrived

at equation (4.32'). Estimating this revised demand for money function yields:

Mt 1(4.67)...log[—] = -.65-.0016(it
* 

+
Eet +

e 

1 — et 
+.128 lo	 Mg E-.23log[  - ' - ]+.64 log[  Alt -1)

Pi	 t	 Pt -1	 Pt -1

( t - ratios) (-1.61) (-.28)	 (1.69)	 (-1.4 )	 (4.5)

+.51log
[ RI

Pt

(t -ratio)	 (3.3)

r? 2 =996;	 DW = 2.03;	 x 2 sc(1) =.139; x 2 1fl1) =.94;	 x 2 n(2) = 1.6 x 2 h(1 ) =.23

,
The regression provides an excellent fit; and the DW statistic and all diagnostic

tests are satisfied at the 5 percent level of significance. All the coefficients have

the expected sign but some of them are not statistically significant at the 5

percent level. Estimating the equation excluding the lagged real (shadow) money

/17/1-11(104 ) does not change the result considerably and still the international
Pt - I

interest rate 0
,
1
* 

+
Eet +1- et 

) appears to have no significant effect on the real
et

demand for money. Estimating the equation with both the lagged 'shadow' real
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money balance and international interest rate (uncovered parity) omitted from

the regression we have:

M	

t

t - 1	 Mt
(4.68)...logHM = –.86+.16logYt+.52log(—)+.38log(—)

Pt	 Pt -1	 P

(t - ratios) (-2.3) (2.5)	 (5.2)	 (3.3)

If 2; =.996; DW =1.75; Y 2sca) =.26; x 2ffo) = 1.09; Z 2 n(2) = 1.9; % 2h(J) =.02

The estimation results seem slightly improved. The variables on the right hand

side explain the demand for money almost entirely. Using the estimated values

we can extract the structural parameters of the demand for money function. We

have the following relationships:

(4.69)(*)...02,Po= –.86

02.p. = –.0016

(*) Øf32=.16

(*) (1-) =.52

(*) (1-)=.38

where the sign (*) shows those estimated values significant at the 5 percent level.

From (14)=.38 we have .ch =.62 and from (1-X)=52 it results that 2 =.48.

Substituting for 4) and X in the other relationship we obtain

/32 53 ; =.005 and ik = –2.9.

According to these results we estimate that the degree of capital mobility (4)

=.62) in the Iranian economy during the period 1959-91 has been 62 percent. In
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other words although the capital account of the economy has not been closed to

the rest of the world (the case 0=0), there has not been a perfect capital mobility

either (0 =1). This finding differs from that of Hague et al (1990), (1993) in their

study of a sample group of developing countries in that they report perfect

capital mobility for these developing countries. The strict and tight surveillance

of foreign trade and financial transfers of the private sector by the monetary

authorities during the war years (1981-87), may have contributed to this

imperfect capital mobility in Iran. However, the fact that private capital,

although no perfectly, has been transferred abroad, indicates a private sector

ability to circumvent the official barrier, adopted to prevent the private capital

movements.

The finding of X=.48 also seem interesting. From our setting of the

adjustment process of the short-run money market disequilibrium X was

(identified as the inverse of the time constant A, = —
1 

required for the
T

adjustment of the real money balances to the underlying long-run demand for

money. Our estimate of X suggest that the time period needed for completion of

the adjustment process for short-run disequilibrium in the money market was

about two periods (years).

The approach adopted here to formulate the market determined interest rate

(it) in the model, using the concept of the 'shadow' money balance defined as

(R1 = Mt+ et.AFpi) allowed us to estimate the structural parameters of the

money demand function. The coefficient on the interest rate turned out to be of

negligible size 01=-.005, and statistically insignificant at the 5 percent level. Note
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that this result is obtained despite the fact that we had not included the inflation

rate or the expected rate of inflation in the money demand function. In some

empirical works of the demand for money in developing countries it is argued

that unresponsiveness of money demand to the interest rate probably has been

due to the inclusion of the inflation rate in the demand for money function. Our

results of estimating the demand for money function with no independent

inflation rate variable as an explanatory variable provides no support for this

view. Hague et al(1990) ,(1993) find a negative (but insignificant at 5 percent

level) interest rate effect on money demand. We also find a negative coefficient

on the interest rate in the money demand function but the estimate is of

negligible size and is statistically insignificant.

Having established the irrelevance of the interest rate in the demand for

money in the Iranian economy in the time period under observation, we now

attempt to estimate an alternative demand for money function replacing the

expected inflation rate as the opportunity cost of holding money instead of the

interest rate. First consider the following regression:

(4.70)...1og(—
m,

) = Po + Pi[it*+
Eet + ' – et  ) + 

/32log Yt + /33(EP/ 
+1– Pt)+ /34log(  Mt - I)

Pt	 et	 Pt	 Pt -1

(EA +1— Pt)
where	 is the expected rate of inflation. Estimating this equation we

Pt

obtain:
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(4.71)...log(—
Mt

) = –1.2 + +.007[it * +
Eet + 1 – et  

1+.3 Hog Yt+.24( EPt ± 1 – Pt )+.84 log( 
Mt - 1)

Pt	 el	 Pt	 Pt -'
(t - ratios) (-3.1) (1.2)	 (4.6)	 (.93)	 (19.5)

k2 =.994; DW = 1.90; x 2 sn( 1 ) nog=.___;	 X2ff(1) =.006;	 , 2	 nn
A., n(2) = .UL,	 X 2 h(1) =.09

The expected rate of inflation appears to have an insignificant effect on the

demand for money. Estimating the equation with the inflation rate as a proxy for

the expected rate of inflation we obtain:

Pt -(432)...log(—
m,

) = –1.3 + +.0051it *+
Ee

t 
+
et

1– e
`1+.24 log Yt .82(  Pt –	 1 )+.90 log(  Alt 1)

Pt	 Pt -1	 Pt -1

(t - ratios)	 (-4.1) (1.0) (4.4) (-3.7) (26.9)

17 2 =.996;	 DW =1.75; X 2s.( 1 ) =.43; emu =.89; x 2 n(2) = 2.4, X 2 h(1) = 2.3

The coefficient on the inflation rate is highly significant bearing a negative sign

as expected. This means that in the Iranian economy inflation, rather than the

interest rate, is a better proxy for the opportunity cost of holding money. The

coefficient on the international interest rate term is of negligible value and is

insignificant at the 5 percent level. Recall that no significant effect for this

variable was found when the demand for money equation excluded the inflation

rate from the regression (eq. 4.68). This finding is in contrast to the results

reported by Hague et al (1990). On the basis of their findings of perfect capital

mobility in these developing countries, (i.e. 0=1), they conclude that the

international interest rate can be used to proxy for the market determined

interest rate in these countries for them the market determined interest rate

* + Ee + i – et,	 .t
[it =	 (1	 OTcp(it	

j
+ reduces to it =

Eet + 1 – etit*

et

+

et
.
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However, our estimation results indicates that in the Iranian economy in the

sample period under observation, i.e. 1959-91 the degree of capital mobility has

been less than perfect (1)=.62). It is not therefore surprising that in our estimation

of the demand for money function, not only do we find no evidence to support

the hypothesis that the international interest rate can be used to proxy the

market interest rate, but also the coefficient on the international interest rate

appears to be statistically insignificant.

Estimating the money demand excluding the term [ [it * +
Eet + 1-  el 

from
et

the above demand for money function yields the following result:

Mt	 t — Pt
(4.73).... log(--) = —1.3+.23 log Y1_.83( P	 1+.92 log(  Mt I)

Pt	 Pt	 Pt - 1

(t - ratios)	 (-4.1) (4.3)	 (-3.9)	 (30.5)

17 2 =.997;	 DW = 1.70;	 x 
2

sco) =.66; x 2 ff(1) =.22; x 2 n(2) = 2.1; x2h0) = 1.3

All the variables bear the expected sign and are highly significant. All the

diagnostic test are satisfied and the goodness of fit is high. The regression

therefore seems to explain satisfactorily variations in the demand for money in

this economy. The short-run income elasticity of the demand for money is .23

and the corresponding long-run elasticity of the demand for money is about 2.8.

The long-run income elasticity of money demand is rather larger than expected

although, a long-run elasticity of the demand for money substantially above

unity is common in developing countries (see Hague et al (1990) ,(1993)). The

negative and highly significant coefficient on the inflation rate with a value of .83
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is explained by reference to the fact that, for most of the period 1959-91 there has

been sustained high inflation in Iran and as a result the inflation rate is a good

indicator of the opportunity cost of holding money.

To summarise the estimation results of the simultaneous equation model we

have repeated these results in table (4.5) for convenient.

Table 4.5 2SLS estimate of structural parameters

Consumption function

(4.43)... log C, =.13-.023r+.39 log C, -1+58 log Yd,

(.90) (-2.0) (2.7)	 (4.4)	 (t - ratios)

R 2 =.991;	 DW = 2.2;	 x 2 sc(1) =.41; x 2 ff(1) =.02; x 2 n(2) =.79 X 2 h(1) = 2.5

Private investment

(452)... log Ph = -10.87-. o35rt+.79 log Yi + 1.45log K -1+.41log Git-.951og(Dcpt - i / Pt - i)

(-3.7)	 (-1.24) (2.4)	 (2.4)	 (3.0)	 (-2.4)	 (T - ratios)

'K 2 =.91; DW = 1.89; c. 2 (1) =.88; cff 2 (1) =.029; Ch 2 (2) =66; ch 2 (1) =.002

Export demand

. Pt*
(453) log Xi = -9.2+.94 log( e

t 
	 )+.90log1l * +.64 log It - 1-.60Dum

P,
(-2.3) (2.2)	 (2.7)	 (5.9)	 (-4.5)	 (T - ratios)

R 2 =.86, Dw = 1.84; Xx2 (0 =.19; Xffl (1) =.62 ; Xh 2 (2) = 5.4 ; xh 2 (1) =.43

Import demand

et. P*f I	 3log( et ' P*1 )=	 .ol 1.6log 11,	 2.1og Yt+.11log(	
Fri -1 )

(4.55)...log(	
Pt P,

- i +
Pt - 1 * .1 - 1

(-.119)	 (-4.1)	 (4.9)	 (2.7)	 (t - ratio)

(	+.581og ei - I. Pst - 1 Zt - 1 -.35Dum
pi-'

(5.6)	 (-4.0)
293; DW = 1.97; X:c 2 (1) =.007; p2(1)(1) = 1.19; x„ 2 (2) = 1.6; Xh 2 (1) =.008
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Table 4.5 continued

Aggregate Poduction function

(4.59)... log(Y) = 2.4+..14K't -1+.70 log 14+50 log Tit

(11.0) (2.7)	 (5.9)	 (15.2)
	

(t - ratios)

17 2 =.98; DW = 1.60;	 .26, 2 (1) =.46 ; X, 2 (1) = 1.9 ; Xn 2 (2) = 2.2 ; Xh 2 (1) =.3

Demand for money

AL,
(4.73)... log(—) = –1.3 –.005i1 +.24 log E–.83( Pt – 1): -1)4%92 log( Mt 1)

Pt	 Pt - 1	 Pt — 1

(-4.1) (1.2) (4.3)	 (-3.9)	 (30.5)	 (t - ratios)

K 2 =.997; DW = 1.70; x5, 2 (1) =.66 ;	 2 (1) 22 ; x. 2 (2) = 2.1 ; xh 2 (1) = 1.3

4.5. Summary and concluding remarks

The primary purpose of this chapter has been to estimate the key parameters of a

standard macroeconomic model for the Iranian economy in the time period 1959-91. In

this chapter we estimated the macroeconometic model, specified in chapter III,

using the 2SLS method and annual time series data a The Iranian econaugy

published by the IMF. The estimated model turned out to be a reasonable proxy

of the Iranian economy in period 1959-91. All estimated functions explain much

of the variation in actual variables. Goodness of fit for all the estimated

equations is above 91 percent except for the exports (foreign) demand function

which is about 86 percent. Overall, the estimated model represents a standard

macroeconomic model adapted to accommodate a developing economics' main

characteristics.
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Aggregate consumption expenditure in the Iranian economy in the sample period of

1959-91 has been mainly responsive to the real disposable income of the private sector

and to some extent to the previous period consumption expenditure. No evidence could

be found of a significant effect of the real rate of interest on consumption expenditure.

The short-run and long-run income elasticity of consumption turned out to be 58

percent and 95 percent respectively, close to some other estimates of this economy. Our

results therefore reject the Hall (1978) specification of the permanent income

hypothesis in the Iranian economy in this period. The most influential explanatory

variables on private investment were real aggregate income and the capital stock of the

economy. Our estimates also indicate that public sector investment exerts a significant

and positive effect on private capital formation (although in some estimated version of

the investment function this effect appeared to be insignificant probably due to

crowding out effects of the government expenditure in the Iranian economy). No

significant relationship was found between the interest rate and private investment,

although the sign on the interest rate coefficient in the investment function was negative

in accordance with economic theory. Export (foreign) demand was found to be

responsive to price changes but import demand appeared quite price inelastic.
,

Considering the nature of the imports and the immense necessity of the imported

capital and intermediary goods in the economic development of the country, a price

inelastic demand for imports reflects a familiar characteristic of the Iranian economy.

The income elasticity of the demand for imports on the other hand is quite large (2.07)

suggesting that in Iran, as in most developing countries the major difficulties of the

economy lie on the supply side-demand appears quite strong for home and imported

goods and is largely dependent on aggregate income. Also our estimates show that the

coefficient on the lagged reserve-import ratio is significant and positive reflecting the

foreign exchange constraint in the economy. The Marshall-Lerner condition is satisfied
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in our model in the long-run but not on impact. The per capita stock of capital affects

current output significantly and positively with a short-run elasticity of about .20 and of

close to .62 in the long-run. The capital stock and the labour force both appeared to

exert significant and positive influences on aggregate output. Current investment was

also found to have a strong effect on aggregate supply, reflecting the technological

change embedded in new investments. The estimated production function exhibited

constant returns to scale. Except for that on the interest rate, the coefficients in the

estimated demand for money function are all significant and of the expected sign. The

estimated income elasticities are .23 and 2.8 in the short-run and long-run respectively.

The coefficient on the inflation rate in the demand for money function was found to be

negative and highly significant. One interpretation of this is that the inflation rate

should be regarded as the opportunity cost of holding money in this economy over the

sample time period. Our modelling approach allowed us to estimate the effective degree

of capital mobility (indexed by the parameter 4)). The estimate of 4) in our study of the

Iranian economy turns out to be about .62 indicating, a relatively high degree of capital

mobility in this economy. This finding implies that economic agents find ways (and

certainly in the long-run) to get around official barriers adopted to curb private capital
,

transfers.

These findings have a number of implications for policy. As Hague et al (1993)

argue "-the existence of capital mobility, for example, aggravates the destabilising

potential of exchange rate overvaluation, and thus emphasises the importance of

avoiding exchange rate misalignment. At the same time, it underlines the futility of

financial repression as a means of keeping domestic interest rates low to stimulate

investment."(Haque et al 1993 p.353). However, while correction of an existing

exchange rate misalignment will move the economy in the right direction, we should

note that this will only happen slowly due to the satisfaction of the Marshall-Learner
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condition in the long-run and the sustained balance of payments deficit. Therefore

complementary demand management policies are needed to correct external balances

in the short-run.

Finally, it will be noted that although estimation of the parameters of a model are

useful in indicating how it fits diverse circumstances, this is only an intermediate step in

assessing the value of the model for policy-making purpose. If the multipliers linking

endogenous variables with the policy instruments are very sensitive to changes in the

parameters, the robustness of the model and the degree of precision in forecasting with

the model will be low. To assess the usefulness of the model estimated above we could

investigate two types of issues: (i), whether the key parameters of the structural model

are stable through the time, and (ii), how sensitive the policy implications are to

changes in the parameters. We will address these issues in the next chapters of this

thesis. In Chapter V structural stability of the model is examined through the

application of standard Chow tests to the main behavioural equations of the model; and

the implication of impact policy analysis are discussed. In chapter VI we simulate the

model dynamically to investigate its dynamic stability and the associated policy

implications.
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Appendix 4.A
Data used in this study are taken from International Monetary Fund,
International Statistics (IFS) and the Word Economic Outlooks and are annual,
covering the period 1959-1992. All stock data are measured at the end of the
period and the price data are period average. The definition of variables and the
IMF line number are as follows:
P= Consumer price index 1985=100 (line 64)
Fr=Net international reserves (line 11d)
G= Real total expenditure of government (line 82)
Y= Real gross domestic product in 1985 price (line 99a)
Dc= Net domestic credit of consolidated banking system (line 32)
M= Money supply, M2, as foreign reserved valued in domestic currency
plus domestic credit (line 32)
X= real export of goods and services (line 90c divided by P)
Z= Real imports of goods and services (line 98c divided by P)
C=Real private consumption expenditure (line 96f divided by P)
Gc= Real government consumption expenditure (line 91f divided by p)
Gi= Real government development expenditure (line 82 minus line 91f
divided by P)
Pi= Real private investment expenditure (line 931 minus Gi divided by P)
Ti= total investment (line 93c divided by P)
Nft= Net factor income from abroad (line 98.n, nominal)
Ca= Current account (line 73. ad multiplied by line ae)
Bop= Net surplus balance of payments (line 78.d)
Dc= domestic credit (line 32)
Dcg= Domestic credit extended to the public sector (line 32 an)
Dcp= Domestic credit extended to the private sector (line 32d)
P*= World price index (line 001)
i*= International interest rate (IMF Year book)
Y*= OECd GdP in 1985 price
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Chapter V

Structural Stability and Policy Analysis in the Short-run

5.1 The Structural Stability

5.1.1 Introduction

A basic assumption of the model studied in the previous chapter was that the

parameter vector did not vary across the sample of observations. That is the

parameter vector was the same for all observations in the sample. However, if we

are able to reject the hypothesis that the location parameters were constant for

all observations then the OLS or 2SLS estimators wozad not have the decked

properties. The relevant tests of equality between subsets of coefficients in two or

more linear regression models, first discussed in Rao (1952), are usually refeired

to as the Chow tests (1960).

5.1.2 The Main Purpose of the Structural Stability Tests

The most conunon use for structural stability tests is as a general test of

specification, because rejection of coefficient constancy constitutes evidence

against the specification of the estimated model. Alternatively, it may be intended

to use the model for forecasting, and the confidence which with the forecast are



regarded will be related to how stable the relation is over the sample data

available (Pesaran et al (1985)).

Thus, testing for the structural stability of the macro economic model

developed and estimated in the previous chapters serves the following purposes:

first, it provides information on whether or not the model is correctly specified.

This is important because our analysis of the economy's characteristics was

based on the estimated coefficients of the behavioural equations. Second, given

the structural stability of the model, it is possible to derive the IS-LM curves of

the model which can then be used for the short-run impact multiplier and policy

analysis of the economic system. Finally, structural stability of the model

suggests that the model may be useful for the purpose of prediction. For the

dynamic simulation of the model, presented in chapter VI of this thesis and

utilised to analyse the transmission mechanisms of policy changes in the

economic system, it is necessary to have established that the structural

parameters of the model remain invariant for the entire sample period.

5.1.3 Tests for the Structural Stability

To test the hypothesis of parameter constancy or structural stability of the

regression models, some tests have been proposed. These tests can be described

as (i) the analysis of variance tests, and (ii) the prediction tests. The first category

examines whether the regression coefficients differ between sub-samples.

However, economists have also been concerned with the slightly different

question of whether an estimated model performs well outside the period over

which it was estimated. The prediction tests deal with this latter question. In
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deriving these tests, usual assumptions for linear regression models are made.

These assumptions include: non-stochastic regressors, linearity, independence

and normality of the disturbances with zero mean and constant variance. These

assumptions may well not hold in practice so Chow tests are conditional on the

model first passing other diagnostic tests. In general where the tests are applied

using an inappropriate estimator for the coefficient, their performance would be

poor. For example, this is illustrated for the analysis of variance tests when the

errors are serially correlated (see Pesaran et al (1985)). It should be noted that

the tests on variance equality are much more sensitive to the failure of the

normality assumption than the tests on coefficient equality (Scheffe (1959)).

Dummy variables can also be used to test for stability of regression

coefficients. The definition of the appropriate dununy variables depends on

whether we are using the analysis of variance test or the predictive test for

stability. Some have argued in favour of using dummy variables in preference to

the Chow's tests (see Maddala 1992, ch. 8). However, one should be cautious in

making inferences about the stability of coefficients by looking at the t-ratios of,

the dummy variables alone. It is possible that the F-ratio for the entire set of

coefficients is significant and still the t-ratios for each of a set of coefficients are

insignificant. What one should do in any particular example is to use the F-tests

and then use the t-tests on individual dummy variables only if they correspond to

economically meaningful hypotheses(see Madalla, (1992)).

Pesaran et at (1985) generalise the likelihood ratio test of structural stability

to simultaneous equations systems and non-linear models. According to them,

the necessary condition for this is "that the maximum likelihood estimator can
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be obtained and usual regularity conditions, which ensure their optimality

properties are satisfied" (Pesaran et al (1985) P. 290). However, the computation

of these test statistics may be quite involved and very much depends on the

particular stability hypothesis to be tested. Anderson and Mizon (1983) give

specific expressions for Wald and Lagrange multiplier versions of this likelihood

ratio tests to provide a joint test of all parameters in the context of simultaneous

equation models. Pagan and Nicholls (1984) report tests suitable for linear

simultaneous equation models as well as dynamic models. Models with lagged

dependent variables raise a variety of different problems. For example, whereas

with a static model it may be quite legitimate to examine whether a model will

"backcast" as well as "forecast" well, this is not so in a model with a lagged

dependent variable. The prediction failure tests (Chow's second test) when used

in the case of model with lagged dependent variables, generally tests for one step

ahead predictive performance (see Pesaran et al (1985)).

Given a decision to employ stability tests the question arises how to spilt the

sample period. In general the points at which it is thought most likely that the

relationship changed should be chosen to split the sample into sub-periods. This

judgement may be based on a change in the pattern of the data series or on

institutional or theoretical information. In this study, in which the Iranian

economy's time series is used for the estimation of a macroeconometric model,

for reasons discussed in previous chapters, mainly referred to dramatic changes

in socio-economic environment of the country following the 1979 revolution, we

decided to split the sample period into two sub-periods (1959-79) and (1980-

1991).
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In what follows structural parameter constancy is tested between the sub-

periods (1959-79) and (1980-91) for the main behavioural; equations of the

model estimated in chapter IV. These equations explain aggregate consumption

(Ct), private investment (Pit), aggregate supply(Yt), and the real demand for

money (Mt/Pt).

Chow's first test, known as the analysis of variance test in the literature, is

given as:

(E'E - (6%.E, + EL E2)) / (k + 1) 
(5.1) 	 F. „ -

(eh& + 62. 6'2) / (ni +n2- 2k -2)

which is distributed as F(k+1, ni+n2-2-2k). In (5.1) e' e is the residual sum of

squares for the whole period while -6 % . el is residual sum of squares for the first

sub-period and '62 ' 62 for the second period. k is the number of the explanatory

variables of the regression and nt i=1,2 denotes number of observations for the

sub-periods. The number n-2k-2 therefore, refers to the degree of freedom (d.f.).
.G.

Let RSS1 and RSS2 be the residual sum of squares from the two separate

regressions and RRSS be the residual sum of squares from the pooled regression

(it is called 'restricted' because of the restriction 131=P2). If we show (RSSi +RSS2)

by URRS (unrestricted residual sum of squares) and n=m+n2, the analysis of

variance test can be shown as:

(5.1') 	 Fa v =-[(RRSS-URSS)/(k+1)]/[URSS/(n-2k-2)]
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Chow's second test, also known as the predictive failure test or the predictive

test for stability is given as:

(5.2) 	 Fp. E= 
(e t -	 / n2 

/ (n. - k - 1)

which has an F-distribution with d.f. n2 and ni-k-1, where k is the number of the

explanatory variables. This test was intended for testing the hypothesis of

coefficient equality when there were insufficient degrees of freedom in the second

period. However, it should be noted that Fp.f. in equation (5.2) is not just a test of

coefficient equality for these cases and can be applied to test the structural

stability of the model what ever the degree of freedom is in the second period.

Again letting RSSi= E. and RSS= e we have:

(5.2') 	 F.p.f.=[(RSS-RSSO/n2]/[RSS il(m-k-1)]

5.1.4 Application of the Chow's tests

We now use Chow's first and second tests to establish the structural stability of

the main behavioural equations of the model estimated by 2SLS method. We

have summarised the tests results in table (5.1). Details of calculation are given in

appendix (5.A1) at the end of this chapter.

These results clearly support the hypotheses that the parameters of the main

behavioural equations of the model have been stable in the time period (1959-91).

On the basis of Chow's both first and second test structural stability of the

consumption function, private investment and the real demand for money in the
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sample period 1959-91 cannot be rejected at the 5 percent level of significance.

With respect to aggregate production function the results are mixed. For the

production function in

Table 5.1 Summary of the results of Application of the Chow tests

First test
	

Second test
(analysis of variance test)
	

(prediction test)

(d.f.) critical value
of F-test

value of
F in the
model

(d.f.) critical value
of F test

value of.
F in the
model

Consumption function
logC	 (3,26) 2.38 1.04 (12,17) 2.95 1.05
Private investment
logPi	 (5,22) 2.66 0.39 (12,15) 2.48 0.53
Aggregate supply
LogY	 (4,24) 2.78 3.6 (12,16) 2.42 1.67
Aggregate supply in per labour form
log(Y/L)	 (5.21) 2.68 0.655 (13,13) 2.58 1.28
Money demand
log(M/P)	 (5,21) 2.68 1.33 (11,11) 2.50 0.69

non-per labour form, analysis of variance test fails to satisfy at 5 percent level,

while the prediction test comes up in favour of parameter constancy of this

regression. Regarding the relative power of the two tests this may lead to the

interpretation that the aggregate production function in non pre labour form is

either misspecified or is the subject of a structural shift. However, as the results

presented in table (5.1) indicate both Chow's tests for aggregate production

function in per-labour form are satisfied at the 5 percent level of significance. In

chapter IV we found empirical evidence supportive of constant return to scale

for the aggregate production function in the model. Regarding the Chow tests

results of table (5.1) we have used estimated per-labour form production
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function in our impact multiplier analysis of the model in the next section of this

chapter and dynamic simulation of the macroeconomic model presented in

chapter VI for policy simulation purpose.

The prediction failure test was satisfied at 5% level of significance for all four

regressions. The prediction failure test is a powerful test against a very broad

class of specification errors and, therefore, indicates that the model developed

and estimated in this study is correctly specified. It goes without saying that the

structural stability of a macroeconomic model is an important aspect of its

reliability as it is widely believed that the structural parameters of the economy

are stable. Any structural analysis of the economy relies on the estimated

parameters without which this interpretation may appear baseless. In the next

part of this chapter we use the estimated model to analyse its policy implications

for the economy in the short -run equilibrium.

5.2 The IS-LM Paradigm and Policy Implications of the Model in Short-

run

5.2.1 Introduction

Having established the structural stability of the model we now explore the

structure of the model through the determination of short-run equilibrium

conditional on the expected values of the exchange rate and the price level one

period ahead. The dynamics of the model in the longer-term is examined in the

chapter VI.

On the most general level, the credibility of an empirical model is dependent

on a showing that its major features are consistent with mainline theory, and the
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latter is usually formulated in the IS-LM-BP terms for the analysis of

stabilisation policy and in aggregate demand-aggregate supply, AD-AS terms for

the analysis of the macroeconomic effects of supply shocks. For non-economist

observers an econometric model may seem a complicated structure that cannot

be understood because of its large and intricate nature. It is accordingly

appropriate to analyse basic properties of an econometric model in these highly

simplified and aggregate terms as a first step in model verification.

It is well known that establishing the elasticity of IS, LM and BP curves

provides basic information about the predicted outcome of fiscal and monetary

policies in a given model. The combination of inelastic LM and elastic IS implies

fiscal crowding out and potent monetary policy, whereas elastic LM and inelastic

IS lead to potent fiscal and weak monetary effects. Estimation of these locuses

therefore provides a useful diagnostic tool for characterising these policy

responses in a given model. This may direct attention to particular equations or

parameters in one or other sector in need for further examination and testing.

An attractive feature of the IS-LM-BP framework is that it can be used to,

perform qualitative comparative static analysis in which the economic model is

shocked in such a way so as to induce a shift in either the IS or LM curve or both

and the resulting equilibrium is then determined (see Klein et at (1991)).

In what follows the IS-LM-BP curves of the model are derived using the

estimated behavioural equations of the model summarised in table (4.5). The

estimated parameters determine the slopes of the IS-LM-BP curves. With

structural stability of the model, concluded from the previous section, it is

assumed that these slopes remain stable throughout the policy examination.
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5.2.2 The IS curve

To derive the IS curve we substitute for consumption function (Ct), private

investment (Pit), export (foreign) demand (Xt) and import demand (Zt) in the

goods market equilibrium condition. For the consumption function we had the

following estimated result:

(4.43)...logCt=.13-.02rt+.39logCt-i+.58logYdt

where r is the real rate of interest and Yd denotes the disposable income of the

private sector. Yd or the disposable income was defined as:

(4. 4)...Ydt=Yt+((it*.et.Fpt)/Pt)-((ibt.Dept-1)/Pt)-Dtaxt

where it* is the international interest rate, et is the nominal exchange rate, Fpt

represents foreign assets held by private sector, ibt denotes the formal domestic

interest rate charged by the banking system, Dept stands for the domestic credit

extended to the private sector, and P t and Dtaxt are price level (consumer price

index) and direct tax respectively. In order to substitute for Ydt in the estimated

consumption function (eq. (4.43 )), Ydt has to be expressed in log form. Taking

logarithms of the disposable income identity (eq. (4.4 )) and expanding it about

the sample means gives the following approximation of this relationship:

(5.3)...logYdt=log2+.25logYt+.251og(it*.et.Fpt)/Pt )-.251og(it.Dept-1)/Pt)-.25logDtaxt
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Substituting from (5.3) for logYd into the estimated consumption function

(eq.(4.34)) we have:

(5.4)...logCt =.13-.02rt+.39logCt-t+.58[1og2 +.25 logYt+.25log(it*.et.Fpt)/Pt )

-.25 log(it.Dcpt-WPt)-.25logDtaxt ]

For the purpose of substitution in the goods market equilibrium condition, above

consumption function as well as the estimated equation for private investment,

export demand and import demand, which all are in log linear form, this identity

also should be transformed into the log linear form. Approximating this identity

the following expression is obtained:

(5.5) 	 logYt=2.25 log2+.125 logCt + .125 logPit +25 log Gt +.25 log Xt -.25logZt

Substituting for logCt from equation (5.4) and estimated versions of logPi, logX

and logZ from table (4.5), in the previous chapter, in equation (5.5) and

rearranging for logPt we arrive at the following aggregate demand function: 
'

(5.6)...logPt=[-8.5+.20logCt-i-.07logait*.et.Fp0/Pt)-.07 log(it.Dcpt-i)/130+.76logKt-i

-5 log(Dcpt-ilPt-0+.68 logXt-i+1.7logYt-i -.11log Frt-i +.11 log Pt-i

-.11log et-i -.5logZt-i]+[.95logYt* +1.01 logPt* -.3 Dum +1.01loget

+ 1.06 logGt +.21 logGit -.08 logTt -.029 it +.029 logEPt+i -5.9logYt]

Assuming all the other variables remain constant in the short-run we would a

have downward curve in (P ,Y) space for the aggregate demand. It will be noted

that the equation of the aggregate demand takes the form:
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(5.7)...Pt =p(it, EPt+t, Gt, Tt, Pt*, 	 )

(-) (+)	 (+) (-) (+)

which gives the model a fairly standard IS curve with the domestic price level

expressed as a function of the nominal interest rate (it), the price level expected

next period (EPt+t) and exogenous variables such as government spending (Gt),

taxation (Tt) as well as predetermined variables. Assuming goods market

equilibrium and assuming the price level remains constant in the short-run, with

output and interest rate as the main variables of the system, rearranging

equation (5.6) for interest rate (it) we obtain:

(5.8)..14-293.1+6.9logCt-1-2.4log((it*.et.Fpt)/Pt) -2.4 log(it.Dcpt-t)/Pt)

+26.2logKt-i -17.2 log(Dcpt-t/Pt-0+23.4 logXt4+58.6logYt4 -3.8log Frt-i

+3.8 logPt-t -3.8log et-1 -17.21ogZt-1]+[32.7logYt* +34.8 logPt* -10.3 Dum

+34.8loget + 36.5 logGt +7.2 logGit -2.7 logDtaxt + logEPt+1-34.5logPt

-203.4logYt ]

which gives a rather steep IS curve.
,

The interest insensitive of the IS curve that we are concerned with here, may

fail the Keynesian effect. It is argued, that although the increase in real money

balance through the Keynesian effect brings a fall in the interest rate,

expenditure does not respond, leaving aggregate demand insufficient.

Considering real wealth as a determinant of expenditure (through the Pigou or

real balance effect) could ensure that even in the two Keynesian limiting cases,

the macroeconomic system will attain full employment equilibrium. The

particular version of the wealth effect, proposed by Patinkin (1965), argues that
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if wealth include the real money balances, expenditure may depend on wealth,

and thus real balances. Therefore, a wealth effect provides an additional

mechanism whereby the economy could return to the equilibrium following a fall

in aggregate demand.

The relevance of this argument to our case is that on the one hand we have

derived a rather steep IS curve that renders expenditure insensitive to change in

the price level in the absence of the Pigou effect. But on the other hand, in

versions of the estimated consumption function (equation (4.40)) we find a

significant and positive real-cash balance effect on the aggregate consumption

function that could be interpreted as the Pigovian effect on the private

expenditure (see Morishima (1972)). Therefore, although the aggregate demand

curve derived from the estimated model turns out to be rather vertical, however,

on the basis of the estimated consumption function we can come to conclusion

that assuming an increasing aggregate supply curve this ensures that the

economy will settle at full employment.

5.2.2 The LM Curve

To derive the LM portion of the model we use the "shadow" money (eq. (4.26))

and the "shadow" interest rate (eq. (4.29)) relationships. Substituting the balance

of payments relationship into the foreign exchange reserves identity we obtain:

(5.9)... Frt=Frt-i +[(1/et).Cat -(AFpri-AFgt )1
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where all the variables are defined as before. Frt is foreign exchange reserves, et

is the nominal exchange rate, Cat denotes current account of the balance of

payments and AFpt and AFgt are the rate of change of foreign assets held by the

private and public sector respectively. The shadow money balance

(Mt = Mt + et .AFpt) can be written as:

(5.10)... /a = Dct + et. Frt + et. A Fpt

Substituting from (5.9) for Fr into the above equation we have:

(5.11)... glt = Dct + et.[Frt - i + (1/ et) Cat - AFgt ]

Approximating this equation about the sample means and rearranging the

variables yields:

(5.12).. . -1C4t = 21og2+.25logDct +.25 logCat +.5 loget +.25 log Frt -1 -.25 logFgt

The only endogenous variable in this equation is the current account of the

balance of payments (Cat). To eliminate this variable from the equation we have

to write the current account's relationship in log linear form. We, therefore,

approximate the Current account identity (4.13) about the sample means which

gives a log linear relationship for logCat as a function of logXt, logZt, logPt, loget,

logit* logFrt-i, logFgt-i and logFpt-i. Substituting from the estimated regression of

the demand for exports (logx) and the demand for imports (logz), (summarised in
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table (4.5)) into the current account equation and then the result for logCat back

in equation (5.12) and rearranging the equation gives an expression for the real

"shadow" money balance as follows:

Re
(5.13) 	 log— = [1.078+.04logXt -1+.05logYt -1 -.003 logPt -1 -.015 logZt -1 -.003 loget -1

Pt
+.3071og Frt	 logFpt -1 +.03logFgt -11+ [.68 loge t +.25logDct

+.06 logPt*+.056 logYt*-.05Dum -.935logn -.065 log Yt +.125 logit*

-.251og AFgt

To eliminate the real "shadow" money balance from the above expression recall

that we had derived the following equation for the "shadow" interest rate ( ):

bo b2	 (1- ) 	 1 „A
(4.28) 	  t –	 – —logYt 	 	

, +
	

,

bi	 1)1	 A131	 Pt -1	 A,131	 Pt

where the "shadow" money balance (Rt) in the model is defined as

(Mt = Mt + et.A Fpt) . In the previous chapter estimation of the demand for money

function provided us with the values of the structural parameters (I3, i = 0,1,2 )

as well as A. and (1). These values were 13o=-2.9,f31,---.005, 132=.53 ,X,=.48 and 4)=.62.

Substituting from equation (5.13) for (log(—) ) into the estimated form of the
pt

"shadow" interest rate (( it), eq. (4.28)) and rearranging the equation we arrive

at the following expression for the "shadow" interest rate:
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-	 -	 t
(5.14)... Tt = [-1028.4 + 216log(

Mt
--1) 16.6 log X -1 - 20.8logYt -1 - 1.25log(P-1—)
Pt - 1	 et -1

+ 6.24logZt -1 -127.7 log Frt -1 -12.5logFpt -1 -12.5logFgt -11+ [-283loget

- 25logPt *-104logDct - 23.3logYt *+12.5Dum+ 389logPt +133.04 logYt

-52logit *+104log AFgt I

which express the nominal "shadow" interest rate as a function of the price level,

exchange rate and domestic credit:

(5.15)... Tt =i(Pt; Dct, et, AFgt, ....)

(+) (-) (-) (+)

Assuming that money market is in equilibrium we can derive the models LM

curve from the above relationship (5.14). The monetary aggregated controlled by

the authorities in this setting is the stock of domestic credit (DO. The shadow

interest rate depends on credit policy, government external borrowing, the

exchange rate policy, the current account outcome and money demand variables.

Substituting for the "shadow" interest rate from the above equation (545)

into the domestic market determined interest rate relationship in the model [i.e.

it = 0(it *+ 
Eet + 1 - 

et ) + (1– 0)
,
Ti] yields:

et

Pt -
(5.16)...it = [-390.1+ 82.10g(—

Mt -1
) 6.3log X -1 -81ogYt -1 -1.25log(1—)

Pt - 1	 et-!
+ 2.4logZt -1 -48.5 log Frt -1 - 4.75logFpt -1 - 4.75logFgt -1] + [-1081.6oget

- 9.5 logPt * -39.5 logDct - 8.8logYt * +4.75Dum + 147.8 logPt + 50.5. logYt

-19.7 logit * +39.5 log AFgt+.62 it *+.62logEet +1 ]
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This gives the domestic market determined interest rate as a function of the

domestic price level, domestic credit, and other exogenous and predetermined

variables and represents the models LM curve.

(5.17)...it=i(Pt; Der, it*, E(et+t)„ 	 )

(4-) (-) (-) (+)

Assuming fix-price level in the short-run, a rather steep LM curve from equation

(5.35) can be drawn which is relevant at the point of the sample mean and

neighbourhood of that point.

In the IS-LM framework the effectiveness of monetary policy in affecting

aggregate demand is determined by the slopes of the IS and LM curves.

Monetarist optimism about the effectiveness of monetary policy is frequently

represented by a steep LM curve and a flat IS curve. With an interest -inelastic

demand for money and interest-sensitive expenditure, changes in the money

stock exert a strong influence on aggregate demand. The textbook Keynesian

doubt about the efficacy of monetary policy are presented by changing the

relative slopes of the two curves. In this case, increasing the money stock has

little effect since the interest -elastic demand for money function underlying the

flat LM curve ensures that changes in the money stock generates only small

changes in the interest rate while these changes in turn exert little impact on

aggregate demand due to the interest -inelastic investment function underlying

the steep IS curve.

In our case, however, while the IS curve has larger slope compared to the LM

curve, but both IS and LM curves appear to be quite steep indicating the
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underlying interest -inelastic expenditure and demand for money function in this

economy. We therefore do not appear to have either the monetarist or the

Keynesian extreme cases in our empirical study of the Iranian economy. The IS-

LM slopes give the impression that the monetary policy in this economy is

impotent in affecting the real income in equilibrium level. It will be noted that

while unlike the monetary approach, in which domestic monetary policy is

impotent, in the Mundell-Fleming model, from which our model has its main

characteristics, monetary policy exerts some influence on equilibrium income.

However, the same result can be obtained from a Mundell-Fleming model

assuming zero sterilisation. Because an increase in the money stock will increase

real income and reduce the domestic interest rate while the balance of payments

remains in deficit. Balance of payments deficit in longer term in turn reduces the

money stock returning the variables to their original values. On the other hand,

considering the wealth effect it could be argued that a more accurate

presentation of the monetarist mechanism would involve a simultaneous

rightward shift of IS. reflecting a direct wealth effect on expenditure. We,

mentioned the evidence of the wealth effect in our estimated consumption

function earlier. Since there has been no extensive use of open market operations

in this economy, the government's ability to sterilise balance of payments

changes on the money supply is also limited, leaving some doubt about the exact

effect of the monetary policy on the real income in the Iranian economy.

A potential crowding-out mechanism works through the general price level.

If an increase in public sector expenditure generate a rise in prices the real

money stock is reduced, increasing interest rates and reducing wealth, both of
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which tend to reduce private expenditure. For complete crowding out to take

place through this mechanism, however, the economy must be at full

employment. This is because an increase in real government expenditure at full

employment must be associated with a fall in real private expenditure.

5.2.3 The External Balance (the BP Schedule)

As a flex-price version of the Mundell-Fleming model, our model incorporates

the external sector of the economy and we now turn to the short-run equilibrium

condition of the external sector of the model. It should be noted that the

principal purpose of the Mnndell-Fleming models is to demonstrate how

domestic monetary and fiscal policies can be manipulated to secure internal and

external objectives simultaneously.

To derive a BP schedule for the model we use the balance of payments

identity [i.e. Bopt=AFrt =(1/et ).Cat -(AFpt +AFgt )], where, as before, Fr is foreign

exchange reserves, Ca is the current account of the balance of payments and Fp

and Fg are foreign asset holdings of the private and public sector respectively.,

Substituting for Ca, from the current account identity i.e.1.  Cat =Nftt +Pt (Yt-Dat),

where Nft is net factor income from abroad and Da is the domestic absorptiotik

into the balance of payments relationship we obtain :

(5.18)... AFrt =(1/et ). (Nftt +Pt (Yt - Dat ) -(AFpt +AFgt )
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Substituting from the above relationship for AFrt in the economy's foreign

exchange reserves identity (Frt =AFrt +Frt-i) and the result into the balance sheet

identity (Mt =Dct +et Frt) we arrive at:

(5.19)...Mt =Dct +etFrt-H-Nftt +Pt(Yt-Dat )-et (AFpt +AFgt )

To linearise the above equation we approximate it about the sample mean which

gives a relationship as follows:

(5.20)...log(Mt /Pt )=2.5 log2+.125 logDct -.251og et+.25 log Frt-i+.1251og Nftt

+.125logYt -logPt -.125logDat - .125log(AFpt ) -.12log(AFgt)

Furthermore, substituting for log(Mt /Pt) from the above equation into the

estimated money market equilibrium condition (i.e. the real demand for money

function eq.(4.73)) and rearranging the equation we have:

(5.21)- log(AFpt )=[12.5-6.6logPt-1-7.4log(Mt-i/Pt4)+21og Frt-i]+[log Nftt

-21oget +logroct-.92logYt -1.4logPt-logDat -log(AFgt )+.04it]

With proper substitution for Nft and Da (the remaining endogenous variables in

the equation) we can obtain a semi-reduced form equation for log(AFpt) as

follows:

(5.22).. log(AFpt )=[7.9-6.6logPt-i-7.4log(Mt-i/Pt-i)+2.5log Frt-i+.25logFpt-i

+.25logFgt-i-.8logYt-i-.055logPt-i*-.23logZt-i+.32logXt-i]+

[-.52loget -.48logPt*+logDct-2.4logYt -1.8logPt -log(AFgt )

+.45logYt*-.12Dum+.04it]
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Therefore, changes in private sector holdings of foreign assets is expressed as a

function of the interest rate (it), the price level (Pt) and other predetermined and

exogenous variables, taking the form:

(5.23) .. AFpt =F(it ; Pt, Dct, 	 )

(+) (-) (+)

This equation (eq. (5.23)) determines the magnitude of private capital flows. This

latter variable is essentially a policy reaction function which gives magnitudes of

capital outflows permitted by the authorities as a function of domestic and

external variables affecting the degree of tightness in domestic financial markets

(see Hague et al (1993)).

If we assume AFp is an exogenous variable, rearranging equation (5.22) for it

gives the models BP schedule as follows:

(5.24)... it4-197.5 +165logPt-i +185 log(Mt-i /Pt-i )-62.5log Frt-i -6.25 logFpt-i

-6.25logFgt-i +20 logYt-i 1.37logPt-e+5.751ogZt-1 -81ogXt-i]+

[13log et +12logPt*-25logDct+60logYt +45 logPt +251og(AFgt )

+251og(AFpt )-11.25logYt* +3Dum]

Assuming a fix-price condition in the short-run, we have a BP schedule with a

larger slope compared to that of the LM.

The BP curve's positive slopes asserts our finding of some degree of interest

sensitivity of the capital movements in the economy. Otherwise we would have

evidence of a vertical BP line indicating capital immobility. The importance of

this point is that in a Mundell-Fleming model, the result that internal and
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external objectives can be achieved by the appropriate fiscal -monetary mix

relies upon at least some degree of interest-sensitivity of capitals mobility. In

what follows we briefly discuss the policy implication of the model in the short-

run equilibrium condition.

5.2.4 Internal and External Balance and the Fiscal-Monetary Mix

As was noted above the key result from the Mundell-Fleming model is that it

provides a solution to the problem of securing simultaneously internal and

external balances, solely by means of the appropriate mix of monetary and fiscal

policies and without recourse to other balance of payments policies. For example,

starting from a position of external balance with domestic unemployment in

figure (5.1) at Y1 we note that as long as there is a degree of capital mobility, the

IS and LM curves can be shifted by means of fiscal policy and monetary policy

respectively so as to secure full employment while preserving external balance.

One question which might arise here is whether a situation in which the current

account is in continual deficit and the capital account is in surplus constitutes

external equilibrium. On the other hand we may note that a country running a

sustained current account deficit may be regarded, in international capital

market markets as being diminishingly credit-worthy and therefore the capital

account surplus required for overall external balance may only be secured at

progressively higher domestic interest rates.

It is also worth noting that we have not taken account of the monetary

consequences of the balance of payments. In other words it has been implicitly

assumed that the monetary effects of the balance of payments are sterilised.
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Y1 Y2
	 Y

Figure 5.1 Internal and External Balance

From the structural model set out in table (4.1) we recall that a change in the

money stock can be shown as:

(5.25)...AMt=ADct+et AFrt +A et . Frt

Where M is nominal money supply and Dc is domestic credit. Fr is foreign

exchange reserves and et is the nominal exchange rate. Assuming a fixed
,

exchange rate, Aet =0, from equation (5.44) it is obvious that a net surplus or

deficit in the balance of payments (Bopt= AFrt ) changes the domestic money

stock, other things remaining unchanged. Of course the government may seek to

change the fiscal deficit, domestic bond sales or bank lending in order to offset

the balance of payments effects on the money stock. However, one might

question the government's ability to offset the monetary consequences of a

balance of payments surplus or deficit in the short-run. Clearly the extent of this

impact will depend on the slope of the BP curve, being more significant the
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greater is the interest sensitive of the capital account. In the macroeconomic

model developed and estimated here the BP line is steeper than the LM curve

and therefore (given the economy is an open economy) from the above discussion

we can conclude that in this economy fiscal policy appears to be more effective

than monetary policy except in the limiting case of zero capital mobility.

5.2.5 Price Flexibility

So far in our analysis of IS-LM -BP curves of the model , the price level is

assumed constant. Because the model is an open economy model the consequence

of changes in the domestic price level stem from the presence of the international

relative price term (et. Pt*/Pt ), in both the IS and BP curves. An increasing

domestic price level reduces competitiveness and therefore net exports, shifting

the IS curve to the left. Similarly, an increase in the domestic price level means

that a given real income level is associated with a larger current account deficit,

requiring a greater capital inflow and therefore a higher interest rate to offset it,

shifting the BP line to the left. We assume an upward sloping aggregate curvea

and therefore the price and real income effects operate in the same direction.

Suppose the monetary authorities increase the domestic money stock.

Considering the policy change effect in Figure(5.2) this will shift the aggregate

demand curve to right, increasing the income level to Y2 and the price level to P2.

In IS-LM space this summarises three separate effects. First the nominal money

stock increase shifts the LM curve to the right. Second, the increase in the price

level reduces the money stock dampening the rightward shift in the LM. These

two effects taken together shift the LM curve to LM2.Third, the rise in price level
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reduces (et. Pt*/Pt ) and therefore competitiveness declines shifting the IS curve

to the left to IS2 in addition, however, the fall in (et. Pt*/Pt ) has also shifted BP

line to the left, to BP2 since decreased competitiveness dictates that for a given

interest rate external balance now requires a lower domestic income. The relative

size of the external deficit is unclear and depends on the relative price and

income effects on net exports.

Y2 Y1 Y 1 1 Y3
Figure 5.2 The Flex-Price and Monetary Expansion

Suppose that in order to finance public sector consumption there is a

domestic credit expansion which shifts the LM curve to LM2 . If the price level

was assumed to remain constant, aggregate income would increase to Y1' with
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aggregate demand and aggregate supply adjusting at Bi . However, assuming a

flexible price an expansion of money balance would induce a price rise that will

reduce the economy's competitiveness. This would shift BP and IS to BP2 and IS2

respectively while assuming wealth effects of the money balance aggregate

demand (AD) would move to AD2. In the context of the Iranian economy, the

government would intervene to prevent further reduction in foreign exchange

reserves, for example by imposing imports compression. This in turn could lead

to a fall in aggregate supply and AS shifts to A52. The net outcome of the

expansionary policy in this case as shown in figure (5.2) where the IS curve is

steep and the LM curve is flatter than BP schedule is lower aggregate income

Y2<Y2 and higher price level P2>P1. At this point therefore, the result of a

monetary expansion is a deficit in the external sector and a decline in income

level.

Suppose that in an attempt to stimulate economic growth the government

increased its investment expenditure. This will have to be financed either by

domestic credit or by the sale of bonds. However, it was noted that open market,

operations have not been a major source of finance of the public borrowing

requirement in Iran so we assume the government will resort to domestic credit

to finance its fiscal expansion. In this circumstances while a higher interest

rate is required to increase capital inflow in order to offset the current account

deficit, government credit policy would prevent rising of the domestic interest

rates to attract foreign capital. On the other hand the rising price level would

reduce competitiveness further deteriorating the balance of payments. A balance

of payments deficit would not reduce the money stock because of the government
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sterilisation policy. A combination of fiscal and monetary policy in this case

therefore fails to secure both internal and external balances. It seems thus, as

Meade (1951) pointed out, if monetary and fiscal policies were employed to

achieve internal balances then some other policy instrument was required to

attain external balance. In terms of Figure (5.2) once monetary and fiscal polices

have attained Yi, additional policies are required to shift the BP line . Such

polices might include for example exchange rate policy.

Consider an exchange rate policy of devaluation. This will increase the

competitiveness of the economy and since the Marshall-Lerner condition is

satisfied this will shift the BP line to the right towards BP3. Meanwhile

government can increase its expenditure moving the IS curve to right to IS3. The

internal and external equilibrium could attain at point A3 on LM3 while

aggregate supply and aggregate demand meet at point B3. The government can

assign the monetary policy to curb price increases and fiscal policy to induce

income growth while the exchange rate policy is used to attain external balance

thereby securing internal and external balance with higher income and albeit,

higher price level.

5.3 Comparative Statics and Policy Multipliers

5.3.1 Introduction

In the previous section of this chapter we derived the IS-LM-BP curves of the

macroeconomic model which provided us with a rather broad framework to

compare the effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policy on the aggregate income.

Although the IS-LM analysis casts some light on the structure of the model, it is
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limited in that it does not measure the exact effects of the changes in policy

instruments on the endogenous variables of the macro system. In what follows an

attempt is made to derive the impact of monetary and fiscal policies on the

economy's target variables which we consider here to consist of aggregate

income (Y), the price level(P) and foreign exchange reserves (Fr).

5.3.2 The Comparative Statics Method

One of the main reason for performing an econometric study is that of using the

estimated model for structural analysis. By structural analysis, we mean an

investigation of the underlying relationships in the system under consideration in

order to comprehend and explain relevant economic phenomena. Structural

analysis therefore involves the quantitative estimation of all the essential

causalities, static as well as dynamic, implied by the model. The basic step in

structural analysis is the estimation of the coefficients of the structural as well as

reduced form equation of the system. In addition to the estimation of these

coefficients themselves, it is also concerned with the interpretation of certain

coefficients or combination of them. The macroeconomic model constructed and

estimated in the previous chapters of this thesis was supposed to represent the

macroeconomics of the Iranian economy. The system of equations represented in

their structural form expressed the endogenous variables as functions of other

endogenous variables, predetermined and exogenous variables and disturbances.

On the other hand, the reduced form equations describe the endogenous

variables in term of the predetermined and exogenous variables alone.
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In the macroeconomic literature the reduced form coefficients are called

'impact multipliers' since they measure the immediate response of the

endogenous variables to changes in the predetermined and exogenous variables

(see Rao (1987). There exists a precise relationship between the reduced form

coefficients and the structural parameters, since the reduced form parameters

are obtained through the subsequent substitutions for endogenous variables.

Indeed the reduced form coefficients are in fact combinations of the structural

form coefficients. Impact multipliers are a special type of multiplier. The most

important aspect of multiplier analysis is the validation of certain key impact

multipliers of the model. Such a vindication usually forms the corner stone for

policy prescription. Policy multipliers of an economic model convey extremely

useful information on the magnitude and timing of influences of the instruments

on the endogenous variables. To derive the policy multipliers of macroeconomic

models the so called comparative static method is used which we briefly discuss

below.

Comparative statics is a method used by economists to analyse changes in the

equilibrium of an economic model that result from changes in exogenous

variables. In terms of calculus, comparative statics is concerned with

determining the derivative of each of the endogenous variables with respect to

the exogenous variables when the system wide effects of the model are taken into

account and equilibrium is maintained i.e. the reduced form partial derivatives

(see Cuthbertson and Taylor (1987)).

The purpose of comparative statics is to examine how the equilibrium values

of the variables respond to change in one or more exogenous variables. An
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obvious use of the reduced-form partial derivatives, particularly in the macro

context, lies in the formulation of policy prescription. Furthermore, if economic

theory is to be meaningful it must have empirical content. By predicting the

nature of changes in the endogenous variables resulting from a change in one or

more of the exogenous variables in a model, the method of comparative statics

describes features of that model that could be tested.

It will be noted that comparative statics does not say anything about the time

path of the variables from the initial to final equilibrium point nor can it say

whether the new equilibrium point will actually be achieved. Comparative statics

involves the comparison of equilibrium positions corresponding to two set of

circumstances (see Edgmand, 1982). The mathematics of comparative statics

consists of two well-known theorems: the implicit function theorem and the

chain rule for the differentiation of composite functions (see Gandolfo (1971)). If

the economic model consists of n equations the solutions to these equations

determines the equilibrium points of the model. Since the comparative static

method takes the equilibrium point as given, it is assumed that this solution

exists and is economically meaningful.

Generally speaking, an economic model, like the one developed and estimated

in this thesis, consists of n structural equations in n endogenous variables

y,, = 1,...,n and m exogenous variables xj, i = i 	 m. Generally therefore we have:

(5.26).••fi(yi, y2,.... yn,zi, X2, • • • . Xm) = 0	 i = 1,....,n
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dfn

dyn

In our model for example as was displayed in tables (4.1) and (4.2) n=30 and

m=14. For a given vector of the exogenous variables, x, the solution of the

equilibrium equations entails an equilibrium vector of the endogenous variables

y. The structural equations of our model are either in linear or log linear form.

These equations are differentiable in the neighbourhood of (y',x') and

considering the behavioural equations of the model it can be detected that the

Jacobian determinant:

af 1 Xi	 df 1

dy 1 dy2	 dYn
df2 df2	 df2

dy 1 dy2	 dYn
(5.27 ). . .

aft, df2

dy 1 dy2

is non-zero at (y',x'). This confirms that we can apply a mathematical result, tlke

implicit function theorem, which asserts that each of the endogenous variables

can be expressed as a function of the exogenous variables that are Niell behaved

in the neighbourhood of (y',x'), that is:

(5.28)... yi = yi(xi, X2,, ,, , , Xm) i= 1,....,n
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Equations (5.28) are referred to as the reduced form equations of the system.

Now, we can solve (5.28) directly and derive our comparative static results

straightaway, by calculating the matrix of the reduced-form partial derivatives:

(5.29)...[9—Yxj]	 i = 1„n j = 1.....,m

and this we are able to do in our model.

To summarise, therefore, in order to apply the comparative static method to

our model, we should solve the system for its equilibrium and differentiate with

respect to exogenous variables. Here we consider the comparative statics of the

policy instruments on three target variables. The target variables of the model

are assumed to be the aggregate income (Y), the price level (P) and foreign

exchange reserves (Fr). The first step is already done for aggregate income and

the price level as we have derived these variables' reduced forms in the process

of our IS-LM analysis of the model. One point should be mentioned, before

embarking on the impact multiplier analysis. Since the estimation results

revealed that the expected rate of inflation and the interest rate bad no

significant effects on the demand for money and private sector consumption and

investment, in order to simplify the derivation of the reduced form and impact

multipliers, we have dropped these variables from the equations.

5.3.2 The Impact Multipliers

To derive a reduced-form equation for logPt we first obtain a relationship for

logYt from equation (5.16) putting i=0. Then we substitute for logYt from this

equation. into equation (5.6). Rearranging the equation we arrive at:
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(5.30)... log Pt =[27 log Pt -1–.05log E - i+.35 log Fr: - i]+ [3.3– .012 log C, - i+.04 log Fpt -1

+.3 Hog Dcpt -1–.05 log Kt -1–.002 log e: -1–.013 log Z1 - i+.004 log Xi -1

–.6 log 1111 - i+.006 log] + [.3 log Dct–.06 log G1+.005 log Dtaxt+.7 1 log e:–.3 log AFgt]

+ [.005 log Yt
*

–.006 log Al

Reduced-form equation for logYt is obtained by substituting for logPt from

equation (5.6) into equation (5.16) putting i=0, and rearranging the equation for

logYt.

(5.31)... log Y, = [.81 log P,+.3 log Y, -1–.08 log Fr: -1] + [-2+.03 log C, -1–.005 log Fpt -1–.92 log Dcpt -1

+.13 log Kt -1–.02 log e, -1–.08 log Z -1+.11log X, -11-.08 log A i t", -1—.00 log Fgt -1]

+ [-.05logDct+.19logGt-.01logDtaxt+.05loget+.04logAFgt] + [.16 log Y7+.17 log Pt1

To derive a reduced form equation for logFrt we use the foreign exchange

reserves identity i.e. Frt =Frt-t +Bopt and then the balance of payments identity

(eq. 4.15) i.e. Bopt =(lJet )Cat -(AFgt+AFpt) where AFgt and AFpt changes to

foreign assets holding of the public and private sectors respectively. After proper

substitution and linearising the non-linear equations about the sample mean we

end up with the following log linear approximation for logFrt:

1	 1
(5.32)...log Fn =H

29
) log 2 + (-

9
) log Frt -1+ (—) log Fgt -1+ _ .J log Fpt -1– (-

1
) log AFpf

16	 16	 32	 32	 8

1	 1	 Pt* e 
-(-

8
)logA	

1

	

Fgt + (-
1
–)logXt - (-16) lo[g	 ' ' iZt
6 	 Pt

In the above equation variables logAFpt , logXt and log(Pt* et /Pt)Zt are

endogenous variables to the model. To eliminate these variables from the
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equation we substitute from equation (4.41) for logAFpt and from equations

(4.53) and (4.55) for logXt and log(Pt* et /Pt )Zt respectively. The result is the

following expression for logFrt :

*
(5.33)... log Fr: = [—.30+.24 log Fr: -1—.1log Pt -1+.92 log Mt -1+.2 log I', -11-.014 log Pt -1

+.08 log X: - i] + [.12loget+.12logn * —.125 log Dct+.175 log Yt+.17 log Pt]

Now, substituting for logYt and logPt from the reduced-form equations for these

variables derived above (eq. (5.30) and eq. (5.31)) respectively we arrive at the

following reduced form equation for Fri:

(5.34. log Fr: = [.001 log Pt - i+.24 log l't - i+.29 log Fr: - i]+ [.6+.003 log G

-.45log Fp: -1 —.11log Dcpt -1+.01log Kt -1—.46log et -1—.02 log Zt -1+.1log XI -1

+.37logClt -11-.005 log Fgt - i+.014 log Pt - 1 * 1+ [—.08 log Dc1+.023 log Gt

-.000081 log Dtaxt+.25 log e: —.04 log AFgd+ [.03 log Yt * +.15log Pt * ]

We can put the reduced-form equations (5.30), (5.31) and (5.34) in matrix

form which gives a clearer expression. The coefficients of those lagged variables

which exhibited a negligible impact on all the target variables are omitted in the

matrix form. Each element of the matrix (5.35), which is obtained by log-

linearising the model's non-linear relationships at the point of sample means,

indicates the magnitude of the direct and indirect influence of some

predetermined variables, including the lagged endogenous variables, exogenous

variables and policy variables upon the target variables of the macroeconomic

model. For example the percentage change in the price level (logPt ) induced by a
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10 percent change in the domestic credit (logEoct ) is 3 percent [i.e.
(  a log Pt  

=3j]
d log Dct

and by a 10 percent increase in the foreign exchange reserves in the pervious

year is 3.5 percent [i.e.
(  d log Pt 

=35 1. The percentage change in aggregate
a log Frt -1

income caused by a 10 percent increase in government expenditure is 1.9 percent

[i.e.
(  d log Yt 

=.19 ] and by a 10 percent increase in the last period capital stock
a log Gt

is 1.3 percent [
( d log Yt  .

13 ].This matrix also implies that elasticity
a log Kt -1

multiplier of the domestic credit on aggregate income at the point of sample

(  a log Yt 
mean is -.05 or	 = _.05J.

d log Dc:

Matrix(5.35) Impact Multipliers of the Model in Terms of Elasticity

[log Pt

(5.35)... log Y:
log Fri

=
i

+

.27 -.05

.81	 .30

.001.24

[ .3
	 -.06

-.05 .19
-.08 .02

.35
-.08
.29

.005
-.01
.00008

log Pt-i

log Yt - 1
log Frt -1

.71	 -.3

.05	 .04
.25 -.04

+

_

3.3 .04
-2 -.005
.63 -.45

log Dct	 -

log G:

log Dtaxt

log e:

log AFg

.31

-.92

-.11

+

-.05 -.002
.13	 -.02
.01	 -.46

.005 -.006

.16	 .17

.03	 .15

-.004 -.6

	

.11	 .08

	

.1	 .37

1
log Fp, - I

log Dept - I
log Kt -I

log et - I
log Xt - I

log A -1
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Also	 by	 use	 of	 the	 formula:

alog(—f-D 1
Pt)	 a log Y:	  (1 a log Pt  )a log Yr  .  a log Y 

	

( Dc: 	 a log Doa log Dct 
a logr )ct . 

a log Do
a 1og(—

Pt	 Pt

we find that:

a log Yt 
= (1 .3)  

a log Yt  )
= –.071. In other words the proportional change

(—De:	 a log Dct
a log

Pt

of aggregate income due to a 10 percent change in real domestic credit is -.71

percent. Similarly, a 10 percent devaluation of the exchange rate increases

foreign exchange reserves by as much as 2.5 percent [ ía 
log Frt 

=.25J] while
a log et

(a log P t 
inducing a 7.1 percent rise in the price level	 =.71) with all other

a log et

predetermined variables held constant. We may generalise the concept of the

multiplier so as to call each element of the matrix (5.35) an 'impact elasticity

multiplier; (see Morishima et at (1972)).

It should be noted that expressing the comparative static results in the form
,

of elasticities is more convenient than in the form of absolute terms. The absolute

multipliers depend on the ratios of the relevant variables and multipliers which

in turn depend on the structural parameters of the model. We can derive

multipliers in absolute terms from the corresponding multiplier terms of

elasticities. For example the absolute impact multiplier of income with respect to

the government expenditure depend on (Yt /Gt ) as the following relationship

shows:

dYt Yt a log Yt	 Y	 Y	 ay(5.36)... -5—
G1 

= 
Gt a log Gt
	 =(.19)--.. If for example -- = 4 then

Gt	 3G1
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These absolute impact multipliers depends on the ratio of the relevant variables

and elasticity multipliers which in turn depend on the structural parameters (i.e.

the estimated coefficients of the behavioural equations and the coefficients of log-

linearised identities). These multipliers are relevant only at the sample means

because they are obtained fixing linearised relationships of the model to their

sample means. If we take the actual ratios of the relevant variables (Y1 /G and

Yi/Dce ) for example in each year of the sample period, contingent on linearised

approximation of the model's relationships impact multipliers will vary from

year to year. To illustrate this we have given impact multipliers of real domestic

credit (Dc/P) and government expenditure (G) on the real aggregate income (Y)

dlYt 
(i.e. 	 and —

Nt 
respectively) for 5 sub-periods of the time period 1959-

d(Dc: I Pt)	 dGt

91 in the following table (5.2). These multipliers are calculated using the ratios of

real income to real domestic bank credit and real income to real government

expenditure	 using	 relationships

dYt 	 (	
and

dlogYt 	jr  l't  ) 	 dYt (3 log Yt  )( Yt)
. Table (5.2)

d(Dct I Pt)	 d log(Dct 1 Pt) Dct I p) 	
= 

a log Gt Gt

also gives the marginal substitution rate of real domestic credit, as the main

monetary policy instrument, to government expenditure, as the main fiscal policy

(dB I (aDct / Pt)  j 
(see Morishima et al, 1972).tool in the economy 	

I GdYt 

From table (5.2) it is apparent that the multipliers vary from period to

period. It will be noted that in general real domestic credit multiplier on

aggregate income (d(D
acl: /;1 Pt)) 

has a diminishing pattern as this multiplier
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Y	 ay,	 Y	 ay	 (a(Da:i	 pt)) 
period

Dct I Pt	 a(Dct I Pt)	 G	 act

decreases from -.59 in the period 1959-62 to -.11, in absolute terms, in the period

1988-91. Government expenditure multiplier on aggregate income decreases

from 1.3 in the period 1959-62 to .55 in the period 1970-78 but increases again to

1.02 in the period 1988-91. Diminishing pattern of the real domestic credit

multiplier should be obvious because of decreasing ratio of income to real

domestic credit. It is worth noting that domestic credit is a stock variable while

aggregate income is a flow variable. This point should be noted when inspecting

the marginal rate of substitution, between domestic credit and government

expenditure on aggregate income, that gives a measurement of comparing the

relative effectiveness of domestic credit policy vis-à-vis government expenditure

policy. Table (5.2) shows that marginal substitution between real domestic credit

and government expenditure is in favour of the fiscal policy instrument in its

effect on aggregate income. However, we note again that while domestic credit is

a stock variable, government expenditure is a flow variable.

Table 5.2 Impact multipliers and marginal rate of substitution between domestic
credit and government expenditure in the selected periods

1959-62 8.4 -0.59 6.7 1.3 -0.46
1963-69 6.3 -0.45 4.3 0.82 -0.56
1970-78 4.3 -0.31 2.9 0.55 -0.56
1979-87 1.6 -0.11 3.96 0.75 -0.15
1988-91 1.6 -0.11 5.4 1.02 -0.11
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As was mentioned an advantage of impact multipliers expressed in term of

elasticity is that they it provides a dimensionless measure of the sensitivity of the

endogenous variable to change in the exogenous variables and do not depend

upon the units in which they are measured. For this reason a measure of the

relative effectiveness of policy would be the ratio of elasticities. This could

provide a comparison of the relative efficacy of fiscal policy as opposed to

monetary policy as far as their impact on the price level, aggregate income and

foreign exchange reserves are concerned. For example the marginal rate of

substitution (see Morishima (1972) and Rao, (1987)) between domestic credit as

the main monetary policy instrument and government expenditure as the main

fiscal policy variable upon the aggregate income can be calculated

MRS	
d log 171/ d log Dct —.05

=as :	 :` 
a log Yi/ a log a - .19

= —.26 which clearly is in favour of fiscal

policy in pursuing the aggregate income target. In table (5.3) we have presented

the marginal rates of substitution of the policy instruments for the target

variables in terms of elasticities. These multipliers and the rate of substitutions
..

are useful in the sense that cast some light on the impact of different policy

variables upon target variables and their relative effecdvettess.

The results in table (5.3) indicate that in general the elasticity marginal rates

of substitution at the point of sample mean are biased in favour of fiscal policy

(government expenditure GO as far as aggregate income is concerned while

monetary policy (DO tracks the price level target more accurately; and foreign

sector policy instruments (et and AFgt) are more effective on foreign exchange

reserves. However, two points merit noting: First, tax policy appears to be almost
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completely ineffective in this economy relative to the other policy instruments. In

chapter II of this thesis, where we surveyed the Iranian economy for the last 40

years or so, it was noted that mainly due to the oil revenue which accrued to the

government's budget, taxation was not developed as the main source of

government revenues. We now find that indeed taxation exerts a relatively small

effect on the different economic target variables in this economy.

Table 5.3 The marginal rate of substitution between policy instruments
(in terms of elasticities)

[MRS logPt logYt logFrt 1

MRSaDc -5.0 -0.26 -4.0

MRSDD:, 60.0 5.0 1000.0

MRS,Dc 0.42 -1.0 -0.32
MRS: -1.0 -1.25 2.0

MRSDG. -12.0 -19.0 250.0

MRS,G -0.08 3.8 0.088

MRS 2 -0.2 4.75 -05

MRS,' 0.007 -02 -0.00032

MRS 0.016 -0.25 -0.002

MR; -2.36 1.25 -6.25

Secondly, exchange rate policy turns out to be more effective in general relative

to the domestic credit policy, which is regarded as the main monetary policy

variable in the Iranian economy. The marginal substitution rate of the domestic

credit to exchange rate, at the point of sample mean, is .42 (less than unity)

indicating a more effective exchange rate policy on the price level. This could be

due to several factors. First, the oil revenue received by the government is
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usually greater, in magnitude, than domestic credit (ADcgt) extended to the

public sector (largely to finance the government budget deficit) and often even

greater than total domestic credit (ADO. A change in the nominal exchange rate

therefore, can considerably affect on the nominal money supply. Secondly, as

was discussed earlier, the lack of a sterilisation policy instrument denies the

monetary authorities the means by which they could offset balance of payments

or exchange rate devaluation effects on the money supply. Finally, a large

percentage of the imported goods in this economy are inputs to produce final

products. A change in prices of imports in the home currency terms affects a

broad range of industries inducing a price increase.

To summarise the impact multiplier analysis of the model, it is fair to say that

the set of impact multipliers presented in matrix (5.35) and the marginal rates of

substitution between policy instruments of tables (5.2) and (5.3) help to draw a

demarcation line between the economy's sectors on the basis of the policy. In

general, it can be seen that monetary policy is more effective in the financial

sector while fiscal policy is more influential on the real part of the economy

which is in a true Mundellian fashion. However, impotence of the taxation policy

and influence of the exchange rate policy should be considered as special features

of this economy.

5.4 Summary and some conclusions

In the first part of this chapter Chow's first and second tests were applied to

establish whether the main behavioural functions of the model have been

structurally stable in the sample period. On the basis of these tests we were able
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to conclude that constancy of the estimated parameters of the model, in the

sample period, could not be rejected at the 5 percent level of significance. Since

Chow's second test (the prediction failure test) is also considered as a powerful

test of a broad range of misspecifications, these results ruled out any serious

misspecification of the macroeconomic model.

Having established evidence of the model's parameter constancy for the

sample period under observation, in the second part of the chapter, the structure

of the model was examined through the determination of its short-run

equilibrium. IS-LM-BP curves of the model were derived to constitute a setting

for the purpose of policy analysis in the short-run. The IS curve of the model

turned out to be quite steep reflecting the underlying interest inelastic

expenditure in the economy. The LM curve also was found to be rather steep but

its slope was smaller than that of the BP schedule. The relative slopes of the IS-

LM-BP curves indicated that an income growth, induced for example by the

private or government expenditure, would generate a balance of payments

deficit.

The policy implications of the IS-LM-BP curves, that exhibited neither

extreme monetary nor Keynesian cases, were discussed with some consideration

given to the wealth effect and sterilisation policy. Generally speaking, assuming

zero sterilisation, monetary policy was found to be impotent (if the wealth effect

is disregarded). A monetary expansion will increase real income and reduce the

domestic interest rate while the balance of payments is in deficit. In the longer

term, as the balance of payments deficit reduces the money stock, the variables

return to their original values. However, while the system is adjusting, monetary
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policy is not neutral. On the other hand monetary policy could exerts some

influence on the external balance. Fiscal policy can affect domestic real income

even in the case of zero sterilisation. However, the financing means of the fiscal

expansion and its crowding out effect should be taken into consideration. When

the fixed-price condition was relaxed a combination of monetary and -fiscal

policy failed to secure internal and external balance. In this case additional of the

exchange rate policy to the moneatry-fiscal mix appears to be effective in

persuading the economic growth with price stability and balance of payments

improvement.

Finally the limitations of the IS-LM treatment of policy analysis was

particularly for an economy where both the demand for money and private

expenditure were found to be interest insensitive merits emphasis. On the basis

of the finding that agents in the economic model were largely unresponsive to the

expected rate of inflation and the interest rate, we dropped these variables from

our analysis in the last section of this chapter, which was devoted to the impact

multiplier analysis of the model. Derivation of the impact multipliers of the

macroeconomic model enabled us to conduct a brief comparative static analysis

of the Iranian economy. The marginal rates of substitution of policy variables

were also calculated. These highlighted the relative effectiveness of monetary

policy on the financial part of economy and fiscal policy on the real sector of the

economy. Comparative static analysis, however, is limited to a comparison of

steady states and is an exercise in which the effects on a change in our

predetermined variables is isolated holding other variables at their previous level

despite their varying nature. In chapter VI, we examine the transmission
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mechanism of monetary and fiscal policies as well as some exogenous shocks to

the model through dynamic simulation of the macroeconomic model where the

effects of the policy variables on economic targets are studied while all the

variables of the model are allowed to change.
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Appendix 5.A1

The 2SLS estimation of the consumption function (as reported in table (4.5)) is:

(5.A1) 	 logCt=.13-.02rt+.39logCt-i+.58logYdr

(t-ratio)	 (.90) (-1.9)	 (2.7)	 (4.4)

R2 =.99, DW = 2.2,	 x2K(1) =.41,	 X2ff(1) =.02,	 X2N(2) =.79,	 x 2 H(1) = 25

The following statistics were obtained estimating the equation for the two sub-

periods (1959-79) and (1980-91):

RSS for (1959-79) or RSSi=.052 ,	 m=20 ,	 S.E.=.042

RSS for (1980-91) or RSS2=.023, 	 m=12,	 S.E.=.05

RSSI-ERSS2for (199-91) or URSS=.075 	 n=32

RSS for (1959-91)	 or RRSS=.090	 n=32	 S.E.=.05 ,	 k=2

Analysis of variance (Fa.v.) and the predictive failure test (Fps.) for the 2SLS

estimation can be calculated as:

&
(5.A1.2) 	 Fa v r-CRRSS-URSS)/(k+1)KURSS/(nt+n2-2k-2)]4.04

(5.A1.3) 	 Fp.t.=[(RRSS-RSS1)/n21/{RSSIAnt-k-1)]

From the F-table it can be seen that F-statistic with d.f. 12 and 17 equals 2.38

[i.e. F(12,17)=2.38], and F(3,26)=2.95. Therefore, we have the following results:

(5.A1.4) 	 F(12,17)=2.38>Fa.v. 0i5=1.74>Fa.v. 2SLS 4.04

(5.A1.5) 	 F(3,26)=2.95> F PI 2sIs=1.15>FP.F. OSL =1.05

According to these results we cannot reject the structural stability of aggregate

consumption in the economy in the sample period.
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On the other hand 2SLS estimation of the private investment is:

(5.A1.6) 	 logPi=-10.87+.79logYt+1.45logK t-i +.41 logGit -.95 logDcpt-i

(t-ratio)	 (3.7)	 (2.4)	 (2.41)	 (3.0)	 (-2.4)

K2 =.91,	 DW = 1.89, x 2 sc(1) =.88,	 X2ff(e= 2.03,	 x 2 N(2) =.66, x2 .(1) =.002

The 2SLS estimation of the private investment for the two sub-periods have

yielded the following statistics:

RSS	 for	 (1959-79)	 or	 RSSi=.78	 m=20,	 S.E.=.22

RSS	 for	 (1980-91)	 or	 RSS2=.14	 n2=12,	 S.E=.14

RSS for (1959-79)+RSS for (1980-91) or URSS=.92	 n=32

RSS for (1959-91)	 or	 RRSS=1.1	 n=32,	 S.E=.20

With the above values for the residual sum of squares, number of observations

for the sample period and the two sub-periods and the corresponding degree of

freedom (k=5, number of the explanatory variables), the analysis of variance

and the predictive failure tests are as follow:

(5.A1.7) 	 Fa v 4(.18/6)]/(.92/12)]=.39

(5.A1.8) 	 Fpi =[(.32/12)]/[(.78116)]=.53

The values for the F- statistic with the corresponding degree of freedom can be

found from the F-table. Comparing these statistics with those found for Chow's

first and second tests for the OLS and 2SLS estimations of the private

investment we have:

(5.A1.8) 	 F(5,22)=2.66>Fa.v.28L8 =.39 >F a.v. OLS =.32

(5.A1.9) 	 F(12,15)=2.48>Fpi. 2SLS =.53>F pi. °Ls =.25
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Accordingly, on the basis of these tests. the constancy of the parameters between

two sub-periods cannot been rejected . We conclude ,therefore, that the private

investment in the economy has been structurally stable during the sample period

(1959-91).

The 2SLS estimation for the aggregate supply function yields:

(5.A1.10) 	 logYt=2.3+.14 logKt-i+.50 logTit+.70 log labt

	

(t-ratio)	 (11.0)	 (2.7)	 (15.1)	 (5.9)

	

I rz 2 =.98,	 DW = 1.6,	 x 2 41) =.46, x 2 ff(1) = 1.9 x 2 . (2) = 2.2,	 x 2 h(1) =..3

Estimating the aggregate supply function by 2SLS method for the two sub-

periods (1959-79) and (1979-91) gives the following results:

RSS for (1959-79)	 or RSSI=.06,	 ni=20, S.E. =.06

RSS for (1980-91)	 or RSS2=.012,	 n2=12, S.E.=.039

RSS for (1959-79) + RSS for (1980-91) or URSS=.072, 	 n=32

RSS for (1959-91)	 or RRSS=.131	 n-32,	 S.E.=.06

From the above statistics we obtain the Chow's first and second test for the

aggregate supply function as follows:

(5.A1.11) 	 Fa v. 25i5 4(.131-.072)/5]/[(.072)/(22)]=3.60

(5.A1.12) 	 ' F p.f. 2SLS 4(.131-.06)112M(.06)/(17)]=1.67

From the 95% of F-distribution table we observe that F(4,24)=2.78 and

F(12,16)=2.48 which can be compared with the corresponding Chow tests values

obtained for the OLS and 2SLS estimation of the aggregate supply function.
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(5.A1.13) 	 F(4,24)=2.78<Fa.v.2SLS =3.6 <F a.v. ois =4.5

(5.A1.14) 	 F(12,16)=2.42>Fp.F.2SLS =1.67 >F P.F. OLS =1.5

The Chow's first test fails to support the hypothesis of the constancy of the

coefficients of the aggregate supply function in the two sub-periods (1959-79)

and (1980-91). However, the Chow's second test (prediction failure test) for both

OLS and 2SLS estimation is opposed to that of the analysis of variance test.

Since the prediction failure test is also regarded as a general specification test

this confirm the structural specification of the aggregate supply function in the

model.

2SLS estimation results are:

(5.A1.15)...logmt=-1.3+.005(i*+(Eet+i -et)/et)-i-.24 logYt -.82((Pt-Pt-i)/Pt-0+.90

logmt-i

(t-ratio)	 (-4.1) (1.0)	 (4.4)	 (-3.7)	 (26.9)

r2. 2 =996,	 DW = 1.75,	 x2(1) =.43, x 2 ff(1) =.89 x 2, (2) = 2.4,	 x 2 h(1) = 2..3

Estimation of the regression model (5.19) for the two sub-periods (1959-79) and

(1980-91) yields the following statistics:

RSS for (1959-79)	 or	 RSSi=.071, ni=20, S.E.=.068

RSS for

RSS for

(1980-91)	 or	 RSS2=.01,

(1959-79) +RSS for (1980-91) or URSS=.082

n2=11,

n2=31

S.E.=.04

RSS for (1959-91) or	 RRSS=.108,	 n=31, S.E.=.064

Using these statistics the analysis of variance and the prediction failure tests are

calculated as:

(5.A1.16)...Fa.v.2SLS =[(.108-.082)/5]/[(.082121)]=1.33
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(5.A1.17) 	 FP.F. 2SLS =[(.108-.071)/11V[(.071/15)]=.69

From the statistics table for the F-distribution it can be seen that F(5,21)=2.69

and

F(11,15)=2.50. We therefore have the following comparisons for these statistics

and Chow's first and second tests for demand for money function estimated by

LOS and 2SLS.

(5.A1.18) 	 F(5,21)=2.69>Fa.v.2SLS =1.33>F a.v. OLS =.91

(5.A1.19) 	 F(11,15)=2.50>FP.F.2SLS =.69 >F P.F. OLS =.53

These results clearly support the hypotheses that the parameters of the demand

for money function have been stable in the time period (1959-91).

..
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Chapter VI
Dynamic Simulation of the Model and Policy Analysis

6.1 Introduction

In previous parts of this study we have discussed many structural or quasi-

reduced form relationships for the Iranian economy. The estimates of the

parameters of these relationships are of considerable interest in themselves

because of what they tell us about the structure of this economy. However, for an

analysis of the consequences changes in macroeconomic policies or of changes in

exogenous macroeconomic variables, examination of these parameter estimates

in isolation may provide only a partial picture because there are important

simultaneous and lagged interactions among the variables in the system. For

example, constraints such as the government budget constraint and the balance

sheet of the central bank cannot be ignored when examining the effect of policy

changes on the behaviour of the economic system. This part of the thesis,

therefore, integrates these relationships (discussed in chapter III) into a general

dynamic simultaneous model of the Iranian economy. Given the structure of the

model outlined in the previous chapter, the solution procedure and the sample

performance of the model is the focus of this chapter.



6.2. The Meaning and Main purposes of Dynamic Simulation of
Econometric Models

Simulation as we use the word is the mathematical solution of a simultaneous set

of difference equations. It also traces movements of endogenous variables in the

model over time. Given a model whose parameters have been estimated, given

initial values for the endogenous variables and given time series data on the

exogenous variables, the model can be solved for each period. The simultaneous

solution of all equations of the model (which yields the time paths for each of the

endogenous variables) is known as the simulation solution.

A dynamic econometric model which is intended to show the impact of

macroeconomic policy actions on the economic system must be able to track the

historical data reasonably well. This way of evaluating and validating

simultaneous equations models is important because although each individual

equation may pass a series of diagnostic tests, the whole model may fail to

reproduce the historical time series satisfactorily. Similarly, the individual

equations of a model may perform poorly on standard statistical criteria, and yet

the model as a whole may be capable of reproducing the historical data. This

could happen since the behaviour of the model as a dynamic system may bear

little relation to the way individual equations tit the data (see Pindyck and

Rubinfeld (1976)).

The first question to explore is therefore, how well the model fits known data.

The model is estimated from historical data; therefore, using the same data set to

test the model would appear questionable. However, if the model was estimated

as a set of individual equations, as is the case in our study, it may be a relevant
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test to solve the equations as a simultaneous system. For non-linear systems, such

as the one that we have developed here as a macroeconometric model, there are

no standard statistics, to provide criteria for judgement but we can at least

compute and examine the errors. Another test for the accuracy of a non-linear

simulation equation system is its forecasting power against data which were not

used in the estimation process. For example this test might utilise most recent

new observations.

Not only are we interested in the economy's behaviour in the future but also

in gaining insight into why it behaves as it does. Verbal analysis supplemented

with geometric analysis have been the traditional tools for obtaining such insight,

although economists have resorted increasingly to advanced calculus and matrix

algebra for deepening their comprehension of complex systems. However, when

a system of equations cannot be solved analytically it is desirable to obtain a

numerical solution for the system. This is the essence of simulation and its source

of power.

Complex non-linear models will not in general be amenable to analytic

solution. To construct a mathematical problem that can be solved analytically,

extensive simplification may be required. However, using sensitivity analysis of

the simulation model a great deal can be learnt about simplifications that can be

made without critically affecting the behaviour of the system. The insight gained

from these solutions, should, in turn help in validation of the complete model.

Through simulation experiments it is possible to explore the quantitative effects

of certain variables on the behaviour of the complete system: for example, it may

be that some parameters can be put to zero with little impact on the system. In
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this way the really important relationships stand out more precisely. For

example, in our estimation of the macroeconometric model we found that the

interest rate had minimal effect on consumption and investment behaviour of

agents in the Iranian economy. Therefore, in simulation of the complete model,

this variable was omitted (without affecting the overall performance of the

model). Finally, insight into what might be referred to as critical structure can

guide the complementary work on analytical solutions. The system's numerical

behaviour is then determined (simulated) under different assumptions for the

paths of the exogenous variables. Each simulation run is considered to be an

experiment performed on the model, determining values of the endogenous

variables for alternative scenarios regarding the exogenous variables. If the

disturbance terms are set to zero, the simulation is referred as a deterministic

simulation. In other cases it is known as a stochastic simulation (see Rao, 1987,

p.101).

Simulations are usually classified as either dynamic or static simulation. A

dynamic simulation is one where historical values are provided for the

endogenous variables only as start values. In other words, in dynamic simulation

the values of the lagged endogenous variables are themselves generated by the

simulation process. Dynamic simulation therefore is a more stringent test of

goodness of fit than a static simulation in which the vector of lagged endogenous

variables is assumed to be predetermined. "This is because prediction errors in a

dynamic simulation case can quite easily be compounded namely because a large

error in any period between the actual and simulated values of the endogenous

variables also affects the size of the errors in the following period" (Aghevli and
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Khan (1978), P . 401). One can see that in dynamic simulation, accumulation of

errors can be a major potential cause for divergence. However, by allowing the

lagged endogenous variables to be determined within the simulation, the

dynamic simulation can also be used as a test for stability (explained below) of

the estimated model. A successful dynamic simulation is, thus, considered to be a

more severe test of a model's reliability because "a static simulation by

reinitialising the values of the endogenous variables at each stage, using

historical records, eliminates the possibility of accumulation of errors thereby

imparting a pseudo-stability to the simulated values"(M. Rao,1987, p.102).

By introducing deliberate shocks to the system it is possible to observe its

characteristic dynamic responses which reveal its stability. Where the

repercussions of a disturbance die out rapidly a high degree of stability is

indicated. A cumulative explosion would indicate instability. However, it is

worth noting that for a non-linear system the stability characteristics may

therefore be functions of the region in which the system is operating (being stable

in some regions and unstable in others), (see Duesenberry et al, 1965). 	
k

After the model has been validated and insight gained into its structure and

behaviour we can consider its policy applications. The model can be used to

make conditional forecasts by introducing a policy change and forecasting the

economic outcome. At this point it may be helpful to postulate certain

quantitative policy objectives in order to guide the simulation study.

When estimating individual behavioural relationships, definitional identities

play a rather indirect role. For example, disposable income, an explanatory

variable in the consumption function, was constructed from the private sector
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disposable income identity in the macroeconomic model. However, when the

complete system is assembled, definitional identities are included alongside

behavioural relationships. For example, if national income is used as an

explanatory variable in determining private investment a definitional identity

can be used to indicate the various components that are added to obtain national

income. Historical data should satisfy the identity relationships and such a test is

recommended as a cross check on both data and identities (Duesenberry et al,

1965). A brief review on the methods of solution of the complete dynamic

systems.is provided in appendix 1 to this chapter.

6.3 Simulation Procedure

In this section we briefly introduce the Dynamo approach of simulation which is

used here to simulate the macroeconomic model. Dynamo is a computer program

used to simulate the behaviour of a non-linear system described by a set of

simultaneous first order equations. Since non-linear systems do not, in general,

have any analytical closed form solution, Dynamo, given a set of initial values for

the system state variables, uses a difference equation format to compute the

values of system state variables as a function of time. The two most important

variable types in Dynamo are the level and rate variables, where level variables

correspond to the system's state variables (i.e. variables that given their initial

values, parameters of the model and the future time paths of exogenous

variables, determine the state of the system at each period). Dynamo also allows

the use of auxiliary variables so that complex equations can be broken up into a

set of simpler equations.
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As the language uses the ordinary substitution method of simulation, the

equations of the system could appear in any sequence with no effect on the

convergence process. The compiler performs several duties:(i) it checks the

equations for logical errors; (ii) it organises the model in accordance with the

structural concept of a dynamic system; (iii) it programs the model so that the

equations are converted to detailed computer operating instructions and

finally;(iv) it executes the step by step computation based on the control

instructions and solution intervals and produces the simulated results of the

system represented by the model.

In order to simulate a macroeconomic model using Dynamo the following

steps have to be taken:

(i) Formulation of the model of the system under consideration in Dynamo

notation;

(ii) Specification of the initial values of the state variables;

(iii)Provision of the input data including time series of exogenous variables; and

(iv) Specification of the required length of the simulation run.

The state of the system at the beginning of the simulation run is specified by the

initial values of the starting conditions included in the Dynamo equations. Then

the program determines the values of the endogenous variables of the system at

the end of each time interval. Each time interval is of equal length and time can

be advanced as many intervals as required. A brief description of writing the

model's equations in Dynamo mode is given in appendix 2 to this chapter.

Having translated the macroeconomic model to the system dynamic, the

model can be dynamically simulated. Given the parameters of the model which
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Figure 6.1: The Flow-Chart of the Model.
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are assumed to be known (estimated in the case of our econometric model), the

initial values of the state variables and time series data of the exogenous

variables then the system of difference equations and relationships between the

level, rate and auxiliary variables of the model determine the state of the model

at any period.

Table (6.1) The system dynamic version of the macroeconometric model.

note Aggregate demand
A Ad.k=C.k+Pi.k+X.k-Z.k
note Domestic absorption
A Da.k=C.k+G.k+Pi.k
note Private consumption
A C.k=(2.71**.13)*(Cl.k**.38)*(Yd.k**.58)
A Cl.k=Dlinf3(C.k,1)
note Private investment
A Pi.k=(2.71**-10.87)*(Y.k**.79)*(Ncs.k1.45)*(Gi.k**.41)*((Dcp.k/P.k)**-.99)
note Disposable income
A Yd.k=Y.k-(iw.k*e.k)*(Fpl.k/Pl.k)-(i.k*(Dcpl.k/Pl.k)-Dtax.k
A Fpl.k=Dlinf3(Fp.k,1)
A Dcpl.k=Dlinf3(Dcp.k,1)
A Pl.k=Dlinf3(P.k,1)
note Export
A X.k=(2.71**-9.2)*((e.k*Pw.k/P.k)**(.94))*(Yw.k**.90)*(Xl.k**.40)*

(Dum.k**.60)
note Imports
A Z.k=((e.k*Pw.k/P.k)**(-.013))*(Yl.k**-1.6)*(Y.k*2.07)*(el.k*Frl.k/Pl.k*Z1.k)

**(.11))*(Z1.k**.58)*(Dum.k**-.45)
note Aggregate production function
A Y.k=(2.71**2.4)*(Ncsl.k**.14)*(Ti.k**.50)*(Lab.k**.70)
note Aggregate production function in per-labour form
A (Y.k/Lab.k)=(2.71**1.03)*(Yl.k/Labl.k)**(.68)*(Ncs.k/Lab.k)**.20)*

(Z.k/Ncs.k)**(.148)
note Net capital stock
L Ncs.k=Ncs.j+Dt*(Ti.jk)
N Ncs=8972.9
A Ncsl.k=Dlinf3(Ncs.k,1)
note Total investmet
A Ti.k=Gi.k+Pi.k
note Government revenues
A T.k=Oilr.k+(Dtax.k+Indtax.k)
note Direct taxation
A Dtax.k=Dtax0+dtr*(Y.k)
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Table (6.1) continued

note Indirect taxation
A Indtax.k=Indtax0+indtaxr*(Y.k)
note Net factor income from abroad
A Nft.k=Ca.k+P.k*(Da.k-Y.k)
note Current account
A Ca.k=P.k*(X.k-Z.k)+Fae.k
A Cal.k=Dlinf3(Ca.k,1)
note Foreign asset earning
A Fae.k=iw.k*e.k*(Frl.k+Fpl.k+Fgl.k)
note Foreign exchange reserves
L Fr.k=Frj+Dt*(Bopjk)
N Fr=.077
A Frl.k=Dlinf3(Fr.k,1)
note Balace of payments
R Bop.k1=(1/e.k)*Ca.k-(Fpr.kl+Fgr.k1)
note Foreign assets held by private sector
A Fp.k=Fp.j+Dt*(Fpr.jk)
N Fp=.02
R Fpr.k1=(1/e)*(P.k*(Yd.k-C.k-Pi.k)-(Mr.kl-Dcpr.k1))
note Foreign assets held by public sector
L Fg.k=Fg.j+Dt*(Fgr.k1)
N Fg=-.01
note Central bank's balance sheet (M2)
L M.k=M.j+Dt*(Mr.jk)
N M=66.3
A MI.k=Dlinf3(M.k,1)
R Mr.k1=(e.k)*(Bop.kI)+Dcr.k
note Domestic credit
L Dc.k=Dc.j+Dt*(Dcrjk)
N Dc=38
R Dcr.k1=Dcpr.kl+Dcpg.k1
note Budget deficit
A Bd.k=G.k-T.k
note Demand for real money (money market equilibrium)
A Mreal.k=(2.71**-1.3)*(Y.k**.24)*(P.k-P1.101.k)**(-.85)*(Ml.k/Pl.k)**(.91)
note Long-run demand for money
A Lmd.k=(Mreal.k)**(1/.48)*((Ml.k/P1.k)**(1-1/.48))
note Excess money balance
A Emb.k=(M.k/P.k)/(Lmd.k)
note Shadow money balance
A Msh.k=M.k+(e.k*Fpr.k1)
note Price level
L P.k=P.j+Dt*(Inf.jk)

Table (6.1) continued
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N P=.121
R Inf.k1=(Ep.k-P.k)*(Emb.k)
A Infl.k=Dlinf3(Inf.k,1)
A Ep.k=(2.71**.18)*(P.k**.90)*(1111/P.k)**(.125)*(Y.k**-.175)

Given the time series of the exogenous variables this system dynamic model can

be used for dynamic simulation of the macroeconomic model using the computer

program Dynamo. Time series data are the same used in the estimation of the

macroeconometric model but the time period is extended to 1993 to examine the

performance of the simulation in immediate post sample period. Data sources are

given in chapter IV.

6.4 Simulation experiments

Prior to the experiments of simulation, some important characteristics of the

procedure are mentioned.

(1) The structure of the model outlined in the previous chapters of this thesis is

assumed to be the true structure of the Iranian ecot.torny in the period of concern

(i.e. 1959-1993). The estimated method used produces consistent estimates of the

parameters.

(2) The simulations presented in this study are non-stochastic.

(3) All of the simulations used in this work are dynamic in the sense that in r-th

simulation period, simulated lagged endogenous values from the first r-1

simulation periods are used instead of actual lagged endogenous variables. This

permits the "tracing out" of the time path of the response to a given change.
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(4) To examine the model's ability to track the actual time paths of the

endogenous variables we first allow the exogenous variables to take their actual

time series. This enables us to compare trajectories of the endogenous variables

generated by dynamic simulation of the model to their actual time series. The

model's performance for the main endogenous variables of the economic system

are given in figures (6.1) to (6.8). Two criteria of the model's simulation

performance namely the annual percentage deviation (APD) and the

proportional root-mean squared errors (PRMSE) also are computed to give a

more accurate assessment of the model's ability of tracking the actual time paths

of the endogenous variables (see table 6.2). Having established the model's

overall prediction characteristics we then use it for the purpose of policy

simulation. For each policy simulation an explicitly indicated change in policy

or a change in some other exogenous variable is explored. All other exogenous

variables are fixed on their average growth rates, except for the nominal

exchange rate which is set at its average value for the sample period; all

parameters are set to their estimated values. Notice that for policy simulations, it

would be inappropriate to use the actual time series of the exogenous variables.

The reasons are two fold: first, due to fluctuations in the time paths of the

variables in the sample period, tracing the adjustment process of the endogenous

variables, induced by a policy change in the model, would be ambiguous.

Secondly, since the rates of change of the variables differ within the sample

period, the sign and magnitude of the impact of a policy change will depend on

the time that the policy change is introduced. For example, some exogenous

variables of the model have been growing in 1970-78 but declining in 1978-85.
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Therefore, in the dynamic simulation generated by running the model with the

exogenous variables taking their actual values the impact of a change in policy

instruments in sub-period 1970-78 would be different from that of 1979-85.

(5) Because the model is basically non-linear in its structure, it cannot be solved

by simple matrix inversion. Instead an ordinary substitution procedure (of the

Dynamo type discussed above) is utilised to solve the model.

(6) In some simulations the indicated shocks are for the initial year only. The

results therefore give the time path of the responses to such a once and for all

change. In other cases the indicated shocks are maintained throughout the five

year period. These alternatives will be identified in each case.

(7) In dynamic simulation of the complete model we have maintained our

specification of the macroeconomic model proposed in chapter III. However,

estimation results presented in chapter IV of this study indicated that in the time

period under consideration, in the Iranian economy, interest rates have had no

significant effect on private sector consumption and investment. We therefore

have eliminated the interest rate variable from demand for money the private

consumption and private investment functions in simulation experiments-as was

the case for impact multiplier analysis of chapter V. The same applies to the

expected rate of inflation (i.e. 
ER +i— R
	 ). No significant effect from the expected

P,

rate of inflation was found in the demand for money function or the private

consumption function in estimating these functions (discussed in chapter IV).

When we replaced the expected rate of inflation with the current period inflation

rate the estimation results in the demand for money function were considerably
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improved. Therefore, in dynamic simulation of the model the expected rate of

inflation is replaced by the current rate of inflation.

(8) In dynamic simulation of the complete model, all the variables of the

structural model except the exogenous and policy variables (categorised below,

above section 6.6.1) are simulated within the model. In other words only the

initial values of the state variables, values of the estimated parameters and

assumed time series of the exogenous variables of the model (each grows at their

sample average rate except the nominal exchange rate which takes its sample

mean value) are given and then entire time paths of all the endogenous variables

are generated by the ordinary substitution method. It should be stressed that in

the dynamic simulation of a macroeconometric model, the simulation process is

repeated and therefore errors are accumulated and the forecast performance

gradually worsens. In our simulation model, as will be shown below, there is a

good fit with the data. However, no model will fit the data (i.e. actual time paths

of the endogenous variables) exactly and therefore, the time trajectories of the

endogenous variables generated in the simulation process are likely to differ

from their actual time series (see footnote 1 below).

(1) In one case we had to modify the equation for public holding of foreign assets
and the balance of payments equations in order to prevent non-positive value
for foreign exchange reserves that could stop simulation process Magnitude of
the variable foreign exchange reserves (Fr) in the model is small compared to
other variables of the national accounts and a deviation of the determinant
variables of Fr, from their actual time series, could reduce Fr below zero. On the
other hand the lagged foreign exchange reserves appear in the (log linear )
import demand function (log Z). This was transferred back into the pure
variable form (continued) (Z) when from (Z) when coded in the simulation
model, with the estimated coefficients on the explanatory variables as the
variables' power. However, in order to compute the numerical values of the
difference equation in
the simulation process, the simulation would stop if this variable fell to or below
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6.5. Complete Model Performance in the Sample and Immediate
Post-Sample Period

We first present a dynamic simulation of the main endogenous variables of the

model. Notice that the purpose of this simulation is to test the model's ability to

track the actual time paths of the endogenous variables. As a result, actual time

series of the exogenous variables are used in these experiments. Examining these

results enables us to compare simulated trajectories of these variables with their

actual time paths, a process which allows us to form some judgement as to how

well the model performs as an interdependent system in tracking the movements

of certain economic variables. The time period of the simulation includes the

entire sample period of simulation of the econometric model (i.e. 1959-1991) and

the first two years after (1992-93). Thus this is a full-model full-period historical

simulation of the system designed to assess its dynamic interactive behaviour.

For some portion of this time period, namely between 1979 and 1987, the country

experienced major shocks, most notably the 1979 revolution and a prolonged and

devastating war with a neighbouring country -Iraq. In view of these facts,

Footnote 1 continued:
zero. To avoid this we had to confine foreign exchange reserves (Fr) to lie strictly
above zero in the simulation process. The economic behaviour that justifies this
was the government action of changing its foreign assets position to prevent total
depletion of the central bank's foreign exchange reserves. In order to
incorporate this constraint on Fr within the model the equation of the public
holding of foreign assets (Fg which is an exogenous variable to the model) was
modified to allow an equal rundown of the public sector foreign assets whenever
a complete depletion of the foreign exchange reserves of the central bank was
possible. The modified (Fg) has an extra component (Gfbp) added to its rate
variable (Fgr). This variable (Gfbp) equals zero when Fr>0 and equals Fr when
Fr<0. The balance of payments (Bop) in this case becomes Bopt=(1/et).(Cat)-
[Fprt+(Fgrt+Gfbpt)] that assures Fr be always non-negative.
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simulation of the model over this period is a fairly rigorous test of the internal

stability of the system.

The results of the dynamic simulation of the main endogenous variables of

the model are displayed graphically on the following pages. An explanatory note

on the graphs is in order. Figures (6.1) to (6.8) illustrate the behaviour of the

model in tracking periods which include some turning points in the endogenous

variables. This is considered to be a relatively important measure of the model's

ability to capture changes in the historical data. Furthermore, at the end of these

graphs two quantitative measures of the prediction accuracy of the model, for

the sample period years, are presented in table (6.2). One of these quantitative

measures is PRNLSE (percentage root-mean squared errors). This statistic is a

measures of the percentage deviation of the simulated variables from their actual

paths and is defined as:

1 (17. - 17.,) 2
(6.1)...PRMSE = +11-E

T	 Y, )

where T is the number of periods used for simulation (number of years in our

annual model), Y. is actual values of variables and 173. denotes the simulated

values of variables. The other statistic given in the table (6.2) is the annual

percentage deviation (APD) of the main variables' actual values from their

simulated paths.

The important characteristics of the results presented in table (6.2) and

figures (6.1) to (6.8) merit emphasis.
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(1) Given the simulation period (1959-93) it seems that the 34 year dynamic

simulation traces actual time series reasonably well.

(2) The percentage root-mean squared errors for the main variables in the

sample period(1959-93) are .098 for consumption (C), .266 for private

investment(Pi), .312 for exports (X), .263 for imports(Z), .114 for aggregate

income(Y), .05 for capital stock (Ncs), .177 for real demand for money (md) and

.10 for price level (P). The percentage root-mean squared errors for sample

periods (1959-78) and (1959-91) are also reported in table (6.2). These results

compare favourably with the similar statistics calculated from a dynamic

simulation of a macroeconomic model for Chile. For example in the Chilean

simulation for the period 1962-68 (i.e. only for seven years), the percentage root-

mean squared errors for some of main variables are .106 for investment, .064

for exports , .071 for imports, .044 for Gdp defoliator, .36 for the government

deficit, .201 for production capacity and .303 for the net factor income from

abroad (Behrman, (1977) pp 242-43).

(3) As expected, the discrepancy between actual and simulated values for most

variables occurs around those years in which there has been a considerable

fluctuation in the time paths of the variables. In 1985-86 for example, a fall in the

world oil price caused a major current account deficit. The APD for exports and

imports in table (6.2) for this year is larger than other years. Therefore, if the

observations for these years had been excluded the mean absolute percentage

errors would certainly have been smaller.

(4) The results suggest that the model is no less successful as the dynamic

simulation is lengthened or as consideration is extended to the immediate post-
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sample period. Observations for years 1992 and 1993 were not used in estimation

of the macroeconometric model yet the results of simulations extended to 1993

suggest that the model approximates the endogenous variable paths fairly well.

However, this is not to say that the model can be utilised successfully without

revision for subsequent periods. Substantial structural changes such as

privatisation of industries and unification of the multi-tiered exchange rate

regime (developed between 1981-89) were being introduced in the later years of

the period under consideration.
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Table(6.2) Percentage deviation (APD) and proportional root-mean squared
errors (PRMSE) for the main variables of the model for dynamic simulation

C	 Pi
Annual Percentage Deviation

X	 Z	 Y	 Ncs	 (M/P) P

1959	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0	 -0.01 0.0 -0.5 0.0
1960	 0.05	 0.01 0.22 -0.08	 -0.02 -0.014 -0.49 0.014
1961	 0.03	 -0.29 0.32 -0.19	 -0.05 -0.006 -0.66 0.039
1962	 0.03	 -0.19 0.35 -0.26	 0.026 -0.033 -0.29 0.033
1963	 0.04	 -0.53 0.36 -0.44	 0.021 -0.057 -0.16 0.022
1964	 0.07	 -0.11 0.32 -0.47	 0.067 -0.07 -0.15 0.032
1965	 0.043 -0.21 0.17 -0.24	 -0.021 -0.07 -0.21 0.025
1966	 0.051 -0.14 0.14 -0.21	 0.023 -0.08 -0.17 -0.001
1967	 -0.014 -0.05 0.16 -0.10	 -0.027 -0.07 -0.13 -0.008
1968	 -0.14	 -0.12 0.21 -0.07	 -0.048 -0.06 -0.17 -0.021
1969	 -0.16	 -0.21 0.09 -0.14	 0.01 -0.07 -0.20 -0.011
1970	 -0.18	 0.05 0.18 0.04	 -0.003 -0.05 -0.21 -0.024
1971	 -0.14	 -0.07 0.25 0.10	 0.022 -0.05 -0.20 -0.025
1972	 -0.17	 0.20 0.19 0.21	 0.085 -0.03 -0.08 -0.014
1973	 -0.13	 0.04 0.36 0.09	 0.09 -0.03 -0.03 0.013
1974	 -0.03	 0.24 0.37 0.18	 0.13 -0.06 -0.04 0.061
1975	 -0.03	 0.37 0.10 0.58	 0.14 -0.03 0.02 0.06
1976	 0.05	 0.41 0.08 0.21	 0.09 0.02 -0.02 -0.03
1977	 0.06	 0.25 -0.14 -0.04	 0.09 0.02 -0.33 0.037
1978	 -0.21	 -0.26 -0.44 -0.28	 -0.17 0.01 -0.32 0.016
1979	 -0.13	 -0.38 0.09 -0.36	 -0.04 0.00 -0.05 -0.04
1980	 -0.12	 -0.04 -0.8 -0.21	 -0.08 0.004 0.03 -0.07
1981	 -0.04	 -0.05 -0.60 -0.12	 -0.03 0.007 -0.02 -0.12
1982	 0.06	 -0.06 0.15 -0.12	 0.13 0.015 0.06 -0.18
1983	 0.15	 0.37 0.23 0.34	 0.19 0.046 0.09 -0.19
1984	 0.16	 0.35 0.10 0.19	 0.19 0.07 0.15 -0.21
1985	 0.17	 0.26 -0.09 -0.08	 0.22 0.08 0.29 -0.28
1986	 0.10	 0.01 -1.45 -0.39	 0.11 0.08 0.26 -0.26'
1987	 0.02	 0.03 -0.54 -0.40	 0.17 0.05 0.14 -0.17
1988	 -0.02	 0.07 -0.05 -0.003	 0.12 0.05 0.09 -0.10
1989	 -0.04	 0.18 0.10 0.34	 0.14 0.05 0.07 -0.07
1990	 0.06	 0.13 0.28 0.70	 0.08 0.06 0.08 -0.13
1991	 0.05	 0.03 0.22 0.24	 0.01 0.06 0.04 -0.09
1992	 -0.06	 0.37 0.13 0.06	 -0.03 0.08 -0.0 0.05
1993	 -0.26	 0.11 -0.10 0.11	 -0.20 0.09 -0.10 0.17
PRMSE(1959-78) 0.083 0.25 0.338 0.23	 0.070. 0.045 0.185 0.03
PRMSE(1959-91) 0.098 0.25 0.314 0.268	 0.11 0.049 0.183 0.10
PRMSE(1959-93) 0.098 0.266 0.312 0.263 0.114 0.05 0.177 0.10
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Figure (6.1) Actual (Cac) and simulated (C) time paths of
consumption
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Figure (6.2) Actual (Piac) and simulated (Pi) time paths of private
investment
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Figure (6.3) Actual (Xac) and simulated (X) time paths of exports
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Figure (6.4) Actual (Zac) and simulated (Z) time paths of imports
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Figure (6.5) Actual (Yac) and simulate (Y) time paths of aggregate
income
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Figure (6.6) Actual (Ncsac) and simulated (Ncs) time paths of the
capital stock
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Figure (6.8) Actual (Pac) and simulated (P) paths of the price level
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6.6 Policy Simulation with Complete Model

The structure of a macroeconomic model determines its characteristics. The

macroeconomic model developed here incorporates the well-known monetary

approach to the balance of payments and a variant of the open-economy neo-

classical growth model. The model provides a framework for the analysis of

price movements and the balance of payments in conjunction with economic

growth. In a developing country, sustained economic growth is central to any

adjustment strategy intended to achieve long-run viability in the balance of

payments and a permanent reduction in the rate of inflation (see Khan and

Montiel, 1989).

For the reasons discussed in section (6.5) above, we have conducted our

policy simulation experiments within the dynamic system which is assumed to be

growing at the average rate of its exogenous variables. We have run the model

for 35 time periods (the number of our observations) using the mean growth rate

of the exogenous variables of the model for this period. This makes our base

simulation comparable with policy simulations. Allowing the model to grow at its

steady-state rate does not affect our analysis of the adjustment process in the

economic model provided that the model is dynamically stable. To explore the

impact of a change in a policy instrument or in some other exogenous variable of

the model, we utilise a simulation of the complete model. The effects of a policy

change can be evaluated by examining the percentage deviation between the base

simulation and the simulated time paths of the endogenous variables of the

model. The impact of such change is measured from a dynamic base simulation

for 1959-93.
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A prerequisite for policy simulation experiments in a dynamic model is,

therefore, its stability. The system is described as stable if any divergence

between the actual values of the endogenous variables and their equilibrium

values disappears over time, otherwise the system is unstable. Dynamic stability

of the model, therefore, appears to be a crucial measure of its structural

reliability. Our experiments, which consist of introducing an impulse to the

values of different exogenous variables of the model, indicate that the model is

dynamically stable(see footnote 1 below).

The complete model of the Iranian economy in the previous section is now

utilised to explore the consequences of various economic policy changes and

external shocks. Standard fiscal and monetary policy actions along with

exogenous shocks such as changes in the world oil price and OECD countries'

aggregate income are examined and model's response to these changes is

discussed. We have organised our policy simulation experiments around those

policy and exogenous variables which are expected to have the most important

impact on the economic system. These variables include a range of fiscal and

monetary policy variables as well as exogenous variables such as the oil revenue

and OECD aggregate income. More precisely, policy and exogenous variables in

our economic system consist of:

(1). Over 300 simulation experiments have been conducted with the model. In
general model adjust to its base simulation growth path within several periods of
policy change and half the adjustment complete for most variables within 2 to 3
periods.
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(i) Fiscal policy variables including government investment (GO, government

consumption (Gc ), rates of direct taxation (Dtax) and indirect taxation (Indtax).

(ii) Monetary policy instruments, including domestic credit to the public sector

(Dcg), domestic credit to the private sector (Dcp) and public sector holdings of

foreign assets (Fg).

(iii) The nominal exchange rate (e) as a foreign sector policy variable.

(iv) Exogenous variables, including oil revenue (Mr), OECD countries' income

(Yoecd) and the world consumer price level (Pw).

We discuss below the model's response to changes in policy and exogenous

variables, giving more detailed treatment to those policy simulations that merit

emphasis. These are the policy simulations that display some considerable effects

on the endogenous variables regarding either the direction of developments,

after policy implementation, or the scale of the changes relative to the base

simulation.

6.6.1 Fiscal Policy

Rapid increase in the government fiscal deficit has been an important sovrce of

macroeconomic imbalance in Iran, particularly in the 1980s. Because of the role

the budget deficit played in fuelling inflation in this period, it has been one of the

government's priorities to lower its budget deficit. In the first 5 year economic

development plan (1990-94), the government committed itself to take effective

measures to reduce the budget deficit to 5 percent of public expenditure by the

end of the plan. A similar policy has been proposed for the second economic plan

(1995-99).
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The overall government budget constraint shows that a fiscal deficit can be

financed in three ways: (i) by expansion of domestic credit to the public sector

from the banking system, (ii) by running down foreign assets of the public sector,

and (iii) by an increase in public borrowing from the private sector. In Iran, as in

most developing countries, borrowing from the private sector through open

market operations has not been a substantial source of financing the public

borrowing requirements (due to a lack of relevant institutional arrangements).

This denies the government one of its economic policy instruments and, at least

in part, can be seen as a reason for governments, in developing countries,

resorting to an inflation tax as the principal means of financing a budget deficit.

Thus, in our model, borrowing from the private sector is not considered to be a

policy option.

Financing the public borrowing requirement by internal or external sources

will have different impacts on inflation, the balance of payments and output. In

the case where a budget deficit is financed through foreign loans, a planned fiscal

deficit can be closed with no inflationary pressures as domestic absorption does

not exceed available resources. However, unless domestic production (Y) does

increase within a reasonable time period of the acquisition of the loan, and

exports (X) increase more than imports (Z), the current account will deteriorate

as total absorption increases.

On the other hand, if the fiscal deficit was financed mainly through the

expansion of domestic credit to the public sector, as has been the case in Iran for

most of the sample period (1959-93), the money supply defined in our model as

M=Dc+e.Fr will exceed the real demand for money of the private sector with
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most likely inflationary consequences. Of course not all money -financed deficits

need be inflationary as some increase in the demand for money might occur

because of economic growth or expansion of the monetized sector of the economy

that may happen when the economy operates under its capacity limits or its

capacity increases.

The effect of a fiscal deficit on the current account (Ca) might not be

significant in the short-run but in the longer term if it caused any inflationary

pressure the real exchange rate will appreciate assuming a fixed nominal

exchange rate. This will increase the current account deficit.

The effects of government spending on income and expenditure have been the

subject of considerable controversy (see Tarp 1993). It is not the direct effect of

change in public spending but the indirect effect via the possible crowding out of

the private sector which has generated debate.(see Stevenson et al.(1988), and

Karshenas (1991)) Crowding-out concerns the effectiveness of fiscal policy in

stimulating aggregate demand. Even disregarding the interest rate effects

(because the interest rate in the estimated private investment and consumption

functions was found to be statistically insignificant and small in magnitude), the

financing of additional public spending might still affect the availability of funds

for the private sector. Similarly, an increase in the price level following the

government spending increase, reduces the real value of money balances which

may lead to lower spending to re-establish money holdings at the desired level.

Finally, some public expenditure may be a substitute for private expenditure

allowing the private sector to save more (see Tarp, 1993).
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Government spending can also promote private investment. The profitability

of private investment can be increased by public sector activities as demand for

private investment may be increased by public sector expenditure. In Iran,

because of the considerable size of the government investment in the sample

period (1959-93), peaking in the 1970s when the oil revenue increased

considerably, there has been a large public owned capital stock as well as a back-

log of investment projects that government has to finance in order to promote

utilisation of the capital stock to its capacity limits. For this reason it seems that,

for the foreseeable future, financing public sector investment will be given

priority in the allocation of the available investable funds to the economy.

Importantly, the public sector deficit can only be used with great care as an

indicator of the fiscal impact on aggregate demand because not only the size but

also the composition of public sector expenditure matters. Public investment can

have different effects on private sector expenditure compared with public

consumption.

The above discussion of budget deficit financing assumed the government

revenue to be given; however, the government could manipulate its tax policies in

the medium term in order to reduce its borrowing requirements. Furthermore, a

considerable part of government consumption in Iran is related to the relatively

large amount of subsidies paid to keep basic commodities affordable for lower

income groups of the population. As the economy grows, and the average per

capita income increases, one can expect the government to allow the prices of

these goods and services to move closer towards their free market prices thereby

lowering the public sector borrowing requirement. This policy of reducing
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subsidies was adopted in the first five year development plan (1990-94) and is

also endorsed for the second five year economic plan (1995-99).

In the next section we present the results of policy simulations of the

deviation of fiscal policy instruments from their base simulation trends. In

general, two alternative simulations have been run for each deviation of policy

variables from their base simulation path: a one year step increase and a five

year increase of policy and exogenous variables above their base simulations. A

number of these simulations are presented in figures and tables in the following

pages. Space constraints preclude the presentation of each set of simulations so

only some of the experiments, those that display most interesting characteristics

of the economic system, are given.

6.6.1.1 Change in Government Investment

In this policy simulation we consider an increase of government investment.

From the government budget constraint we recall that any budget deficit caused

by an increase in public expenditure has to be financed either by extension of

domestic credit of the banking system (Dcg) or by a change in government

foreign assets (Fg). In the case of Iran both options have been adopted by the

government during the sample period under study.

6.6.1.1.(a) Change in Public Investment Financed by Domestic Credit

First, consider financing an increase in government investment by an expansion

of domestic credit. The main variables' responses to a 10 percent increase in

government investment financed by domestic borrowing are depicted in table
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(6.3). As is apparent, the time path responses vary across variables. In most cases

more than five years is required to complete the adjustment process. We

organise the policy change effects on four major areas of the model: (i) aggregate

supply (Y);(ii) private expenditure (Pi and C), (iii) price, nominal money supply

and real money demand (P, M, md); and (iv) the foreign sector of the economy

(X, Z and Ca).

The percentage changes of the variables in the policy simulation discussed

below are all compared to their base simulation values (i.e. values they would

have taken had all the exogenous and policy variables been on their average

growth paths) and are independent of their initial values in the policy

experiments.

A step increase of 10 percent in government investment (Gi) induces an

immediate increase of about 5.9 percent in total investment (Ti =Pi+Gi).

However, while Gi as a policy variable resumes its base simulation trend from

period 2 and onwards, total investment (Ti) continues to grow above its base

simulation trend. This is obviously due to the rise of private investment, which is

an increasing function of public investment and economic growth. Stimulated by

the total investment increase, aggregate output (Y) increases 2.4 percent above

its average growth rate in period 1. The rate of economic growth diminishes

gradually towards its trend value and simulation of the model over the longer

term shows that the aggregate supply adjusts to its average growth trend in

period 22. However, half the adjustment process is completed in the first three

years.
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As aggregate income increases, private consumption and investment, (both

increasing functions of aggregate income), begin to rise above their base

simulations. However, there is a one period delay in the response of private

expenditure following the policy change. We note that there is no evidence of a

crowding-out effect of public investment on private sector behaviour. We find

evidence of completion of half the full adjustment being completed in 7 and 5

periods for consumption and private investment respectively.

Turning to the monetary sector of the model, we recall that the money supply

in the model is determined by domestic credit and foreign exchange reserves;

while the demand for real balances is primarily determined by aggregate

income. Following a 10 percent increase in public investment, and its equivalent

expansion of domestic credit to the public sector, the money supply rises above

its base simulation, with a one period delay, by 8.2 percent in period 2. The

demand for money also changes, largely as a result of the growth of income

induced by the public sector investment increase. Since in our model the demand

for real balances and the money supply are determined by different factors in

the economic system a short-run disequilibrium in the money market occurs

following an increase in the money supply. However, the aggregate price level

begins to adjust to its long-run average growth path following adjustment of the

money supply and the demand for money to their corresponding trends.

Simulation of the model for a longer period indicates that while half the full

adjustment by the price level is completed by period 5, it takes 9 periods for the

price level to reach its average growth path.
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Economic growth, induced by public sector investment activity, is expected to

increase the demand for imports while the (foreign) demand for exports could

fall (due to an appreciation of the real rate of exchange caused by any domestic

inflation alongside a fixed nominal exchange rate regime). As the policy

Table 6.3 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables* from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
Percent increase in public investment (Gi)
I-One year step increase
II-Five year increase

periods Ti Y C Pi M md	 P	 X Z Ca Fg

I 1	 5.9 2.4 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.6	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0

	

2	 2.0 1.1 1.2	 4.8	 8.2	 1.9	 0.4 -0.08 3.8 -11.7 -0.8

	

3	 1.1 .66 1.0	 2.9	 1.4	 4.3	 0.8 -0.5 1.0 -5.2 -1.8

	

4	 1	 .58	 .93 2.6	 0.1	 1.2	 0.5 -0.6 0.5 -4.0 -2.1

	

5	 .93 .55 .8	 2.4	 0.005 0.05	 0.3 -0.57 0.4 -3.8	 -2.3

	

6	 .8	 .51 .77 2.2	 0.0	 -0.05 0.21 -0.5 0.37 -3.5 -2.4

	

7	 .75 .47 .7	 2.0	 0.0	 -0.002 0.12 -0.4 0.32 -3.2 -2.4

	

II 1	 5.9 2.4 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.6	 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.6	 0.0

	

2	 8.3 3.5 1.2 4.8	 8.2	 2.5	 0.4 -0.08 3.8 -11.7 -.8

	

3	 10.5 4.4 2.3 9.2	 9.4	 7.0	 0.9 -0.46 4.3 -16.9 -2.5

	

4	 17.1 6.5 3.6 17.3 11.6 	 9.1	 1.1 -0.79 5.9 -25.4 -4.6

	

5	 20.6 7.7	 5.2 28.7 11.8	 11.2 1.1 -1.0 7.0 -33.7 -7.4

	

6	 15.6 6.6	 6.6 41.1 10.1	 11.3 1.0 -1.2 7.6 -39.7 -10.5

	

7	 11.9 5.6	 6.4 31.6 1.6	 8.3 0.6 -1.1 4.6 -27.9 -12.8
..,

*Ti total investment, Y aggregate income, C consumption, Pi private investment,
M nominal money supply and md real demand for money, P price level, X
export, Z imports, Ca current account and Fg public sector holdings of foreign
assets.

simulation results in table (6.3) reveal, imports increase, with a one period delay,

in response to the economic growth, while exports diminish slightly. As a result,

the current account of the balance of payments deteriorates. We notice the

negative impact of the deterioration of the current account of the balance of
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payments on the government's holding of foreign assets as the government sells

these assets in order to maintain the stock of foreign exchange reserves and

facilitate the foreign trade. This is important because of its implications for one

aspect of the Iranian economy. As table (6.3) shows, by period 7, there is still no

sign of reducing the rate of depletion of public sector foreign assets. In fact,

running the model over a longer period shows that Fg continues to decline to the

end of our simulation sample period(1). Although this should be obvious because

of the persistence of the foreign sector deficit (-Ca), the important point is that,

given the economy's structure, economic growth, induced for example by the

government investment, could cause a sustained balance of payments deficit and

that unless the problem is addressed by an effective policy (such as devaluation

of the home currency) the economy could end up with an accumulation of

foreign debts with no prospect of repayment in the near future.

Turning to the part II of table (6.3) the model's response to a five period

increase in government investment financed by an equal increase in domestic

credit to the public sector is similar to that of the one period step increase. The

differences lie in the larger magnitude of changes and the longer adjustment

process. However, it should be noted that part II of the table (6.3) cannot be

derived as a simple summation of part I. The reason for this relates to the

dynamic simulation of the model. In part II we simulate the model assuming a 10

percent increase in public investment, annually, for five successive years. The

(1) This is an illustration of how, in a non-linear dynamic system one region of
the dynamic system could show no sign of converging to its steady-state path
while all other variables converge to their average growth trajectories fairly fast
(see section 6.2 above).
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absolute size of these increases are not therefore equal. Public investment (Gi), as

an exogenous variable, grows by its average rate of growth for the sample period

(1959-93). Therefore Gi in period 2 is greater than in period 1 and a 10 percent

increase in Gi in period 2 is larger than a 10 percent increase in Gi in period 1

and so on. The impact of a policy change shown in part II is thus greater than

what would have been computed for five years from part I.

Generally speaking, the policy of raising public investment through domestic

borrowing, in this economy, promotes private investment and aggregate output

but on the other hand deteriorates the current account of the balance of

payments and government foreign asset position and generates inflationary

pressures in the economy.

6.6.1.1.(b) Change in Government Investment Financed by Foreign Assets

Suppose the public sector financed its investment by borrowing abroad rather

than through the domestic banking system; table (6.4) summarises the policy

simulation results. As shown in table (6.4), aggregate output immediately rises

above its average growth path of the base simulation. The percentage change of

Y in this simulation experiment is more or less close to the last one. Private

investment and consumption also increase and the current account of the

balance of payments deteriorates due to the increase in demand for imports

stimulated by income growth. Despite similarities between this policy simulation

and the last, there are certain differences as well. The differences are related to

the price level and the foreign sector of the economy.
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Since government investment (Gi) is financed by foreign borrowing (Fg) the

deviation of Fg from its base simulation path is greater in this policy simulation

than the previous one (-1.8 percent compared to -.8 percent in period 2 and -2.9

percent compared to -2.3 percent in period 5). The money supply deviates from

its base simulation by 1.7 percent in period 2 which is much less than the 8.2

percent in the previous policy simulation. In this experiment in the first 3 period,

the demand for money increases at a rate slightly less than that of the money

supply and the price rises above its average growth. This reverses in the last 3

periods and the price level grows below its average growth due to the strong

growth in the demand for money. Overall in this experiments the price level

remains almost on its average growth path of the base simulation whereas in the

previous policy simulation there was a price increase. Price stability, in turn,

helps exports to increase compared to the export decline of the last experiment.

Table 6.4.Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
Percent increase in public investment (Gi) financed by foreign assets (Fg)
I-One year step increase

periods Ti	 Y C Pi M md P X Z Ca Fg

.
1 5.9 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 2.0 1.05 1.2 4.8 1.7 0.5 0.0 0.07 4.1 -11.6 -1.8
3 1.05 0.63 1.0 2.6 1.8 1.7 0.04 0.06 2.1 -6.5 -2.0
4 0.73 0.5 0.77 1.8 0.6 1.5 0.05 0.0 2.0 -7.4 -2.4
5 0.64 0.48 0.70 1.6 0.2 0.77 0.0 0.0 1.9 -7.2 -2.9
6 0.58 0.4 0.56 1.5 0.05 0.42 -0.07 0.03 1.5 -6.3 -3.3

7 0.5 0.38 0.5 1.3 0.0 0.28 -0.14 0.007 1.1 -5.1 -3.5

In general, aggregate income growth in this policy simulation is close to the

previous one while price is more stable and the current account of the balance of

payments deficit is less than that of the previous experiment. However, the
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expansion of foreign liabilities in this policy simulation remains a clear

disadvantage of this policy.

6.6.1.1.(c) Change in Government Investment Financed by Direct Taxation

In this policy simulation, taxation policy is assumed to be used to mobilise the

resources required for a 10 percent increase in public investment. This,

therefore, can be considered as an exclusively fiscal policy for economic growth.

The main endogenous variables' time paths, following a 10 percent step increase

in government investment financed by direct taxation, are given in table (6.5)

below. Space limits preclude extension of the table to the simulation results of the

five year increase in public investment financed by direct taxation.

Table 6.5 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
Percent increase in public investment (Gi) financed by direct taxation (Dtax).
I-One year step increase

periods Ti Y C Pi M md P X Z Ca Fg

1 5.9 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.56 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 1.9 1.05 0.77 4.8 0.0 0.5 -0.2 0.07 3.7 -9.8 -0.7
3 1.0 0.56 0.63 2.5 0.0 0.4 -0.3 0.2 0.9 -2.1 -1.3
4 0.6 0.35 0.56 1.6 0.0 0.4 -0.35 0.35 0.4 -0.4 -1.3
5 0.4 0.28 0.4 1.1 0.0 0.4 -0.33 0.4 0.28 0.14 -1.2
6 0.35 0.26 0.35 0.9 0.0 0.39 -0.3 0.47 0.20 0.56 -1.05
7 0.3 0.24 0.24 0.7 0.0 0.37 -0.3 0.49 0.2 0.84 -0.80

The step increase in government investment stimulates economic growth.

Aggregate income rises 2.4 percent above its average growth path, thereafter

adjusting to its base simulation trend gradually. However, as comparison of

these policy simulation results with the two previous cases reveals, economic
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growth in this case slows-down earlier which is due to a low rate of growth in

private investment. Private consumption also grows at a lower rate in this case

for the obvious reason that direct taxation reduces the disposable income of the

private sector. The price level in this policy simulation moves downward as the

money supply remains unchanged while the demand for money grows, mainly

because of the aggregate income growth. As a result exports grow and the

current account of the balance of the balance of payments improves during the

second part of the seven year period depicted in the table (6.5). Running the

simulation for a longer period indicates that exports begin to adjust to their

average growth trend from period 9 following the price level adjustment.

When a five year increase in government investment (financed by direct

taxation) is implemented, the model reacts similarly. As expected, in this case, the

variables rise much higher above their base simulation paths and all the

adjustment processes take longer time to complete. As a general assessment we

can say that income and consumption grow more slowly while on the other hand

the relative price stability and ultimate improvement of the current account are

considerable advantages of this policy.

One question which may arise relates to whether or not levying an indirect

tax or reduction of consumer subsidies to finance public investment could have

caused a significant difference in the economy. Our experimental results (not

given here) indicate that except for private disposable income (Yd) and

consumption (C) (that rise higher in this case compared to the previous policy

simulation and to a lesser extent for net income transferred from abroad

affecting foreign asset of public sector in the model), other variables exhibit a
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quite similar pattern to time paths of the last experiment, where an increase in

public investment was assumed to be financed by direct taxation.

To sum up this part of the policy simulation results, we noticed that a one

year step or a five year increase in public investment (Gi) would raise income

and private investment and consumption with different effects on the price level

and the foreign sector of the economy depending on the means of financing the

extra public investment. We next examine the effects that an increase in public

consumption (Gc) could have on the dynamics of the endogenous variables of the

economy.

6.6.1.2 Change in Government Consumption Expenditure

Due to the importance of government investment in the Iranian economy in this

study, the effects of changes in government investment and consumption are

examined in separate policy simulations. Government investment affects

aggregate supply via total investment and private sector investment on the one

hand; and domestic absorption and budget deficit through the government total

expenditure on the other. Government consumption, however, affects the

endogenous variables of the through the latter two channels. For this reason an

equal change in government consumption is expected to have a weaker affect on

aggregate supply and private expenditure. Government consumption

expenditure affect aggregate output through foreign sector and the monetary

sector of the economy.

As in the case of government investment, an increase of government

consumption should be financed either by domestic credit, taxation or borrowing
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from abroad. For the reason discussed earlier, we do not consider the case of

financing an increase in government consumption by changes in foreign asset

holdings. Nevertheless, any change in the government budget deficit will,

ultimately, affect the government foreign assets position through the government

budget constraint.

6.6.1.24a) Change in the Public Consumption Financed by Domestic

Credit

The main endogenous variables' response to a step and five year increase in

government consumption financed by domestic credit extended by the banking

system to the public sector is presented in table (6.6). The policy simulation

results seem interesting. Private investment and consumption begin to rise above

their average growth trend after two periods. This increase however, does not

come through income growth as aggregate income starts to pick up after private

investment and consumption increase and could not have affected these variables

before period 2. To see the channels through which government consumption

positively affect private investment and consumption notice that private

investment in the model was specified to be among other variables a function of

the inverse of (Dcpt-i /P-i ) where Dcp is domestic credit to the private sector.

Extension of domestic credit to the public sector increases the money supply (6.6

percent in period 2) while the rate of growth of the real demand for money is

much less(.8 percent in period 2). The price level therefore rises to equilibrate the

money market. In this policy experiment, price increase .7 percent on average

above the base simulation pattern. This reduces the real value of the private
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sector's liabilities to the banking system encouraging private investment and

consumption. In the foreign sector of the economy, exports decline because of the

appreciation of the real exchange rate while imports grow slightly, which results

in a deficit on the current account of the balance of payment. This in turn causes

expansion of public foreign liabilities.

Table 6.6 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
Percent increase in public investment (Gi) financed by foreign assets (Fg)
I-One year step increase
II-Five year increase

Periods Ti Y C Pi M md P	 X Z Ca Fg

I 1	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0

	

2	 0.002 0.001 0.02 0.0 6.6	 0.8	 0.7	 -0.1 0.0 -0.9 -0.03

	

3	 0.1 0.05 0.12 0.3 1.2 	 2.6	 1.1 -0.6 0.005 -2.7 -0.3

	

4	 0.32 0.16 0.2 0.8 0.08 0.47 0.9 -0.9 0.06 -3.5 -0.6

	

5	 0.43 0.2	 0.3 1.1 0.04 -0.4	 0.7 -0.94 0.11 -4.0	 0.96

	

6	 0.44 0.2	 0.34 1.1 0.0 -0.45 0.6 -0.9 0.1 -4.2 -1.3

	

7	 0.41 0.2	 0.35 0.6 0.0 -0.4	 0.5 -0.85 0.08 -4.3 -1.6

	

I 1	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0

	

2	 0.002 0.001 0.02 0.0 6.6	 0.8	 0.7	 -0.1 0.0 -0.9 -0.03

	

3	 0.11 0.05 0.15 0.3 10.0 	 3.1	 2.0	 -0.8 0.005 -4.1 -0.3

	

4	 0.43 0.2 0.4 1.2 12.5	 4.2	 3.2	 -1.5 0.08 -9.2 -1.0

	

5	 0.74 0.5 0.7 2.5 13.5	 4.6	 4.1	 -2.1 0.22 -15.0 -2.1

	

6	 1.2 0.8 1.05 4.1 13.3	 3.7	 4.7	 -2.6 0.38 -21.7 -3.9

	

7	 1.7 1.05 1.4	 5.8 2.1	 3.4	 4.5	 -3.2 0.53 -26.6 -5.9

This policy simulation indicates an overall outcome similar to the economic

crisis that the country faced in the 1980s. Confronted with the accelerating cost

of the war and diminishing oil revenue, the government was forced to finance its

expenditure by domestic credit of the banking system. Adoption of this policy for
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several years, as part 2 of the table shows, expanded the money supply

drastically with inevitable inflationary consequences.

6.6.1.2.(b) Change in the public Consumption Financed by Taxation

When the government expenditure is financed by taxation we do not expect

expansion of the money supply nor an induced inflationary process. When

government consumption is met by taxation there is no change in the monetary

variables of the model. The only change we have in the economic system is a

reallocation of economic resources from the private sector to the public sector.

Private consumption therefore, is expected to be negatively affected as disposable

income is reduced by taxation. Here we only report the main points and the

policy simulation results are not reproduced. Simulating the model with a 10

percent increase in government consumption, met by an equal increase in direct

taxation, indicates that only private consumption is affected significantly. Private

consumption decreases by .66 percent in period 2 and on average there is .21

percent decline in private consumption below its average growth path. Other

variables of the model do not show any significant change compared to their

average growth path of the base simulation.

6.6.2 Monetary Policy

The money supply in our model is determined by domestic credit to public and

private sectors together with movements in international reserves. Domestic

credit to the public sector, in turn, depends on the government deficit financing

obligation which was discussed earlier. Changes in foreign exchange reserves are
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determined by the interaction of the current account together with changes to

foreign asset holdings of the public and private sectors. The current account of

the balance of payments, in turn, depends on the developments of foreign trade

as well as the capital earnings of foreign assets. In our monetary sector of the

model therefore domestic credit to the private sector is the main policy variable.

Also, the exchange rate is a policy variable which affects the money supply and

will be discussed in the context of exchange rate policy below(see section 6.6.3).

Exclusion of the interest rate from the monetary sector of the model was due

to our finding in chapter IV of this thesis that the interest rate was statistically

insignificant both in private investment and consumption functions as well as in

the demand for money function. The official discount rate also showed no

correlation with private sector borrowing from the banking system. Since other

monetary policy instruments such as open market operations and the discount

rate are absent or circumscribed due to the undeveloped nature of the financial

market in the country the role of bank credit to private sector becomes critical in

the economic system.

The role of monetary policy is twofold. Monetary policy can be seen as a,

stabilisation device through its impact on aggregate demand caused by the

availability of credit. Monetary policy also has a role in promoting economic

growth. In other words, if credit ceilings are used they must be set at levels that

are consistent with balance of payments and inflation targets as well as the

working capital requirement of private firms. However, when imposing a credit

ceiling the government has to take account of the fact that exogenous factors, of

both a negative and a positive nature, are at work. To see how exogenous factors
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could be influential in the performance of the domestic economic system, recall

the current account of the balance of payments identity:

(6.2)...Cat =Pt Xt -et PtZt +et.Faet =et (6,Fpt A.Fgt)+et Bopt

where all the variables have the same definition as in the structural model of

chapterIII. This relationship reveals that a continued real resource inflow (PX-

ePZ<O) is possible if a country's international resource can be run down or if

borrowing in foreign markets is feasible. Therefore, for a developing country the

role of foreign capital can be critical. This is the fact that the availability of

foreign exchanges could ease, at least in the short-run, the costs and difficulties

of economic adjustment to external shocks.

The adjustment problem becomes even more complex when the economy

faces a flight of private capital. In chapter IV, in estimating the real demand for

money, we found that the private sector in Iran has been able to circumvent the

official barriers in moving their financial capital abroad.

The private budget constraint indicates that an increase in capital flight may

be offset by a reduction either in the holding of financial assets in the form of

money or in repayments of credit claimed by the banking system from the

private sector. This will deepen the fiscal crisis of the government. The private

sector decision to increase its foreign assets (Fp) rather than investing

domestically depends on the rate of return to domestic investment compared to

the opportunity cost of holding foreign assets.
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From the above discussion it follows that the trade balance (X-Z) is related,

in our model, to domestic monetary change. Recalling from equation (4.14) in

table 4.1 that Cat =Pt Yt +Nftt -Pt Dat and Bopt =AFrt =(JJet) (AMt -ADct) assuming

Yt=Adt and substituting these two identities into the foreign sector budget

constraint we have:

(6.3)...[(PtYt+Nftt-PtDat)-et(AFgt +AFpt)]=(AMt -ADct)

That is the amount by which domestic absorption exceeds the availability of

resources equal to the amount by which changes in the domestic credit exceeds

the increase in the money balance. This leads to the interpretation that an

imbalance between absorption and domestic production which causes inflation is

due to credit expansion beyond the amount that the demand for money can

absorb. This in turn suggests that the imposition of an overall credit ceiling may

be a useful tool in re-establishing sustainable internal and external balances.

If domestic sources of credit expansion are excessive relative to growth in the

money balance, spending will be stimulated and inflation will ensue until balance

is restored. The important issue however, is how safe limits for credit expansion

can be established and implemented taking into consideration the need for

internal domestic monetary balance as well as the need for recovery of domestic

production. From the relationship between external reserves and domestic

monetary development we see that if domestic credit expands faster than the

domestic money balance, external reserves will fall. Alternatively, if domestic

credit expansion to the public sector expands faster than the net change in the
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monetary system's asset position of the private sector, international reserves

must fall. In what follows, we examine the model's behaviour under different

credit expansion policies.

6.6.2.1 Extension of Domestic Credit to Private Sector

The model's main endogenous variables' response to a 10 percent increase in

domestic credit to the private sector are given in table (6.7) below. The direction

of development for most of the main endogenous variables to this policy change

may seem rather surprising. While for example one expects domestic banking

Table 6.7 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
Percent increase in domestic credit to private sector (Dcp).
I-One year step increase
II-Five year increase

Periods	 Y C Pi M ma P X Z Ca Fg

I 1	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0

	

2	 -0.6 -0.13 -3.0	 3.6 0.6	 0.5 -0.13 -0.3	 0.13 0.0

	

3	 -0.7 -0.4 -3.2	 0.0 1.1	 0.6 -0.4 -0.9 -0.13 0.06

	

4	 -0.3 -0.3 -1.1	 0.0 -0.3	 0.5 -0.5 -0.3 -0.5 0.13

	

5	 -0.1 -0.26 -0.33 0.0 -0.4 0.45 -0.6 -0.1 -1.7 0.2

	

6	 0.0 -0.13 -0.62 0.0 -0.38 0.4 -0.62 -0.02 -2.2 -0.2

	

7	 0.0 0.0 0.2	 0.0 -0.3 0.3	 -0.6	 0.0 -2.3 -0.34

II 1 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0
2	 -0.6 -0.13 -3.0	 3.6 0.6	 0.5 -0.13 -0.3	 0.13 0.0
3	 -1.2 -0.5 -6.0	 3.7 1.7	 1.1 -0.5	 -1.1	 1.3 0.1
4	 -1.5 -0.9 -7.1	 3.8 1.5	 1.6 -1.1	 -1.5	 1.1 0.4
5	 -1.6 -1.1 -7.5	 3.9 1.1	 2.1 -1.6	 -1.6 -0.3 0.3
6	 -1.6 -1.2 -7.6	 3.9 0.7	 2.5 -2.2	 -1.6 -2.4 0.12
7	 -1.1 -1.1 -4.8	 0.13 -0.2	 2.3 -2.6	 -1.4 -5.1 -0.23

credit to the private sector to stimulate private investment and consumption (as

more investable resources become available) the policy simulation shows a slow
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down of private investment, below the trend, and consumption following the

extension of bank credit to the private sector. Private investment and

consumption fall 3 and .13 percent below their average growth rate in period 2.

The downward movement of these variables, below the base simulation trend,

only changes their direction towards the end of period 6.

The structure of the estimated private investment and consumption function

could explain the adverse effect of domestic credit expansion on both private

investment and consumption. We notice that in estimating private investment

function domestic credit to private sector lagged one period (Dcpt-i /P.1) was

found (amongst other variables, namely aggregate income and capital stock),to

exert a significant negative effect on private investment. This was justified on the

ground that while real income and net capital stock positively influence private

investment, last periods liabilities to the banking system affect it negatively as

repayment of the previous period liabilities in the current period reduce the

amount of investable resources. In our estimation experiments however, we did

not find any evidence suggesting that current period domestic credit to the

private sector has a significant (positive or negative) influence on &private

investment. This deserves to be noted because despite the importance attached in

the literature to the considerable effect of bank credit on private investment in

developing countries (see Chhibber et al (1992) and Karshenas (1991)) our model

shows that this has not been significant in the Iranian economy.

With respect to the consumption function, recall that in our specification,

private consumption depends on private disposable income which, in turn, is

equal to aggregate income plus the earnings of the private foreign assets less
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direct tax and interest of the private liabilities of the banking sector. Increasing

domestic loans acquired by the private sector in the previous period affect

current period disposable income and hence exert a negative effect on current

consumption.

The effects of changes in domestic credit to the private sector in the model,

transmit through investment to aggregate supply and from there to the current

account of the balance of payments. and the real demand for money. On the

other hand, extension of bank credit influences the money supply directly. Our

policy simulation indicates that a 10 percent increase in domestic credit to the

private sector causes a slow down in economic growth as the rate of aggregate

output growth falls by .6 percent in period 2 and by .66 percent in period 3 below

the average growth trend of this variable in base simulation. However, aggregate

output adjusts to its base simulation average growth trend by period 6. The

growth of demand for imports is also negatively affected which improves the

current account as much as .13 percent in period 2 and period 3. The current

account deficit rises again in the second half of the 7 year period simulation

presented in table (6.7) as export demand (foreign) demand fall faster than,

imports which is due to the inflation and appreciation of the real rate of

exchange.

When aggregate supply and private demand decline, one does not expect a

steady increase in the real demand for money. Therefore, the upward movement

of the real demand for money in first two years following a policy change merits

consideration. The real demand for money rises .6 percent in period 2 and 1.1

percent in period 3 before falling below its average growth trend of the base
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simulation. In estimating the demand for money in chapter IV we found an

average period of two years for the adjustment process in the money market,

which explains a brief increase in demand for money in this simulation. This

could mean that private agents hold some part of the excess money balances

because of adjustment costs while price increases absorb the rest of the excess

money balance.

Generally speaking, this policy simulation implies that expansion of domestic

credit to the private sector on its own can only adversely affect the economy and

achieves none of the policy targets. Output declines while the price level

increases and the balance of payments worsens. This may appear to be a

controversial result. However, it presents an example of the delicacy of economic

policy design in an oil exporting developing country where the private sector is

dependent to the government development policy more than its own economic

initiations.

6.6.2.2 Extension of Domestic credit to Public Sector

We now consider the other monetary policy tool at the disposal of the monetary

authority, namely banking credit to the public sector. Although this variable is a

policy instrument in the model, it is closely connected to government fiscal

policy. This is obvious because at least in the case of Iran, an extension of bank

credit to the public sector is meant to finance the public sector borrowing

requirement. One can of course imagine, with the government budget constraint

in mind, that an expansion of credit to the public sector if it was not used for

budget deficit financing should reduce government foreign liabilities. It may be
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the impact effect of the policy but in dynamic simulation feedbacks running from

the expansion of domestic credit to the money supply domestic price level, the

balance of payments and foreign exchange reserves can worsen the public

sector's foreign asset position. This is indeed what our policy simulation reveals.

The direction of the dynamics of the endogenous variables were quite similar to

those of the previous experiment where we considered an expansion of domestic

credit to the private sector. Monetary expansion leads to price increases and the

foreign sector deficit deteriorates while aggregate income and private

consumption decline. Since we have discussed financing the budget deficit by

extension of domestic credit to public sector we do not extend the same

arguments in this section.

6.6.3 Exchange Rate Policy

We now turn to the exchange rate policy. Formally, Iran has had a managed

fixed exchange rate regime in the period under consideration. However, in the

main portion of the 1980s, due to the sustained inflationary pressures, despite

government tight control over foreign exchange reserves a multi-tiered exchange

rate regime prevailed. However, the informal foreign exchange market remained

small compared to the foreign sector of the economy. This was because the

country's foreign trade in this period, had been dominated by oil exports. Since

foreign exchange earned by exporting oil is government revenue and on the other

hand public owned or managed industries have been the main consumer of the

hard currencies in this economy, the government has been able to retain a highly

overvalued exchange rate for a long period (see Pesaran 1991, and Karshenas
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and Pesaran 1995). However, our estimated (foreign) demand for exports

function indicates that the economy's export have been responsive to the real

exchange rate. In estimating the foreign trade functions we found that the

Marshall-Lerner condition was satisfied in the long-run but not on impact. In

what follows, we examine the effects of appreciation and devaluation of the home

currency on different sectors of the economic system.

6.6.3.1 Appreciation of Home Currency

First consider a 10 percent appreciation of the nominal exchange rate. A

revaluation of the exchange rate affects the economy through two channels; (i),

foreign trade and (ii), money supply identity (i.e. M=Dc+e.Fr ). The causation

chain from the first channel would proceed towards the monetary sector of the

economy via the current account of the balance of payments in one direction and

towards aggregate supply through the imports demand function in another. On

the other hand, revaluation will affect the money supply directly as any change

in the exchange rate will reduce the foreign exchange reserves in domestic

currency term. Table (6-8) summarises the main policy simulation resultk.

As was expected, appreciation of the home currency worsens the current

account of the balance of payments. A 10 percent revaluation increases the

foreign sector's deficit 10.5 percent above its average growth trend of the base

simulation in period 2. It takes more than 6 periods for the current account to

adjust to its average growth path. Deterioration of the current account is mainly

due to diminishing exports. In fact imports grow in this policy simulation despite
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appreciation of the home currency. This is of course because of price inelasticity

and a high income elasticity of import demand in the model.

Deterioration of the balance of payments is transmitted to the public sector's

foreign liabilities as it is assumed that the government takes action to retain

foreign exchange reserves in its base simulation level (see section 6.4 above).

Public sector holdings of foreign assets grow 2.26 percent and 2.8 percent below

the average growth pattern in periods 2 and 3 respectively. However, by period 6

when the rate of deterioration of the current account of the balance of payments

slows down the negative growth of public sector's holdings of foreign asset also

diminishes. Revaluation of the exchange rate on the other hand, affects the

money supply directly and the money supply falls .26 percent in period 2 but

adjusts to its average growth rate fairly soon (in 5 periods). Aggregate income

also slips below its average growth path but its deviation from the average

growth trend of the base simulation is almost negligible (.014 percent in average

in 7 years period). Since the change in real income is small, so is the deviation of

the demand for money from its average growth rate. Also, as table (6.8) shows,

any deviations of private consumption and investment from their base simulation

paths are small in this policy simulation.

It seems therefore that the main effects of appreciation of the home currency,

ceteris paribus, appear in the foreign sector of the economy and because of a

rapid adjustment of money balances to their average growth rate, other parts of

the economic system are not affected in a significant manner. However, when

adopting this policy for 5 consecutive years the model shows that holding the

home currency overvalued for a long period could have more serious
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consequences on the economic system. Our experiment (not presented here)

shows that assuming a 10 percent appreciation of the currency for five years

results in a fall of 19 percent on average (in a 7 year period) in the current

account of the balance of payments below the average growth rate, which

negatively affect foreign liabilities of the public sector by 8.6 per cent a year on

average.

Aggregate income and private investment fall about .1 percent on average

below their base simulation trend while the demand for money and private

consumption decrease .14 percent and .05 percent on average respectively. The

Iranian economy experienced a similar state of foreign sector imbalances in the

1980s. This was mainly because of holding the formal rate of exchange

unchanged for a long period while the real rate of exchange was appreciating

due to inflation. To address the balance of payments problem, the government

imposed restrictions on imports in an attempt to reduce the trade deficit but this

in turn led to the economic recession.

Table 6.8 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
Percent appreciation of the home currency.
I-One year step increase

Periods	 Y C Pi M md P	 X Z Ca Fg

	

I 1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0

	

2	 -0.02 -0.004 -0.003 -0.26 -0.06 -0.03

	

3	 -0.03 -0.02 -0.003 -0.02 -0.13 -0.03

	

4	 -0.02 -0.02 -0.05 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02

	

5	 -0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

	

6	 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.006 0.0 0.0

	

7	 -0.006 -0.01 -0.03	 0.0	 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-5.9 -0.33 -10.5 -2.26
-2.8 -0.5 -4.9 -2.8
-2.0 -0.3 -3.8 -3.0
-1.8 -0.2 -2.9 -3.0
-1.2 -0.13 -2.3 -3.0
-0.7 -0.06 -1.8 -2.8
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6.6.3.2 Devaluation of Home Currency

In a country with sustained balance of payments problems it is more likely that

the government will finally succumb to growing foreign sector pressures and

devalue the home currency. In Iran, the government eventually recognised the

irreversible gap between the formal and real exchange rate and devalued the

currency in the early 1990s. Since then, non-oil exports have been growing in

response to a more realistic exchange rate. However, any devaluation increases

the money supply in the absence of a sterilisation policy and economic growth in

a developing country like Iran will induce a strong demand for imports as well.

To see the transmission mechanism of the exchange rate policy we examine the

model's behaviour under a 10 percent appreciation of the exchange rate. Policy

simulation results are presented in table (6.9) below.

Devaluation policy seems to have produced a mirror image of results of the

above revaluation policy simulation. Almost all the main endogenous variables

move in the opposite direction with more or less the same absolute magnitude of

the previous policy simulation results where we examined a 10 . percent

revaluation of the exchange rate.

In the estimated macroeconomic model, the Marshall-Lerner condition was

found to be satisfied in the economy in the medium term but not on impact. An

exchange rate devaluation therefore is expected to move exports upwards in

proportion to the price elasticity of (foreign) demand for exports (allowing the

necessary time to elapse). As table (6.9) indicates exports rise 5.8 percent above
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Table 6.9 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
Percent devaluation of home currency.
I-One year step increase
II-Five year increase

Periods	 Y C Pi M md P	 X	 Z Ca Fg

I 1	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0

	

2	 0.013 0.003 0.003 0.26 0.06 0.03 5.8 	 0.3 10.5 1.6

	

3	 0.026 0.002 0.02 0.02 0.13 0.03 2.8 	 0.4 4.9 2.3

	

4	 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.013 0.02 0.02 1.8 	 0.26 3.8 2.6

	

5	 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.013 0.005 0.013 1.2 	 0.2 2.8 2.7

	

6	 0.013 0.025 0.04 0.01 0.002 0.01 0.7	 0.13 2.2 2.7

	

7	 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.0	 0.0	 0.5	 0.06 1.7 2.5

	

II 1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0

	

2	 0.013 0.003 0.003 0.26 0.06 0.03 5.8 0.3 10.5 1.6

	

3	 0.04 0.02 0.026 0.3 0.2	 0.06 8.8 0.7 16.8 4.0

	

4	 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.3 0.2	 0.08 10.9 1.0 23.1 5.9

	

5	 0.08 0.07 0.12 0.3 0.2 	 0.1	 12.3 1.2 29.4 9.2

	

6	 0.09 0.9	 0.16 0.3 0.2	 0.1	 13.2 1.3 36.0 12.1

	

7	 0.086 0.1	 0.18 0.06 0.13	 0.08 7.4 1.1 22.4 13.3

their average growth trend in period 2 before beginning to adjust to the average

growth rate which takes more than 12 periods to complete.

The current account of the balance of payments improves despite a small

increase in imports which is due to economic growth. Recall that import demand

in the model was found to be almost unresponsive to the real exchange rate while

depending strongly on aggregate income therefore the net effect of the

devaluation of home currency on imports appears to be positive.

Examining the results of the devaluation policy for 5 years, given in part II of

table (6.9), confirms that the devaluation policy alone, even in the medium term,

cannot take the economy much above its average growth pattern. Devaluation
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therefore could only yield a considerable economic growth if adopted together

with a set of consistent monetary and fiscal policies.

6.6.4 External Shocks

In this section we examines the effects that external shocks can exert on the

economic system. Regarding the vulnerability of developing countries to

dramatic changes in their foreign sectors, policy simulations of this section could

cast some light on the likely consequences of such events in the Iranian economy.

First we will examine the model's dynamics following changes in oil revenue in

conjunction with government fiscal and monetary policy. Next we discuss the

transmission of a change to OECD aggregate income to different sectors of the

economic system.

Oil revenue in our model enters the economic system through the government

budget and the export demand function which affect the balance of payments.

The government sets a formal budget for public investment and consumption.

This annual plan is based on the government prediction of its revenue which, in

the case of Iran, includes oil revenue- a substantial portion of government total

revenue. Should the oil revenue change (in either direction) dramatically, as a

result of factors outside government control, the government fiscal position will

be subject to inevitable reconsideration.

Whether oil revenues fall or rise will determine the government budget

deficit position. A major fall or rise of the oil revenue will force the government

to take measures to minimise its budget deficit or maximise the extra oil income
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effect on the economy. We will consider these changes in conjunction with

government policies.

6.6.4.1 An Increase in Oil Revenue and Government Investment

Suppose oil revenue went up 10 percent for one year. Assuming the budget

deficit moves on its planned trend, government may raise its investment by

an amount equal to the extra oil revenue to help the economy's growth. Table

(6.10) shows the adjustment process of the main endogenous variables of the

model for this experiment. The results of simulation are interesting.. Obviously

we expect the policy to enhance economic growth through government

investment without causing a budget deficit. This is reflected by the simulation

results. As the economy grows so does import demand, private investment, real

demand for money and private consumption. Aggregate income rise 8.4 percent

above its average growth rate which induces an increase of 27 percent in

import demand in period 2. Since exports in this period increase only by 8

percent above the average growth trend, the current account of the balance of

payments deteriorates in this period. Money demand also increases `  which,

because of an unchanged money supply, reduces the price level. For this reason,

the exchange rate appreciates and export growth exceeds that of import from

period 3 onwards. The foreign sector therefore secures a surplus that improves

the government foreign asset position towards the end of the 7 years period of

this experiment.

The reason why the money supply remains on its base simulation path is that

foreign exchange reserves are assumed to remain on their average growth trend.
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Therefore, any change in the balance of payments is transmitted to the public

sector's holding of foreign assets. Meanwhile, the demand for money grows 2.9

Table 6.10 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
Percent increase in oil revenue and an equal increase in public investment (Gi).
I-One year step increase
II-Five year increase

Periods	 Y C Pi M md P	 X Z Ca Fg

	

I 1	 8.4 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 2.1	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0

	

2	 7.5 7.5	 3.2	 0.0 3.6 -1.9	 8.0 27.0 -58.0 -3.6

	

3	 3.9 4.2 17.0	 0.0 3.3 -2.4 12.0 14.0	 9.4 -5.4

	

4	 2.5 3.6 10.0	 0.0 3.0 -2.5	 8.6 2.2 14.5 -3.2

	

5	 1.9 2.8	 7.0	 0.0 2.9 -2.5	 7.1 1.5 15.0 1.5

	

6	 1.6 2.2	 5.5	 0.0 2.7 -2.4	 6.0 1.2 15.0 0.5

	

7	 1.4 1.7	 4.8	 0.0 2.6 -2.3	 5.2 1.1 14.8 0.2

percent more than its base simulation pattern mainly because economic growth

promotes private consumption and investment. This, in turn, stimulates

economic growth further.

Simulating the model, assuming a five year increase in oil revenue and an

equal increase in public investment (not presented here) yields similar results

regarding the direction of endogenous variables. Deviations of the endogenous

variables' paths from their average trend in the base simulation are of course

larger which makes the adjustment process longer. This experiment shows that

had government investment been extended over a longer period without causing

budget deficits, the economy would achieve all three target variables. Economic

growth increases to 5.2 percent compared to 4.5 percent in the base simulation.

The current account of the balance of payments eventually moves into the black
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and the economy enjoys a lower inflation rate (7 percent in average compared to

9 percent in the base simulation).

However, in a developing country such as Iran non-economic considerations

may prevent turning a the revenues of a non-renewable wealth like oil to other

source of income i.e. capital. Indeed it has been a common practice for

governments in Iran to extend their consumption expenditure following a

considerable increase in oil revenue. For example, when oil revenue picked up in

the second half of the 1960s and 1970s, the government extended its social

welfare programmes by channelling a considerable portion of its oil income to its

consumption expenditure budget. But it was after the 1979 revolution that the

government's social welfare commitments expanded due to the government's

political and ideological stance. This required a very rapid rate of economic

growth to finance them. We summarise below simulation results of the model's

behaviour following a 10 percent change in oil income and an equal expansion of

government consumption expenditure.

The external deficit reduces in this experiment due to a 10 percent increase in

oil revenue. The current account rises 15.4 percent above its average' growth

pattern in period 2 and 22 percent in period 3, before starting to adjust to its

trend value which takes more than 6 years to complete. Since foreign exchange

reserves are assumed to be held on their average growth trend, an improvement

in the balance of payments lends itself to an increase in public sector holdings of

foreign assets-on average government foreign liabilities fall by 3.8 percent

annually between period 1 and 7. Aggregate income however, shows a very small

change as there is no considerable increase in total investment. Public investment
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is assumed to remain unchanged as an exogenous variable. Private investment

also does not rise much above its average growth rate in the base simulation as

there is no income growth stimulated, for example, by government investment.

The demand for money increases at an average rate close to its base simulation

trend. Private consump tion however, decreases slightly. This could be

rationalised on the grounds that increasing public sector expenditure provides

public goods and services that allow the private sector to spend less and save

more.

6.6.4.2 A Decrease in Oil Revenue

A considerable decline in oil revenue would cause severe difficulties in a major

oil exporting country in which the oil industry is the main provider of foreign

currency. Iran is no exception in this respect. Balance of payments problems,

following a decline in oil revenue, would force the government to take painful

measures such as cutting public investment or consumption, increasing taxation

or borrowing in domestic or foreign monetary markets. In the real world,

usually a combination of these policies is adopted. In the time period 19S9-93. at

least on three occasions. falling oil revenue had severe consequences on the

Iranian economy. In 1985-86 when the oil price fell from $ 28 per barrel to $ 6

within eight months, the country faced an economic crisis. On one hand

government was forced to reduce its expenditure and on the other hand it had to

mobilise more resources to finance the inevitable budget deficit. Tighter

measures had to be taken to depress imports in order to prevent total depletion

of foreign exchange reserves. In the remainder of this section we examine the
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model's response to policy changes when the government is assumed to

implement fiscal and monetary policies at its disposal when confronted with a

major slump of oil income.

6.6.4.2.(a) Financing a Fall in Oil Income by Domestic Borrowing

It was discussed earlier that expansion of domestic credit to the public sector to

finance a budget deficit has been frequently adopted in Iran. Table (6.12)

summarises the main endogenous variables' time paths following a 10 percent

drop in oil revenue and an equivalent expansion of domestic credit to public

sector.

A decline in oil revenue immediately deteriorates the current account of the

balance of payments. The foreign sector's deficit expands by 5.6 percent in

period 2 compared to its base simulation trend. Because of the lagged variables

and integration of the state variables within the model, the current account

deficit worsens further in period 3 to 10.6 percent thereafter adjusting to the

average growth pattern of the base simulation. Full adjustment for this variable

takes about 11 years in this experiment. It is interesting to note that this one

period drop of 10 percent in oil revenue with an equal expansion in public credit

would cause a long-run deterioration in the balance of payments.

To explain this long-run adjustment process for the balance of payments it

can be noted that extension of domestic credit to the public sector in this

experiment induces an expansion of the money supply by as much as 7.8 percent

in period 2 and 3.6 percent in period 3 while the demand for money is increased

by .65 percent in period 2 and 2.7 percent in period 3. As a result of the excess
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supply of money the price level rises to equilibrate the money market. The

inflationary process causes an appreciation of the real exchange rate which

reduces export demand, further deteriorating the foreign sector balance.

Although the deviation of import demand from its base simulation trend in this

case is quite small trade deficits continue to the end of the seven year period

shown in table (6.11). Thus the public sector's foreign liabilities increase by a

rate of 2.5 percent on average above its average growth pattern.

Table 6.11 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
percent fall in oil revenue (Our) and an equal increase in domestic credit to
public sector (Dcg).
I-One year step increase
II-Five year increase

Periods	 Y C	 Pi M md	 P X Z Ca Fg

	

I 1	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0

	

2	 0.0 0.35 0.0 7.8 0.6	 0.6

	

3	 0.4 0.6	 0.2 1.5 2.7	 1.15

	

4	 0.25 0.5	 0.75 0.1 0.9	 0.8

	

5	 0.2 0.45 1.0 0.0 -0.3	 0.6

	

6	 0.2 0.4	 1.4 0.0 -0.4	 0.5

	

7	 0.15 0.4	 0.9 0.0 -0.3	 0.4

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2.5 0.0 -5.6 -0.13
-4.25 0.0 -10.6 -1.4
-3.1 0.05 -8.6 -2.3
-2.4 0.2 -7.8 -3.0
-1.9 0.1 -7.0 -3.4
-1.5 0.05 -6.0 -3.5

	

II 1	 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0

	

2	 0.0 0.35 0.0	 7.8 0.6 0.6

	

3	 0.05 1.3	 0.2 12.3 5.2 2.25

	

4	 0.2 2.0	 1.2 12.0 7.35 3.4

	

5	 0.5 2.6	 2.7 10.5 6.7	 4.2

	

6	 0.7 2.9	 4.0 7.4 5.2	 4.4

	

7	 0.9 2.7	 5.0 10.0 2.3	 3.8

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2.5 0.0 -5.6 -0.15

-10.0 0.0 -25.1 -1.9
-14.0 0.05 -39.7 -5.4
-16.3 0.2 -52.2 -9.9
-16.2 0.35 -59.3 -14.8
-13.2 0.4 -56.3 -19.3

Private investment and consumption also rise in this experiment. This is

partly because of economic growth but also as a result of inflation. When prices

rise, private liabilities to the banking system decrease in real terms affecting
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positively the private sector's disposable income which lends itself to higher

investment and consumption growth.

Continuation of the slump in oil revenue and expansion of bank credit to the

public sector could end in high inflation and a larger foreign sector deficit as is

shown in part II of table (6.11). The relevance of these simulation results to the

Iranian economy arises from the country's experiments of the second half of the

1980s and early 1990s when years of diminishing oil revenues and domestic

borrowing of the banking system created a sustained inflationary environment

with foreign sector imbalances that eventually forced the government to

devaluate the home currency and acquire foreign loans to overcome the external

and internal pressures.

6.6.4.2.(b) Taxation Policy

Like most developing countries, the taxation system and tax policy in Iran has

not been sufficiently well developed to finance the public sector borrowing

requirement in the event of an unprecedented budget deficit caused by a fall in

oil revenue. However, here we have examined the model's response to a possible

taxation policy. The simulation results can be summarised as follows. The budget

deficit is assumed to remain the same as the base simulation because taxation is

designed to offset the loss of oil revenue. Since neither domestic credit nor the

exchange rate has been changed and because the net balance of payments is

transmitted to the public sector holdings of foreign assets, there would be no

expansion in the money supply. Aggregate supply does not change, in a

significant manner compared to its base simulation trend, because there is no
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increase either in public or private investment. Public investment is an

exogenous variable and is not changed in this policy simulation. Private

investment on the other hand is a function of aggregate output, capital stock

government investment and private liabilities to the banking system. None of

these variables deviates from their base simulation trend. The price level also

does not change because there is no expansion in the money supply or any

considerable change in the demand for money, hence real domestic credit to the

private sector also remains at the base simulation. Private consumption however,

falls .5 percent below its average growth rate of base simulation in period 2

because of the negative effect of taxation on disposable income but it recovers in

the next period and even rises slightly over its average growth trend in periods 4

and 5 before adjusting toward its trend in the following periods.

The current account of the balance of payments increases by 4.7 percent in

period 2 due to a 2.5 percent fall in exports. Although domestic absorption slips

slightly because of a .5 percent decrease in consumption in period 2, this is

outweighed by the current account deficit and as a result public sector liabilities

increase by 1.3 percent in period 2 and remain below the base simulation trend

for a long period (9 years).

Generally speaking, although assuming taxation could finance the budget

deficit caused by a decline in oil revenue, this policy negatively affects private

consumption. However, provided that this is a one off increase in taxation, the

economy's performance does not change in the medium term in a significant

way. Nevertheless, the current account deteriorates leading to more public sector

foreign liabilities.
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6.6.4.2.(C) Reduction in Public Expenditure

A more realistic assumption about the government's behaviour when facing a

decline in oil revenue is a reduction of public expenditure. In this policy

simulation we assume that the government reduces its total expenditure by an

amount equal to the 10 percent fall in oil revenue in order to avoid a change in

budget deficit position. We further assume that 25 percent of this reduction falls

on public consumption expenditure and the remaining 75 percent is taken from

public investment. The model's response to this policy change is presented in

table (6.13).

The public sector's dominant role in the Iranian economy once again

becomes apparent in this policy simulation as a change in public sector

consumption and investment induce significant changes in the time path of the

main endogenous variables time paths. According to these results, cutting down

public expenditure has the consequence that economic growth diminishes while

the price level rises above its average growth trend in the base simulation. The

foreign sector deficit increases despite a decreasing demand for imports caused

by the economic slow down. If the reduction of public expenditure was short

lived the economy adjusts to its average growth trend in 12 years. However, in

the case where the reduction in public sector expenditure continued for a longer

time (e.g. 5 years as part II of table (6.12)), it takes quite a long time (19 years)

for different endogenous variables to adjust to their average base simulation

growth rate although half of the full adjustment for all the variables is completed

within ten years of the policy change.
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Table 6.12 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
percent decrease in oil revenue (oilr)and equal reduction in public expenditure
(G).
I-One year step increase
II-Five year increase

Periods	 Y C Pi M md P	 X Z Ca Fg

I 1	 -1.6 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 -0.45 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0

	

2	 -1.5 -1.7 -6.2	 0.0 -0.85 0.55 -2.6 -5.4	 9.7 0.65

	

3	 -0.7 -0.8 -3.1	 0.0 -0.75 0.65 -4.1 -0.6	 -7.3 0.4

	

4	 -0.45 -0.7 -1.7	 0.0 -0.70 0.65 -2.8 -0.05 -7.1 -0.5

	

5	 -0.30 -0.5 -1.1	 0.0 -0.65 0.60 -2.2 -0.01 -6.0 -1.2

	

6	 -0.25 -0.35 -0.85 0.0 -0.60 0.55 -1.8 0.0	 -5.9 -1.7

	

7	 -0.20 -0.25 -0.7	 0.0 -0.55 0.5 -1.4 0.0	 -5.4 -2.0

	

II 1	 -1.6 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 -0.45 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0

	

2	 -7.2 -1.7 -6.2	 0.0 -2.45 0.55 -2.6 -5.4	 9.7 0.65

	

3	 -7.8 -3.1 -11.6 0.0 -3.40 1.6 -10.2 -8.2 	 1.9 1.6

	

4	 -8.1 -4.05 -13.5 0.0 -4.4 	 2.7 -13.8 -7.9	 -9.5 0.9

	

5	 -7.0 -4.4 -13.7 0.0 -4.8	 3.5 -15.8 -6.9 -21.8 -0.8

	

6	 -3.0 -4.1 -12.0 0.0 -4.1	 4.0 -15.7 -4.8 -34.5 -3.7

	

7	 -1.8 -2.8 -7.3	 0.0 -3.8	 3.8 -12.8 -0.7 -47.9 -7.7

It was mentioned earlier that public consumption affects the endogenous

variables of the model only through domestic absorption and the budget deficit

while a change in public investment is transmitted though private sector

investment and total investment in addition to the above two channels. A

reduction in public investment and consumption therefore affects aggregate

supply and aggregate demand at the same time. Following a reduction of

government investment to offset 75 percent of the slump in oil revenue, aggregate

output grows 3.3 percent less than its average growth trend. As economic growth

slows down so does the real demand for money, private investment and

consumption and import demand.
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Private investment, both because of diminishing aggregate income and

government investment falls 6.2 percent below its base simulation trend in period

2 while the decrease in private consumption and import demand is 1.7 percent

and 5.4 percent respectively. Lower private investment and imports in the

model feed back to aggregate supply through the capital stock and induce a

further slow down in economic growth. There is, therefore, a process of

diminishing economic growth with foreign sector deficit and inflation. The

longer this policy persists the higher is inflation rate and the larger is the

external deficit. Again there are some similarities between this policy simulation

and the economic situation of the mid 1980s and early 1990s in Iran. In these

periods, following a fall in oil revenue the government reduced its expenditure

in real terms. However, this did not resolve the budget deficit problem and the

government still had to borrow from the central bank which expanded the

money supply. As a result, cutting public investment affected aggregate output

negatively, and inflation rose because of excess money balances in the economy

leading to the balance of payment deficit.

6.6.4.3 Change in the World Income

Our simulation experiments so far have been concerned with the effects of policy

variables and oil revenue changes on the economic system. In what follows we

examine the likely effects of changes in the OECD country's income (as a proxy

for world income) on the Iranian economy. It goes without saying that any

change in the rest of the world's economy could only influence the home
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economy through the foreign sector of the economy that means via the current

account of the balance of payments or capital movements.

Suppose that in a period of boom in the world economy, the OECD's

aggregate income grew by 10 percent annually for five successive years. This

would increase the demand for Iranian exports. Our policy simulation shows

that the world economy's 10 percent growth increases Iran's exports by almost

4.5 percent. Export growth improves the current account position and the

foreign sector deficit reduces 12 percent on average in this period. In our base

simulation the economy was in a sustained current account deficit. Assuming

that foreign exchange reserves are left on their base simulation time path, the net

surplus in the balance of payments will reduce the public sector's foreign

liabilities. In fact public sector foreign debt reduces 3 percent on average in the 7

year period of running the simulation.

There is no significant change in aggregate supply compared to its average

growth trend. This is because despite growing exports, the excess foreign
,

exchange is used to reduce the foreign debt of the public sector and therefore

exchange reserves do not increase considerably. Imports, mainly a function of

aggregate income and foreign exchange reserves, therefore do not deviate from

their average growth path. The money supply also remain the same since

domestic credit has not been extended in this policy simulation and neither the

exchange rate nor foreign exchange reserves have changed. The demand for

money, private consumption and investment also do not rise above their average

growth paths as these variables are mainly a function of aggregate income.
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This clearly reveals how an accumulation of foreign debt would adversely

affect economic growth. Had the foreign liabilities position allowed the economy

to allocate some part of its foreign exchange proceeds from export growth to

private or public investment, there could have been an export led economic

growth. Increasing foreign exchange reserves on the one hand could expand the

money supply but on the other hand would lead to an increase in imports and

new investments leading to the aggregate income growth. Assuming the policy of

foreign debt repayment in this experiment, therefore, an improvment in the

foreign sector and foreign assets held by the public sector could benefit the

economy after all the economy's foreign liabilities were paid.

To summarise this part of the policy simulations, where the effects of external

changes on the economy were discussed, we notice that the model's responses to

these changes were convincing in the sense that the policy simulation results on

occasions seem to resemble the realities of the Iranian economy. Once more this

can be attributed to the structure of the macroeconomics model as a good proxy,

for the Iranian economy. In this section simulation experiments showed that, as

one might expect, a sustained increase in oil revenue would induce a healthy

economic growth provided the government increased its investment accordingly.

On the contrary, an oil revenue slump would force the government to reduce its

expenditure and borrow from the domestic banking sector or abroad. In the first

case, economic recession would develop while the most probable consequence of

financing the drop in oil revenue by borrowing domestically would be inflation

and a balance of payments deficit. A period of world economic growth can

reduce the economy's foreign liabilities. If the opportunity was seized to
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accumulate foreign exchange and increase public and private investment,

economic growth would follow. In the next section we attempt to answer the

question of whether a combination of fiscal and monetary polices could be

implemented to improve the position of all three target variables of the economic

system, (aggregate income, the price level and the balance of payments) through

the time.

6.6.5 Monetary, Fiscal and Exchange Rate Policy Mix

In this part we consider the question of whether, in the assumed macroeconomic

system, the government can achieve its long-run objectives of sustained economic

growth, price stability and the balance of payments together by adopting a

combination of policies. From our policy simulation experiments, discussed

above, we could draw some broad observations that could be helpful in policy

analysis.

(i) Government investment in this economic system appeared to have a

stimulating effect on economic growth. More public investment increases private

investment as well as total investment and leads to economic growth.

(ii) Expansion of domestic credit to finance a government budget deficit would

create inflationary pressures that oppose a government stabilisation policy.

Borrowing in foreign markets also undermines future economic prosperity

because with already high foreign liabilities, foreign loans cannot be acquired on

favourable terms. The remaining option for financing public investment is direct

and/or indirect taxation. It should be noted that the taxation ratio to GDP in the

. economy has been very low (6 percent on average) suggesting that further
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taxation would not have a strong crowding out effect on private sector

expenditure.

(iii) In our structural model the Marshall-Lerner condition was satisfied in the

medium term. On the other hand, the home currency has been kept overvalued

for a considerable period of time despite a higher rate of inflation at home

compared to the rest of the world. This leads to the fact that a more reasonable

exchange rate (that means devaluation of home currency to close to its market

determined value) will be consistent will the overall policy targets.

(iv) Although the main stimuli for private investment in the economic system

were found to be aggregate income growth, the capital stock of the economy and

public investment, an extension of domestic credit to the private sector,

accompanied by economic growth and public investment, could facilitate private

investment.

In this policy simulation we consider a 10 percent increase in government

expenditure financed by a taxation policy. Home currency is devaluated by 10

percent and domestic credit to the private sector is extended by 10 percent. The

other policy variables remain on their base simulation time paths. The policy mix

is assumed to be implemented for 5 successive years. The policy simulation

results are given in table (6.13)

Almost all variables behave in the way that was desired. Aggregate output

grows 9.5 percent on average above its trend in the base simulation. The price

level slows down 1.6 percent below its base simulation pattern. The inflation rate

is 6.5 percent in this policy simulation compared to 8.6 percent in the base

simulation. The current account of the balance of payments also eventually
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begins to improve as exports grow faster than imports towards the end of the

economic policy plan- in period 5.

Table 6.13 Policy simulation using complete model: percentage deviation of the
main endogenous variables from their base simulation trend in response to a 10
percent increase in public expenditure (G), 10 percent increase in domestic credit
to private sector (Dcp) and 10 percent devaluation of home currency (e) for five
years.

Periods Y C Pi M md P X Z Ca Fg

1 6.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 8.3 2.1 8.0 3.3 3.5 -2.1 6.1 10.7 -17.4 -0.2
3 10.4 3.4 10.7 3.9 6.5 -0.8 9.8 11.6 -12.5 -0.6
4 14.8 5.0 16.9 4.9 9.1 -1.3 13.2 15.1 -15.3 -0.8
5 15.3 6.5 23.1 5.5 11.0 -1.9 16.1 16.6 -12.6 -1.2
6 6.3 7.9 26.9 5.5 10.1 -2.4 18.8 15.8 -2.2 -0.98

7 4.5 5.9 12.2 0.8 7.9 -2.6 12.2 4.4 21.7 0.2

The transmission mechanism of changes in policy variables to the endogenous

variables is similar to that already discussed in various simulation experiments

above. As increasing public investment stimulate economic growth through the

increase in the capital stock, new investment captures the new technology effect

on aggregate output. As aggregate income grows above its base simulation path,

the real demand for money, disposable income, private investment and import

demand are all positively affected. Growing private investment in turn increases

total investment and the capital stock thereby accelerating aggregate output

growth. The growth oriented policy thus appears to work effectively.

Regarding the price level, we notice that the respectable rate of economic

growth (9.5 percent on average) induces a strong demand for money amounting

almost 7.1 percent on average. The money supply on the other hand increases
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only by 3.4 percent on average and, as a result, the price level in this policy

simulation is lower than the base simulation pattern.

The current account of the balance of payments deteriorates in the first 3

years of the policy simulation. This, as could be expected, is because of a higher

rate of growth for imports encouraged by the economic growth in the first half

of the 7 year simulation period. The demand for imports in our economic system

is heavily dependant on aggregate income while the price elasticity of demand for

imports is quite low. On the other hand, the price elasticity of demand (foreign)

for exports is quite large. In this policy simulation, aggregate income rises

steadily affecting imports while price changes affect exports with a one period

delay. For this reason, imports grow faster at the beginning of the policy

simulation period. Nevertheless as relative price falls, due to the slow down in

inflation and the 10 percent devaluation of the home currency, in the second half

of the policy simulation period, export growth catches up and the current

account turns to surplus.

The above description of the macroeconomic model's dynamics under

economic policy suggest that the economic system could achieve all its policy

targets provided a suitable set of policies were adopted. However, the suggested

policy may prove difficult, if not impossible, to implement in reality. Direct

taxation has not been the main source of government revenue in Iran in the time

period (1959-93). Excluding petroleum revenues, government tax receipts have

not been more than 7.5 percent of GDP and on average have been near to 5.5-6

percent, probably one of the world's lowest ratios (see Amuzegar, 1993).

Regarding the magnitude of public investment in the country in order to
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finance a 10 percent increase in public investment taxation should have been

increased by almost 25 percent a year. Although this is still a rather low rate of

taxation but raising taxation as much as 125 percent in a 5 year economic plan

cannot be without some social and political disapproval.

Suppose the government, because of the difficulties in rasing the taxation

rate, decided to finance its extra investment by domestic borrowing. The other

elements of the economic policy are retained as above. Our simulation

experiments show that, in this case, aggregate output above its base simulation

path compared to the previous policy simulation (11.2 percent on average).

However, due to the expansion of the money supply, caused by domestic credit to

public sector, the price level in this policy simulation rises above its average

growth trend in the base simulation (1.5 percent annually on average) and is

much higher than the inflation rate in the previous case. The target of net

positive balance of payments also is not achieved in this policy simulation.

Because of a growing price level at home and a higher rate of growth for
,

imports, induced by economic growth, despite a 10 percent devaluation of the

home currency foreign trade remains in deficit leading to larger foreign

liabilities for public sector. In this case therefore economic objects of external

balance and the price stability are not achieved although the rate of economic

growth is higher.

6.7. Summary and Conclusion Remarks

In this chapter, following a brief discussion on the meaning and the main

purpose of dynamic simulation of economic models, the procedure adopted in
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this thesis to simulate the macroeconomic model estimated in chapter IV, were

introduced. Two characteristics of the estimated macroeconomic model were

examined before utilising it for policy simulation. It was established that the

model could track the actual time series of the endogenous variables fairly well.

Proportional root-mean-squared errors (PRMSE) and annual percentage

deviation (APD) of the simulated values of the main endogenous variables from

their actual values were computed and compared to some other simulations

results. Also the model was found to be dynamically stable in the sense that

divergence caused by a shock in one or a set of exogenous or policy variables

tended to disappear over time.

Policy simulation results in this chapter are organised around fiscal,

monetary and exchange rate policy. Likely consequences of the external shocks

to the model were also examined through changes in some of the external

variables of the model, namely oil revenues and world income. In most cases, two

alternative simulations have been run for each changge in policy or the external
,

variables from their base simulation paths: a one year step increase and a five

year increase of policy and exogenous variables.

The model's response to fiscal policy changes were inspected in conjunction

with the means of financing the fiscal expansion. The model indicates that an

expansion in public investment would raise income and private investment with

different effects on the price level and the foreign sector of the economy,

depending on the means of financing the extra public investment. Raising public

investment through the extension of domestic credit to the public sector

promotes private investment and aggregate output but on the other hand
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increases the money supply thereby inducing a price increase that eventually

deteriorates the foreign sector deficit. Financing public investment by borrowing

abroad yields a similar result regarding aggregate output. However, while the

price level is more stable in this case, expansion of public sector foreign liabilities

is a clear disadvantage of this policy. It is worth noting that due to the economy's

sustained current account deficit it would take a long time to repay an

accumulated foreign debt without jeopardising economic growth. Financing

public investment through the taxation produce weaker economic growth but, on

the other hand, curbs the price and improves the balance of payments.

The model exhibited different behaviour when the fiscal expansion is devoted

to public consumption rather than public investment. Expansion of domestic

credit to finance public sector consumption increases the money supply without

much effect on aggregate output. The money demand therefore remains close to

the base simulation path. As a result, the price level increases and this reduces

the real value of the private sector's liabilities to the domestic banking system.

This increases private consumption and investment but this level of private

investment is not capable of inducing strong economic growth. On the other

hand because of the price increase, the current account of the balance of

payments deteriorates leading to a further expansion of public sector foreign

liabilities. Therefore, while economic growth is weaker the price level rises

higher in this case compared to the previous experiment where fiscal expansion

was allocated for public investment.

When government consumption is met by taxation there is no change in the

money supply. The only change we have in the economic system is a reallocation
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of economic resources from the private sector to the public sector. Private

consumption decreases by .21 percent on average below its average growth path.

Other variables do not show any considerable change compared to their trends

in the base simulation.

With respect to monetary policy, it was argued that because of the absence of

open market operations and the irrelevance of the interest rate to the behaviour

of economic agents within the economic system, credit policy is the main

monetary policy variable in the model. The model's response to an expansion of

domestic credit to the private sector may seem rather surprising because of its

negative effect on economic growth. Following an extension of domestic credit to

the private sector, aggregate output declines while the price level increases and

the balance of payments worsens. We note that an expansion of domestic credit

to the private sector increases the money supply inducing the price rise. On the

other hand, expansion of domestic credit to the private sector increases private

liabilities to the banking system adversely affecting private investment and

aggregate output. Our policy simulation indicates that following a 10 percent

increase in domestic credit to the private sector aggregate output falls by .2

percent annually on average. Although the growth of the demand for imports is

negatively affected by the economic slow down, however, as the demand for

exports falls faster than the demand for imports, the current account deficit rises

by 1.15 percent on average, mainly because of the inflationary pressures created

by the expansion of the money supply. This policy simulation, therefore, reveals

that in the economic system under examination, expansion of domestic credit to

the private sector on its own can only adversely affect the economy- increasing
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the price level, while negatively affecting economic growth and the foreign sector

balances.

Expansion of domestic credit to the public sector, at least in the case of Iran is

meant to finance the public sector borrowing requirement. The monetary policy

action of expanding the domestic credit to the government is, therefore, closely

related to the government's fiscal policy and financing its budget deficit. This

was examined in the section on fiscal policy. However, with the government

budget constraint in mind, it should be noted that an expansion of credit to

public sector, if it was not used for budget deficit financing, should reduce

government foreign liabilities. This may be the impact effect of the policy but in

a dynamic simulation of the complete model, feedbacks running from the

expansion of domestic credit to the money supply, domestic price level, the

balance of payments and foreign exchange reserves implies worsening of the

public sector's foreign assets position- again an adverse effect from monetary

policy on economic system as a whole.

Turning to the exchange rate policy, recall that the Marshall-Lerner

condition was found to be satisfied in the economic system in the medium term

but not on impact. An exchange rate policy is therefore expected to affect the

economic system in the medium term. Our policy simulation indicates that a 10

percent devaluation of the home currency would raise exports by 1.8 percent

annually on average. This improves the current account of the balance of

payments despite a growing demand for imports. However, the one period

devaluation effect on aggregate output is quite small (.015 percent on average).

The price level also is slightly higher than the base simulation path. Continuation
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of the devaluation policy for 5 successive years reveals that the exchange rate

policy alone could not affect aggregate output in a considerable manner and

might be considered in a combination of consistent monetary and fiscal policies.

The model was subjected to external shocks through changes in oil revenue

and a five year increase in world income. An increase in oil revenue with an

equal increase in government investment would enhance economic growth

without causing a budget deficit. Our simulation results suggest that a 10 percent

increase in oil revenue and an equal increase in public investment raises

aggregate income 6.8 percent above its base simulation trend on average. This

induces an increase of 27 percent in import demand in period 2. However, on

average, exports increase by about 8 percent which is higher than imports

increase and as a result the current account of the balance of payments

improves, leading to a fall in the public sector's foreign liabilities. Simulating the

model, assuming a five year increase in oil revenue and an equal increase in

public investment, shows that had government investment been extended over a

longer period without causing budget deficits the economy would have achieved

all three targets of economic growth, price stability and foreign sector balance.

A fall in the oil revenue would cause a budget deficit. Alternative government

policies for financing the budget deficit, in the wake of an oil revenue slump, will

have different effects on the economic system. Simulation results suggest that a

10 percent decrease in the oil revenue financed by domestic borrowing will

deteriorate the current account of the balance of payments expanding the foreign

sector deficit by 5.6 percent in period 2 and 10.6 percent in period 3. Full

adjustment of the current balance of payments in this experiment takes about 11
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years. To explain this long-run adjustment process for the balance of payments it

can be noted that extension of domestic credit to the public sector increase the

money supply by as much as 7.8 percent in period 2 and 3.6 percent in period 3

while the demand for money is increased only .65 percent in period 2 and 2.7

percent in period 3. As a result, the real rate of exchange appreciates, further

deteriorating the foreign sector balances. Private investment and consumption

rise in this experiment. This is partly because of economic growth but also as a

result of inflation.

Continuation of the slump in oil revenue and expansion of bank credit to the

public sector could end in high inflation and a larger foreign sector deficit. The

country experienced a similar economic situation in the second half of the 1980s

when the government facing years of diminishing oil revenues financed the

budget deficit by domestic borrowing.

A more realistic assumption about the government's reaction to a decline in

the oil revenue would be a reduction of public expenditure. The complete model
&

simulation suggests that cutting down public expenditure has a consequence that

economic growth falls while the price level rises and the foreign sector deficit

increases. The price level increases because of a diminishing demand for money

which exceeds a fall in the money supply due to the reduction in the balance of

payments. The balance of payments deteriorates despite a decreasing demand for

imports. This is because of the slump in the oil revenue and appreciation of the

real exchange rate. Aggregate output falls because of the reduction in public

investment.
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The complete model simulation suggests that a world economy boom in which

world output grows 10 percent per year for 5 successive year would increase

Iran's exports by almost 4.5 percent a year. Export growth improves the current

account and the foreign sector deficit reduces 3 percent on average in the 7 years

of simulation. However, since the net balance of payments surplus is used to

reduce the foreign debt of the public sector and therefore foreign exchange

reserves do not increase, the money supply and aggregate output are not

affected. The demand for money, private investment and private consumption,

mainly dependant on aggregate income, also show relatively negligible changes

compared to their base simulation patterns.

Finally, we considered the question of whether in the context of Iranian

economy approximated by the economic model, the government can achieve its

long-run policy objectives of economic growth, price stability and foreign sector

balance together. From policy simulation results discussed in this chapter we

expect that a combination of economic policy which consisted of: (i) expansion of
..

government investment financed by taxation; (ii) rationalisation of the exchange

rate by devaluation of the overvalued home currency; and (iii? extension of bank

credit to private sector, would stimulate economic growth without jeopardising

foreign sector balance and without fuelling the inflationary pressures. The

complete model simulation assuming a 10 percent increase in the government

investment financed by taxation, a 10 percent devaluation of the home currency

and a 10 percent increase in domestic credit to the private sector suggest the

following outcomes. Aggregate output grows 9.5 percent on average above its

base simulation path while the price level slows down 1.6 percent below its base
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simulation trend and grows by 6.5 percent compared to 8.6 percent in the base

simulation. The current account of the balance of payments also eventually

improves as exports grow faster than imports on average. However, financing an

increase in public investment by taxation may prove difficult in reality as in Iran

taxation has not been the main means of the financing government expenditure

in the sample period under consideration 1959-93. Simulation results suggest

that if in this combined economic policy, government investment was financed by

domestic borrowing instead of taxation, although aggregate output grows higher

(11.2 percent on average), the price level rises 1.5 percent above its base

simulation time path and the balance of payments deteriorated due to the

inflationary pressures.
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Appendix VI.I Solution Methods of the Non-linear Dynamic Systems

Given the difficulties of solving large economic models which are both

simultaneous and non-linear in structure it is common practice to make use of a

numerical algorithm for model solving. There are in general two main categories

of algorithms :the Newton and Substitution methods.

The main idea in Newton's method is to expand the non-linear system's

function linearly in a Taylor's series around a starting value of the system's

variables. Consider the general non-linear system:

(6A.1)...fi(x1, 	 ,x n ) = 0	 i=1,...,n

where x, are variables of the system.

Expanding these functions linearly in a Taylor's series about a starting

value, say xo, , we have:

f dfi \IThese are linear equations in x, with coeffcient
dx;

)1x.xo and constant terms:

xon) —

flclji
 '	 x •j=i axi x=x 0 Of

From the solution for these linear equations xi, is found. Next we could form

linear expansions around xi, and proceed as before to find X2,.

From the iterative solution method, the simulated time paths of the system's

equations can be developed. If we normalise the equation system (6-1) as:
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(6A.4)... xi = gi(xi„xn)

and the r-th iteration solution values are evaluated from:

(6A.5)... xr,i = gi (xr-1,1"xr-1,n)

an alternative solution algorithm known as the substitution method results. Its

relation to Newton's method can be seen from a consideration of

(6A.6)... xr,i = gi (xr-1,1

n
	 xr-1,n)+ E

j=1

I
dgi

lx=xr-1 [xr,j — xr-1,ji
dx •;

n	 ii
As is apparent the Newton's method would involve successive (iterative) solution

of linear equations in the above expression (6.6). In solving this set of equations,

large scale matrix inversions are required at each stage. These calculations

involve a large number of arithmetic operations. The algorithm defined by (6-5)

on the other hand entails fewer calculations, because it avoids matrix inversion

(see Fromm and Klein (1969)).

Newton's method applied to econometric models has been found to converge
,

rapidly. The block recursive method also appears to converge rapidly to a

solution. However, there is no assurance that the substitution method always

converges to a correct solution, if any solution at all (Fromm and Klein, 1969). In

the linear case we know that if a solution exists it will be unique and that a

solution will exist if all the equations are linearly independent. In the Gauss-

Seidel method, which is a variant of the substitution approach known to be

sensitive to the normalisation of variables, there is no guarantee of finding such a

solution even when it exists and is unique. Crucial factors in the success of the

Gauss-Seidel method are the normalisation (i.e. having obtained a parameter
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with unit value for the variable at the left hand side of the equation) and

ordering of the equations in the system. There are a number of variants on the

Gauss-Seidel technique which have received attention. A survey of the literature

in these methods and their solution techniques can be found in Hughes-Hallett

(1981).

Here we use Fromm and Klein's (1969) example to illustrate the Gauss-Seidel

convergence process. Consider a two equation system where:

(6A.7.1)..•xr,i = gl (xr-1,2 )
	

i=1,..,r,...,n

(6A.7.2)... xr,2 = g2(xr,1)

where xi and x2 are endogenous variables of the system to be evaluated at r-th

iteration. Suppose we are at the first iteration, namely r=1. The Gauss-Seidel

approach proceeds as follows:

(6A.8.1)... x1,1 = g 1 (x02)

That gives the first iteration values of xi from the initial value of x2. From the

second equation:	 ,

(6A.8.2)...x1,2 = g2 (x11)

That is, the first iteration values of xi is used to obtain the first iteration value

of x2. So the next steps are:

(6A.9.1)...x2,1 = g1(x1,2)

(6A.9.2). ..x22 = g2(x21)

Finally a terminal solution is achieved at the v + h iteration :
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(6A.10.1)... xv, .. .i g1 ( x_,))

(6A.10.2)... x 2 = g 2 (x)

We noted earlier that in the ordinary substitution method the right-hand side

variables are maintained fixed at the immediate last period values in any

particular iteration period until all the left hand side variables are evaluated.

The effect of using ordinary substitution iteration can also be shown easily.

Considering our example of the two-equation system, the solution process in

ordinary substitution is:

(6A.11.1)... xr,i = g i (xr_1,2 )

(6A.11.2)... xr,2 = g2 (x11)

Equation (6-11-1) is identical to (6-9-1) but equation (6-11-2) uses xr_, j instead of

xr, , as in (6-9-2). The solution in this case proceeds as following:

(6A.12.1)... xrj ::: gl (g2 (xr-2,1))

(6A.12.2)... xr,2 = g2 (gl (xr-2,2))

which in its explicit form can be expressed as a function of x0,1 and X0,2

respectively, by successive substitutions. The time path of the real system to

convergence in this case is substantially slower than with the Gauss-Seidel

procedure but for an economic model of the size we are concerned with here, this

would cause no problem. With the ordinary substitution method the ordering of

equations has no effect on convergence. In this study we have used a version of

the ordinary substitution approach known as MIT Dynamo substitution method.

This technique is used in different disciplines to simulate system dynamic models
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(see Naylor, 1971). An early application of this method in economics is that of L.

Erdman who programmed a solution for the Brookings Institute Macroeconomic

model using this method (see Duesenberry et al, 1969).
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Appendix VIM Writing the Model's Equations in Dynamo Mode

As was mentioned, using Dynamo language to simulate a dynamic model

requires translating the entire model to a system of difference equations. This

system of equations basically consists of the state or level variables, the rate

variables and the auxiliary variables of the model. Here we briefly describe these

variables in order to clarify the system dynamic version of the estimated

macroeconomic model, given in table (6.1) below. It will be noted that level

variables represent accumulation of material or information (such as the capital

or exchange stock or the price level). Level equations are identified by L in the

list of equations of a system dynamic model. Consider for example foreign

exchange reserves equation in the model. This is a state or level variable and its

equation as is appeared in table (6.1) is given as

(6A2.1) L Fr.k=Fr.j+Dt*(Bop.j k).
,

By this, it is meant that at time k, foreign exchange reserves is equal to the

amount at time j plus the change in foreign exchange reserves determined by

Bop.jk, in the interval from j to k times the length of that interval. Dt denotes the

length of the interval over which changes in foreign exchange reserves occur,

which is one year in our model. The j, k and jk in the above equation are

referred to as timescripts and are used to indicate relative timing. Initial values

of level variables are shown by N and must be specified for all level variables.

For example foreign exchange reserves has been $.077 bn in year 1959 which is

the beginning year of our sample period, 1959-93. Rate equations in system
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dynamic models can be determined by a wide variety of factors in a wide variety

of ways. An example of rate equation in our model is the balance of payments

equation which changes the state or level variable foreign exchange reserves.

(6A2.2) R Bop.k1=(1/e.k)*(Ca.k)-(Fpr.k1+Fgr.k1)

Notice that R is required in front of the equation. Also notice that the rate

variable is timescripted .kl, indicating that the calculated value of a rate is used

to determine further value of the level variable (Fr in this case).

Levels and rates form the fundamental building blocks for a system dynamic

model. But it is rarely feasible or desirable to specify all rates variables solely in

terms of the levels. To make the definition of rate variables clearer and easier, a

class of variables known as auxiliary are used. In terms of the feed back

structure of a system dynamic model, auxiliary variables simply bridge the gap

between levels and the rates changing other levels. In practice however, auxiliary

variables tend to be most numerous and to represent important concepts in the

system dynamic models. An example of an auxiliary variable in our model is the

current account of the balance of payments:

(6A2.3) A Ca.k=P.k*(X.k-Z.k)+Fae.k

where as before X and Z are exports and imports respectively and Fae denotes

the economy's foreign assets earnings. Auxiliary equations represent information

processing and actions based on information in the dynamic system. Finally we

used two built in functions for the lagged variables and the exogenous variables

of the model. Dynamic simulation program Dynamo considers information and

material delays. For example in the equation

(6A2.4) A Fae.k=iw.k*e.k*(Frl.k+Fpl.k+Fgl.k)

the lagged foreign exchange reserves and foreign assets held by the private and

the public sectors are shown by Frl.k and Fpl.k and Fgl.k respectively. To

introduce the value of foreign exchange reserves delayed one period the function

A Frl.k=Dlinf3(Fr.k,1) is used. The first argument is input variable- the variable
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to which we are delaying response. The second argument is the average length of

the delay (one year in our model). Time series data for the exogenous variables of

the model are introduced to the simulation process using table functions which

are another type of built in function in Dynamo (see Pugh-Roberts 1986)
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Chapter VII

Overview and Summary

7.1 Major Results of the Study

This study provides considerable knowledge about the structure of the Iranian

economy in 1950s-93 and about the impact of macroeconomic policy both in the

short-run and in the medium-term within the economy. Some of this knowledge

might appropriately be generalised to other developing countries particularly to

the oil exporting countries of the Middle-East where oil revenues construct a

substantial part of their government revenues. The detailed findings are

numerous and discussed throughout the thesis, the following points, however,

capture the more general major implications.

(1) Our survey of the Iran's economic development in 1950s-1993 (chapter II)

suggests that: (i) because of the oil revenues, government expenditure has not

been constrained by the tax effort and oil revenue increases the multiplier effects

of government expenditure; (ii) that government budget deficit (after oil revenue

received) have largely been financed by domestic credit but public expenditure

has not had a considerable crowding-out effect; (iii) that the official interest rate

has not been an effective measure regarding demand for credit from the banking



system and bank loans have been largely allocated through legal reserve

requirements and credit ceiling on commercial banks; (iv) that open market

operations were not used as a major source of finance for the public sector

borrowing requirement; and (v) that foreign exchange shortages have been a

genuine constraint on economic growth, except for a short period- the oil boom

era 1964-76 (see chapter II).

(2) The resultant model that emerges in our study, on the basis of our

observations of the Iranian economy, theoretical considerations and literature

review, is basically a variant of the traditional flexible-price Mundell-Fleming

model with specific modification designed to take account of the particular

characteristics of the Iranian economy. The model includes 14 exogenous

variables and 30 endogenous variables. The behavioural equations of the model

consist of aggregate consumption, private investment, exports, imports,

aggregate output and the demand for money.

The specification of private consumption is conventional and takes account of

the effect of the real rate of interest, disposable income and the lagged dependent

variable. In private investment, we have considered government investment and

bank credit in addition to the real rate of interest, aggregate income and the

capital stock of the economy as explanatory variables to test the empirical

significance of these variables on private investment. All agents in the economy

are assumed to be price takers for imports while exerting some monopoly power

over the price of exports in the world markets. In the import demand function,

the variable "lagged reserves to imports ratio" is included to measure the effects

of exchange controls on import demand. Two alternative aggregate supply
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functions have been derived: one, in the Keynesian macroeconomic tradition,

allows actual output to divide from its long-run trend, and the other is a neo-

classical full employment production function. It was left to empirical evidence to

indicate which production function best explains aggregate output in Iran.

On the financial side, the absence of a market for domestic securities, the

presence of capital controls and officially determined interest rates on bank

assets and liabilities are integrated in the model by appropriate assumptions. We

formulate the market determined interest rate as a linear combination of the

international interest rate and a domestic 'shadow' interest rate. This domestic

'shadow' interest rate is the interest rate that would clear the domestic money

market in the absence of capital mobility (see chapter III). Formulation of

market determined interest rate allows us to estimate an index of the effective

degree of capital control through the revised demand for money function.

(3) The estimated model appears to be a reasonable proxy for the Iranian

economy in the sample period under observation. Goodness of fit for all the
,

estimated equations is above 92 percent except for the export demand function

which is 86 percent. Aggregate consumption in the sample period has been

mainly responsive to real disposable income. No evidence could be found of a

significant effect of the real rate of interest on consumption expenditure. We

found a marginal propensity to consume of about .41 The short-run and long-

run income elasticity of consumption turned out to be 58 and 95 percent

respectively. Our results therefore reject the Ha11(1978) specification of the

permanent income hypothesis of consumption in the Iranian economy in this

period.
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(4) The most influential explanatory variables on private investment were

real aggregate income and the capital stock of the economy. Our estimates also

reveal that public sector investment exerts a significant and positive effect on

private capital formation. No significant relation was found between the real rate

of interest and private investment.

(5) Export demand was found to be responsive to relative prices but import

demand appeared quite price inelastic. Considering the immense necessity of

imported capital and intermediary goods in the economy a price inelastic

demand for imports is a reflection of the dependency of the Iranian economy to

the wider international economy. The income elasticity of demand for imports on

the other hand is quite large (2.07) suggesting that in Iran, as in most developing

countries, the major difficulties lie on the supply side of the economy-demand

appears to be quite strong for home and imported goods and is largely

dependent on aggregate income. Also our estimates show that the coefficient on

the lagged reserves-import ratio is significant and positive reflecting the foreign
-c.

exchange constraint in the economy. The Marshall-Lerner condition is satisfied

in our model in the medium term but not on impact.

(6) The capital stock and labour force both appeared to exert a significant

and positive influence on aggregate output. Current investment was also found

to have a strong effect on aggregate supply. This could be interpreted as the

technological changes effect embedded in new investments. The estimated

production function exhibited constants return to scale. The output elasticity

with respect to the capital stock and labour inputs were estimated to be about .30

and .70 respectively
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(7) The coefficients in the estimated demand for money function are all

significant and of the expected sign except for that on the real rate of interest

which was not found to be significant statistically at the 5 percent level. The

estimated income elasticities of the demand for money are .23 and 2.8 in short-

run and long-run respectively. The coefficient on the inflation rate in the demand

for money function was found to be negative and highly significant. One

interpretation of this is that the inflation rate should be regarded as the

opportunity cost of holding money in this economy over the sample period for

most of which Iran experienced high inflation. Our modelling approach allowed

us to estimate the effective degree of capital mobility. The estimate of parameter

(I) (index of capital mobility) turned out to be about .62 indicating a relatively

high degree of capital mobility in this economy. This finding implies that

economic agents find ways to get around official barriers adopted to curb private

capital transfers.

(8) These findings have a number of policy implications. For example the
-e_

existence of capital mobility aggravates the destabilising potential of exchange

rate overvaluation. At the same time it underlines the futility of financial

repression as a means of keeping domestic interest rates low to stimulate

investment. However, while correction of an existing exchange rate misalignment

will move the economy in the right direction, it is worth noting that this will only

happen slowly due to the satisfaction of the Marshall-Lerner condition in the

medium term and the sustained balance of payments deficit. Therefore,

complementary demand management policies are needed to correct external

balances in the short-run.
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(9) On the basis of Chow tests applied to the estimated equations of the

model, we were able to conclude that the constancy of the estimated parameters

could not be rejected at the 5 percent level of significance. Since Chow tests are

also considered as powerful tests against a broad range of the misspecifications,

these results precluded any serious misspecification of the macroeconomic model.

(10) Having established the model's parameter constancy over the entire

sample period, the structure of the model was examined through the

determination of the short-run equilibrium conditional on the expected values of

the exchange rate and the price level one period ahead. Linearising the model by

approximating the model's identities around their sample mean and solving for

logP we were able to derive an (approximate) aggregate demand function with

the domestic price level expressed as a function of the nominal interest (it), the

price level expected next period CEP ti4) and exogenous variables with as

government spending (Gt) , taxation (Ti) as well as predetermined variables.

Assuming the price level remains constant in the. short-run with aggregate
&

income and interest rates as the main variables of the system, this gave a fairly

standard IS curve for the model.

(11) To derive the LM portion of the model the 'shadow' money and the

'shadow' interest rate relationships were used. With proper substitution for the

endogenous variables we ended up with the 'shadow' interest rate as a function

of price level, exchange rate and domestic credit. Accordingly the monetary

aggregate controlled by the authorities in this setting is the stock of domestic

credit (DO. The 'shadow' interest rate depends on credit policy, government

borrowing, the exchange rate policy, the current account and money demand
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variables. From there we derive the LM curve of the model as a function of the

domestic price level, domestic credit and other exogenous and predetermined

variables of the model.

(12) The BP schedule of the model was derived using the balance of payments

identity, linearising the resulting expression, and proper substitution for the

endogenous variables. First an expression is derived for the changes in foreign

assets held by the private sector (AlogFpr), in which changes in the private sector

holding of foreign assets is expressed as a function of the interest rate, the price

level and other predetermined and exogenous variables. This equation

determines the magnitude of private capital flows. This latter variable is

essentially a policy reaction function which express as the magnitude of capital

outflows permitted by the authorities as a function of domestic credit and

external variables affecting the degree of tightness in domestic financial markets.

If we assume AlogFpr is an exogenous variable to the model, rearranging the

expression gives the model the BP schedule (see chapter V).

(13) Comparing IS-LM-BP curves derived from the estimated model

indicates that in the nominal interest rate (on vertical axis) and real income plane

slope of IS curve is steeper than that of BP and this latter schedule has steeper

slope compared to the LM curve. This implies that an income growth, induced

for example by the private or government expenditure, would generate a balance

of payments deficit. The policy implication of the IS-LM-BP curves, which

applies only to the point of sample mean of these functions, are that: fiscal policy

is far more effective in inducing an income growth while monetary policy

appears impotent in this respect. In short-run an expansion monetary policy will
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increase real income and reduce the domestic interest rate while the balance of

payments is in deficit. In the longer term as the balance of payments deficit

reduce the money stock, the variables turn to their original values. However, the

financing means of the fiscal expansion should be taken into consideration.

When the fixed price condition was relaxed, combinations of monetary -fiscal

policy failed to secure both internal and external balances. In this case addition

of exchange rate policy to the monetary-fiscal mix appears to be effective in

providing economic growth with price stability and balance of payments.

(14) Derivation of the impact multipliers of the macroeconomic model enables

us to conduct a brief comparative static analysis of the Iranian economy. The

marginal rates of substitution of policy variables were also calculated at the

point of sample mean. These marginal rates underline the relative effectiveness

of monetary policy on the financial part and fiscal policy on the real part of the

economy in a true Mundellian fashion. The set of impact multipliers and the

marginal rates of substitution between policy instruments help to draw a
,

demarcation line between the economy's sectors on the basis of the policy. In

general it can be seen that monetary policy is more effective in the financial

sector of the economy while fiscal policy is more influential on the real part of

the economy. However, this analysis also reveals the impotence of taxation policy

and the short-run influence of the exchange rate policy in the Iranian economy.

(15) The complete model was transferred to a system dynamic model for

policy simulation purpose (see chapter VI). The complete system simulation

results suggest that the model could track the actual time series of the

endogenous variables reasonably well. Proportional root-mean-squared errors
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(PRMSE) and the annual percentage deviation (APD) for the main variables of

the model also were computed. The system dynamic model was found to be

dynamically stable in the sense that a divergence caused by a shock to one or a

set of exogenous variables would disappear over time. This means that the model

could usefully be utilised for policy simulation purposes.

(16) The complete model simulation suggests that an expansion in public

investment would raise income and private investment with different effects on

the price level and the foreign sector of the economy depending on the means of

financing the public sector investment. Extension of domestic credit to finance

public investment promotes private investment and aggregate income but on the

other hand generates inflationary pressures and balance of payments deficits.

Financing public investment through foreign borrowing yields a similar result

regarding aggregate output. However, while the price level is more stable in this

case, expansion of public sector foreign liabilities is a clear disadvantage of this

policy. Raising taxation to finance extra public investment curbs the price level
,

and eventually improves the balance of payments but economic growth in this

case is lower.

(17) In the absence of open market operations and the market determined

interest rate, credit policy is the main monetary policy instrument. The complete

model simulation changing the credit policy yields interesting results. An

extension of domestic credit to the private sector adversely affects the economy.

Aggregate output declines while the price level increases and the balance of

payments worsens. This may appear to be a controversial result. To explain the

transmission mechanism by which an extension of credit to private sector
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negatively affects aggregate output while increasing the price level it will be

noted that the variable, domestic credit to private sector lagged one period,

appears with a negative coefficient in the estimated private investment function.

This means that an increase in domestic credit to the private sector will have a

negative effect on private investment, and thereby on total investment and

aggregate output with a one year delay. On the other hand an expansion of

domestic credit increases the money supply, but since the demand for money

does not catch up due to the fall in aggregate income, the price level has to rise to

equalise the demand for and supply of money. Our policy simulation results

show that a 10 percent increase in domestic credit to the private sector decreases

the growth of aggregate output by .2 percent on average. Although the demand

for imports also diminishes compared to the base simulation trend, however,

because exports fall faster in the second half of the 7 year simulation period the

deficit of the current account of the balance of payments increases by 1.15

percent on average mainly due to inflationary pressures.

(18) The complete model simulation suggests that an exchange rate

devaluation would promote exports in the medium term. Recall that the

Marshall-Lerner condition was found to be satisfied in our model in the medium

term but not on impact. A devaluation therefore, improves the balance of

payments. Our policy simulations indicate a 10 percent devaluation of the home

currency would raise exports by 1.8 percent on average which improves the

current account of the balance of payments despite a growing demand for

imports. However, the one period devaluation effect on aggregate output is quite

small (.015 percent on average). On the other hand, simulation results of a 5 year
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period devaluation reveal that exchange rate policy on its own could not promote

economic growth considerably. This indicates that the exchange rate policy

should only be adopted in combination with the other fiscal and monetary

polices in order to deliver a considerable result on the economy.

(19) The economy was subject to external shocks including changes in oil

revenues and an increase in world income. Simulation results suggest that a 10

percent increase in the oil income with an equal increase in public investment

would raise aggregate income 6.8 percent above its base simulation trend on

average. This induces an increase of 27 percent in imports in period 2, but

because of faster growing exports, eventually the current account of the balance

of payments improves leading to a reduction in public sector foreign liabilities.

The complete model's simulation results (assuming a five year increase in oil

revenue and an equal increase in public investment) show that had the

government investment been extended over a longer period without creating

budget deficits in the economy the government would have achieved its targets of
..

economic growth, price stability and the balance of payments surplus.

(20) Our simulation results suggest that a 10 percent decrease in oil revenue

financed by domestic borrowing will deteriorate the current account of the

balance of payments, expanding foreign sector deficit by 5.6 percent in period 2

and 10.6 percent in period 3. Full adjustment of the current account of the

balance of payments in these experiments takes about 11 periods. To explain this

long term adjustment process it can be noted that extension of domestic credit to

the public sector induces an expansion of the money supply by as much as 7.8

percent in period 2 and 2.7 percent in period 3 while demand for money only
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increases by .65 percent in period 2 and 2.7 percent in period 3. As a result, the

real rate of exchange appreciates further deteriorating the balance of payments.

Continuation of the slump in the oil revenue and expansion of bank credit to the

public sector could end in high inflation and larger foreign sector deficits. The

country experienced a similar situation in the second half of the 1980s when the

government resorted to finance its budget deficits caused by reducing oil

revenue, mainly through domestic borrowing. This fuelled inflation while the

foreign sector deficit increased.

(21) The complete model simulation indicates that a reduction of public

expenditure in the wake of a major oil revenue decline would diminish economic

growth while the price level would rise and the foreign sector deficit increases

despite a decline in the demand for imports caused by economy's slow down.

(22) The simulation results suggest that a world economy boom in which

world output grows by 10 percent a year for five successive years, would increase

Iran's exports by almost 4.5 percent a year on average. Export growth improves
.•

the current account of the balance of payments leading to a reduction of public

sector foreign liabilities by 3 percent on average. Assuming that a net surplus of

the balance of payments is used for the repayment of the foreign liabilities,

foreign exchange reserves of the economy do not increase considerably in spite of

a net surplus in the foreign sector of the economy. As a result, money supply and

imports also remain unchanged and therefore, changes to aggregate output and

the price level are small. These results are similar to the country's economic

position in the period 1992-95 during which, despite the increase in the oil price,
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compared to the second half of the 1980s, economic growth was not high enough

given that the country had to repay its accumulated foreign debts

(23) The complete model simulations suggest that adoption of a proper

combination of economic policies would steer the economic system in the right

direction towards its targets (considered here to be economic growth, price

stability and balance of payments) but it could be difficult to implement in

reality. Policy simulation results indicate that an economic policy consisting of (i)

expansion of public investment by 10 percent financed by taxation; (ii)

rationalisation of the overvalued home currency by 10 percent devaluation of the

exchange rate; and (iii) extension of domestic credit to the private sector by 10

percent for five successive years would yield the following results. Aggregate

output would grow by 9.5 percent on average above its base simulation trend,

while the price level increase slows down 1.5 percent on average. The price level

increases by 6.5 percent on average in this experiment compared to 8.6 percent

in the base simulation. The current account of the balance of payments also
,

eventually improves as exports grow faster than imports in the second half of the

7 year policy simulation period. However, implementation of this policy might be

quite difficult if not impossible due to the undeveloped taxation system in the

country. This is because, in Iran, the direct taxation rate has been about 6

percent of GDP on average over the period 1959-93. Financing a 10 percent

increase in public investment will require an increase in direct taxation as much

as 25 percent a year which cannot be without social disapproval. Suppose in this

economic policy the increase in public investment was financed by expansion of

the domestic credit to the public sector. Our policy simulation suggest that in this
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case although aggregate output would grow higher (11.2 percent on average),

however, price level also would increase higher than the base simulation and the

balance of payments would worsen.

(24) The complete model simulation results suggest that policies can have a

significant impact. Fiscal, monetary and exchange rate policies can have quite

substantial effects on most areas of policy concern. Fiscal policy has a greater

impact on the real part of the economy while exchange rate policy appears

influential to the foreign sector and the balance of payments; and monetary

policy seems to have greater impact on the price level.

(25) In some respects, the complete model simulation results support some of

the prevailing beliefs concerning Iranian policy choices. For example,

government investment exerts a positive effect on private investment, an increase

in imports affects aggregate output but the import demand responsiveness to a

devaluation is quite limited. The price level increases significantly following an

expansion of the money supply through domestic credit policy with negative

effects on foreign trade and the balance of payments. Taxation policy is rigid in

the sense that it cannot be manipulated to finance a public sector borrowing

requirement in the case of an unprecedented slump in the oil revenue. In other

respects however, the simulations illustrate ways in which historical policies have

caused results opposite to those intended. Expansion of domestic credit to the

private sector, for example, produced a negative effect on aggregate supply while

causing inflationary pressures.

(26)The complete model analysis suggests that there exist substantial trade-

offs among various macroeconomic objectives. For example, due to the structure
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of the economy, economic growth causes balance of payments problems; and

financing government investment by domestic credit generates inflationary

pressures. The complete model simulations reveal that to some extent, the partial

equilibrium analysis provides poor predictions of the magnitude of the medium

term effects. On the other hand, policy tools are limited by such realities as the

absence of an integrated capital market, the lack of a market determined interest

rate and open market operations, making successful 'fine-tuning' of the

economy even more difficult.

(27) The partial equilibrium and complete model simulation results of this

study do not exclusively support one side or the other in the extreme monetarist

or Keynesian controversy. While excess money balances induce inflationary

pressure, a fiscal expansion is effective in promoting real income and the

exchange rate policy appears to be effective in the foreign sector of the economy.

7.2 Further Extension of the Study
,

The nature of this study confined our analysis to an aggregate macroeconomic

model with a conventional specification and the application of standard

econometric techniques for estimation and dynamic simulation of the model.

Time and space limits prevent us from embarking on an attempt to enlarge the

model, to incorporate aspects such as informal markets to the model and/or to

apply vigorous techniques for policy analysis.

However, the study can be extended in the future to enrich our analysis of the

Iranian economy . Some possible directions in which this study can be advanced

without losing its original characteristics are as follows:
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(i) At such a level of aggregation of our macroeconomic model, it is impossible to

capture the impact of policies on relative prices. Some economists have argued

that policies in developing countries have primarily reflected on altered relative

prices. Enlarging the model to include the main sectors of the economy such as

the oil and gas industry, machinery, agriculture, services and so on would allow

an examination of the impact of policies concerning relative price changes on the

reallocation of resources between the sectors and intersectoral flows.

(ii) In the last decade or so, curb market for informal foreign exchange

transactions, in Iran, have expanded enormously as a result of the government

policy of retaining a highly overvalued Rial. This makes a devaluation of the

home currency, which is a key component of the macroeconomic adjustment

programme recommended by the IMF, inevitable in the future. There is wide

agreement that the structure of the financial markets play a crucial role in

determining the nature of the devaluation effects and in transmitting them to the

real economy. The macroeconomic role of parallel markets for foreign exchanges
,

in Iran is ambiguous and requires further investigation. Since the stocks of assets

traded in informal markets, their current prices, and the expected future paths

of these prices can all be expected to affect the current spending decisions of

private agents, the economy's dynamic response to devaluation can be quite

complex. The simultaneous existence of rationing in official markets and

informal markets for both credit and foreign exchange are a key feature of the

developing economy financial context. Integration of these aspects of the

exchange rate policy into the model would help to enhance our understanding of

the foreign sector of the economy and make our analysis more robust.
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(iii) In our study, the policy implication of the model were discussed by

straightforward simulation comparison between baseline projections (without

policy change) and policy induced projections. A further expansion of the policy

application of the model would be to use the technique of optimal control. In this

mode a loss function is constructed as a function of principal targets ( aggregate

income, the price level and foreign exchange reserves in our case), and

instruments (a subset of our policy variables) that are relevant for decision

makers. The loss function is to be minimised subject to our macroeconomic

model, given in table (6.1) over the time horizon T+1,....T+H, with respect to

instrument variables, where T is the terminal time of the sample period in which

the model is estimated. Numbers of targets and instruments should be a

proportion of the endogenous and policy variables respectively. Numbers of

instruments also should be less than target variables.

Control theory develops very specific policy proposals. It is a formal method

and is optimal only in the sense of existing for a given loss function and the
C.

simplest of policies. It is useful in bringing out a system's properties and is an

excellent device for working out medium or long range projections. The control

theory approach can be worked out in terms of a comparison between two

dynamic simulations over the horizon period, one being a base line projection

and the other being that which follows from the solution of the first-order

condition for control. The control simulation can be deterministic with all error

terms put at their sample mean values- say zero. It can be stochastic by choosing

replicated random drawings that conform to the moment structure of the
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computed residual. Allowance can also be made for the sampling distributions of

the parameter estimates in the economic model(see Klein, 1993)

Optimal control procedures are both interesting and useful, but the results

are optimal in only a limited sense. However, economic policy making is not yet

at a stage whereby purely formal computational methods can be used in the same

way that they are applied to highly restrictive engineering systems. They are

certainly not ready for global economic policy formation. However, in the

circumstances that the policy makers have to decide upon a trade off between the

various targets, the formal theory underlying such policy trade-offs and the

necessary adjustment that has to be made to the control variables is the subject

matter of optimal control theory and its application to our study would further

illuminate our policy analysis of the economy.
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